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ABSTRACT
This study falls into two parts: in the first part (Chapters 
2, 2A and 3) we examine the Chebyshev expansion for the distribution 
function of normed sums of independent random variables and in the 
second part (Chapters 4 and 5) we apply some convergence rate results 
from independent random variable theory to two types of branching 
process and we obtain some analogues of the classical limit laws.
In particular, in Chapter 2 we derive necessary and sufficient
conditions for certain series-type convergence rates for the remainder
term R (x) in the Chebyshev approximation to the above mentioned K,n
distribution function. These conditions turn out to be pure moment 
conditions, in contrast to the case of ’order nf convergence rates, 
treated by I. A. Ibragimov, in which tail-conditions on moments are 
involved. Chapter 2A shows that the results of Ibragimov may be 
obtained under slightly weaker conditions and as a corollary to this 
result, we show how to tie up some loose ends present in Chapter 2.
In Chapter 3, assuming certain moments exist, we derive very
precise estimates for the remainder term R (x) and we show that fromj n
these estimates, well known results concerning R (x) can be easilyk. 9 n
derived. Also, without demanding the existence of any moments whatever, 
we give a new estimate for the remainder term in the central limit 
theorem which extends a similar result of Osipov and Petrov. Further­
more, we generalise this extension and obtain an estimate for the 
remainder term in the Chebyshev approximation, again without requiring 
the existence of any moments. Finally, we show that this latter 
estimate has, in certain cases, asymptotic behaviour equivalent to that 
of the remainder term itself.
Chapter h provides analogues of the iterated logarithm law in 
the context of Galton-Watson processes, with or without immigration, 
fuch results had earlier been given under rather severe moment restrictions. 
In Chapter U we show how to remove these restrictions and replace them 
by a basic second moment condition. We also give a convergence rate 
for the analogue of the central limit theorem. This rate result plays
a vital role in the derivation of the results of Chapter b .
The final chapter gives both central limit and iterated logarithm 
analogues for temporally homogeneous Markov branching processes and for the 
associated increasing process consisting of the number of splits in the 
original process up to time t.
(iii)
NOTATION AND ABBREVIATIONS
a . s. almost surely
(c) Cramer’s condition, see p.l.
c. f. characteristic function
c(n) t as n t c(n) is an increasing function of n
D converges in distribution to
D has the same distribution as
d.f. distribution function
iff if and only if
lim lim sup
lim lim inf
log f(t) where f(t) is a characteristic function; we take 
the principal value of log f(t) - see [’ll] p.64.
P-> converges in probability to
rv random variable
T.P.A. Theory of Probability and its Applications
’tail conditions’ on moments is used in a broad sense to include 
conditions on r r
urdF(u) and on uSdF(u) .
|u|>z lu l<z
Lemma 3.7 shows that certain conditions on the former 
expression induce similar conditions on the latter.
• often, for reasons of clarity, a dot is placed between 
two expressions whose product is being taken.
[ x ] integer part of x
1CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
1 .1 . INDEPENDENT SEQUENCES: Let (X^}be a sequence of iid rv’s.
Throughout this section we shall assume, unless otherwise stated, 
that EX^ = 0 and EX-j_^  = 1.
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE: In 1901, Lyapounov published his theorem about
the convergence of the distribution functions of the normalised sums of
a sequence of iid rv’s to the normal law. In that same article he
gave an estimate of the speed of this convergence. Indeed, upon
3assuming the existence of the 3rd moment, i.e. E JX-p | = 3^  < 00 an^
taking
F (x) = Pn
rX, + ... + X1 n
/n < x
he showed that
jFn(x) - $(x)j ^  Cß3 , C a universal constant./n
Some years later (1928) H. Cramer sharpened this result while
imposing the additional assumption that .lim |f(t)] < 1 where 
itX . .f(t) = Ee (we denote this condition here and elsewhere by (C))to
obtain ß.
|F (x) - $(x)| < C 37n C a universal constant.
Berry (19^1) and Esseen (19^2) independently obtained the same result 
whilst avoiding the imposition of condition (C).
Ibragimov [22] (1966) relaxed the condition demanding the
existence of the 3rd moment and was still able to obtain estimates of 
the same order as the Berry-Esseen result. Furthermore, he showed 
that the conditions were also necessary and in addition he gave 
necessary and sufficient conditions for |Fn(x) - $(x)] to be 
Ofn"6^2) , 0 < 6 < 1.
2His results are given in the following theorem:
THEOREM 1.1 (Ibragimov). In order that |Fn(x) -$(x)| = 0(n-<S/2), 
0 < 6 <. 1 it is necessary and sufficient that
1) xdF(x)=0(z ) as z -*■
|x|>z
and 2) x^dF(x) = 0(l) as z 00 if 6 = 1.
-z
-IWe note that the 0(n 2) rate is the best possible in view of the
following simple example in which this bound is actually attained. Let
the iid sequence {X^} take the values ll, each with probability \a
The distribution function of (X. + ... + X )n 2 is a step function withl n r
jumps of order of magnitude —  while $(x) is of course continuous,
_ i
hence sup|F^(x) - $(x)| = 0(n 2). Furthermore, all moments of X^
exist.
1.2. THE CHEBYSHEV EXPANSION FOR THE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION Fn(x).
With bounds obtained for the difference |F (x) - <l>(x)|, interest 
was next directed towards obtaining some kind of asymptotic expansion 
for it. The problem is the same as that of finding an asymptotic 
expansion for F (x) in which the first term is $(x). Historically, 
results of Chebyshev (1859) [51 were used to obtain the desired
expansion; Chebyshev had found an expansion for an arbitrary function 
p(x) in terms of an orthogonal set of polynomials {H^(x)} now known as 
the Chebyshev-Hermite polynomials. Chevyshev proposed the following 
expansion » oo
iy2(e sX ) _ l (-UkCke'2X Hj^x)
k=0 k=0
where Ck = (-l)k Hk(x)p(x)dx (the Fourier coefficients)
gx2 dk -^x2 6dx^and Hk(x) = (-l)k e H0(x) = 1 .
31 -5x2Since the first term is 72n^oe this suggested an expansion
for an arbitrary probability density (with all moments existing)
Px(x) of a rv X with EX = 0 and EX^ =1. We note that Ck
can be written as a linear combination of the first k moments of X, i.e.
v 2Ck = I v.a., a . = EX , v. constants.
i=0
It is not difficult to show that in our case 0o = 1, Cj_ = 0 and 
C2 = 0 giving
pX(x,~ 7Sf e"'x2 C1 - C3H3<*) + < W x) + ...)
Integrating the above expansion, we obtain an expansion for an arbitrary 
distribution function, all of whose moments exist, namely
Fx (x) - $(x) + C3$ (3)(x) + C ^ ^ U )  + ...
where
k-1
72n Hk-i(x) e
-§X2 (-l)ke“ u^2 H. (u)du
We are now very close to the desired expansion. If we consider
the rv 2
Y = n"2(X.. + X0 + ... + X ) n 1 2  n
where the {X.} are iid with EX. = 0 and EX.^ = 1,1 l i *
we have EYn = 0, EYn2 = 1 and
F (x) = Fv (x) - $(x) + $ ^ ( x )  + C, $ ^ ( x )  + ... (1)3,n k,n
where the C. are linear combinations of the first j moments of Y .J ,n n
Remembering that EX^ = 0, it is not difficult to show that
EYn^+  ^ =  ^ 0. . n where the 0 . . are independent of n. 
i=o 1,<^
We can now collect together terms in (l) having the same order of n, 
which leads to the so-called ’Chebyshev Expansion’
e'5x2Fn(x) - *(x) + -7 ^ f«l(x) , Q2(x)  ^ )~T ^ -----• • •l. n2
where Qj(x) is a polynomial of degree 3j —1, independent of n and defined
ki n  te rm s  o f  t h e  f i r s t  j  + 2 moments o f  Xp (a  p r e c i s e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f
Q*(x) i s  g iven  i n  C hap te r  2 ) .
J
At t h i s  p o i n t  i t  i s  p e rhaps  i n s t r u c t i v e  t o  n o te  t h a t  t h e r e  i s  
a more d i r e c t  approach  t o  t h i s  ex p an s io n .  In d e e d ,  w i th o u t  i n t e n d i n g  
t h i s  t o  he a fo rm al  d e r i v a t i o n ,  l e t  us assume t h a t  t h e  sequence  o f  
i i d  r v ’s {X-j_} has  f i n i t e  k^h moment. From T a y l o r ’ s theo rem  we have 
f o r  ]t I  s m a l l ,
k -1
i t X i f ( t ) exp ' _ : t 2 +  l  1 * 2 1  k„ + 0 ( | t | k ) '
s=3
F u r th e r m o r e ,
i t Y i exp
k-1
- i t 2 + l a t )
s=3 I „ 2 ( s - 2 )
+ 0
| t | k
J ( k - 2 )
1 ?exp - g t  * exp
fk-3  / • . \ s+2 iv l i t ;  -5S .
, i .  T i T p y y  •  k s + 2 n  + 0'*s=l
N
By expanding t h e  second e x p o n e n t i a l  t e rm  and c o l l e c t i n g  l i k e  powers 
o f  n we can w r i t e
1 + 2
f n ( t )  = e ( l  + I Ps ( i t )  - T j  + n ( t ) )
s = l  n 5
where t h e  Ps ( i t )  a r e  po lynom ia l s  o f  deg ree  3s i n  ( i t ) ,  depending  on t h e  
f i r s t  s+2 cumulants  o f  X; o r ,  e q u i v a l e n t l y ,  on t h e  f i r s t  s+2 moments 
o f  . I f  we n o te
f n ( t )  =
k-3
and
where
e l t x dFn (x)
- i t 2
- ^ t 2 ( i t ) j  = ( - l ) J  [e i t x  d * ( j , (x)
e ^ Xd$(x)
P = ( i t ) f a  J e i t x d*( j ) ( x ) ,
J=1 S s <]
and t h u s
5we can immediately extract the following representation:
J
k,3 f3s , (j)
Fn(x) ~ *(x) + r  l « .(-I)j ♦ U/(x) n~^S + ft (x)
s=i tj=i S’J **”
, 12 k~3 (3s
- *(x) + 7 2 n e"2X I l a (-l)H (x)jn-2S + (x)
s=l '*1 = 1 JO o ; jj=l
-is
~ *(x) + 7|jj e"2x2 £ n'2S Qs(x) + Mk (x)
•=i js=l
This representation being the first k-2 terms of the Chehyshev series.
1.3» RATE RESULTS FOR THE CHEBYSHEV EXPANSION.
The first convergence rate result for the Chehyshev approximation 
to Fn(x) was obtained by Cramer (1928 [71) who showed that if the
k+2nd absolute moment (k >..
then
S*P K - l , n (;
where
Rk-l,n^ m e
i 2 k-1 i 
-5X l n'ssQs(x)
S=1
and M depending only on k and the distribution function of X^.
Taking k=l we obtain essentially the earlier mentioned result
of Cramer for |Fn(x) - $(x)|. Comparing this with Ibragimov’s necessary
1
and sufficient conditions for |Fn(x) - $(x)| to be 0(n 2) suggests that
Cramer’s Chehyshev expansion rate result could be obtained under more
relaxed conditions. It is also possible that the new conditions would
be necessary. At this point we shall examine precisely what is meant
here by necessary conditions and we will show that this leads to a more
general consideration of the problem.
In the present framework, since Qj(x) is a function of the first
j+2 moments, we must at the very least assume the existence of 
2
k+2x dF(x) as well as of the first k+1 moments in order to definelimz-x»
-2
all the Qj(x)’s (j=l, ...j^k) appearing in Rjtn(x)* The problem would
dF(x) and E|X|^, j = 3,^,...,k+l exist,then read: assuming limZ-x»
k+2
-z
6find necessary and sufficient conditions for R (x) to decrease at aKn
specified rate.
Suppose, however, instead of defining the Q-(x)’s in terms ofJ
the moments y , y_, y. 0, of X., we prescribe an artibrary sequencef 2 J+2 1
of real numbers an = 0, = 1, a_, a,, ... a, „ and on the basis of it1 2 3 4 k+2
we form polynomials Q.(x) in such a way that their coefficients are
J
expressed in terms of a^s a^, . .., a]1+2 same vaX as the classical
polynomials Q^(x) are expressed in terms of y^, •••> b^+2 *
Row set
-§x2 k _i
Gkn(x) = t(x) + V S T  E Qs<x)n 2 •S=1
This construction, which henceforth we shall refer to as 
the ’Ibragimov formulation’, raises the following question: if
sup|Fn(x) - Gkn(x)I decreases at a certain rate, can we make definite 
statements about the existence of the moments of and as to how these 
moments relate to the numerical sequence 0, 1, a^9 a^, ...,
This problem is considerably more general than the one stated at the 
end of the previous paragraph. The advantage here, however, is that
no moments higher than the second are required to exist in order to 
formulate the question. Sufficient conditions for a particular convergence
rate for sup|F (x) - G (x)| can be readily found by requiring
a- = EX^1 for j+1, 2, ..., k+2 and thereby reducing the problem toJ
finding sufficient conditions for convergence rates for sup|R (x)|.x Kn
It is now natural to ask if these sufficient conditions are also necessary 
conditions.
The solution to this enlarged problem was found by Ibragimov 
(1967 t 23] ) whose results we shall quote in some detail since frequent
reference will be made to them in later chapters. The first theorem 
gives a small order result while the second gives a large order result.
7THEOREM 1,2 (Ibragimov), In order that sup|R (x)|-0{n”2k)x k 3 n
for integer k >l 1, it is necessary and3 for distributions satisfying 
condition (C)_, also sufficient that
1) EI X± I < ° o  and a . = EX'?, j = 1, 2, . .., k+2,J -L
2) f |u|k+1 dF(u) = o(z for z ■+ °°,
M >z
z
and 3) lim 
z-^ o°
uk+2 dF(u) = ak+2 *
-z
THEOREM 10Z (Ibragimov), In order that SxP |R (x)|=0(n~2 k^+c^  )k 4 n
for integer k ^  1, it is necessary and3 for distributions satisfying 
conditions (C)_, also sufficient that
1) E|xi|k+2 < oo and cij = EX^, j = 1, 2, ... , k+2,
2) |u|k+2 dF(u) = 0(z"5), 0 < 6 4  1
U I >z
uk+3 dF(u) = 0(l) when 6 = 1 .
Theorem 10S generalises Theorem 1,1 y although the latter does 
require Cramer’s condition (C). To examine condition 2) of these 
theorems we require the following lemma:
and 3) lim z-*30
Lenina 1,4 For any rv X ,
00 i / \
EIX[r < « <=> I n2 r~2 p (|x | > /n) < r > C,
n=l
The proof is elementary and depends on the fact that
I n2 r^"2 ' P (IXJ >/n) < « > < - >  I k§r p(/k < IXI < /k+l) < «
n=l k=l
If now 2) of Theorem 1.2 holds, then
P( IX! > /n) < n (k+1) k+1 dF(u) 0( i -I(k+2)
I > /n
8whence
l J (k-1+6,) P(|X| > /n} < Cln-1- ^ 1-6'5 <
for 0 < 6  <1. However, from the lemma,
_|,ri k+1+6 ’ r \ (k—1+6 1) _ r I I / "nEIXI <00 <=^ > 2,n P(JXj > /n) <
thus, condition 2) of Theorem 1.2 =-> E|X| k+1+ä' < 0 < «" < 1 .
Similarly, if condition 2) of Theorem 1.3 holds, then E|X| < »
for all 6’■’ < 6 . So condition 2) of these theorems is not as strict
as the pure moment condition E|x[^+  ^< °o (Theorem 1.2) or E jx|K:+^ +<'* < °o 
(Theorem 1.3), hut is stricter than E|x |*v+^ +<'’ < °°, 0 < 6* < 1 (Theorem 1.2)
]<-+0 4 - a
or EIXI ' 0 < 6 ” < 6 (Theorem 1.3).
Finally we examine the role of Cramer’s condition: 
supintji < 1 for a > 0. Characteristic functions can he divided 
into three disjoint classes: those satisfying (C), those of lattice rv’s 
and those neither of lattice rv’s nor satisfying (C). Results of a 
similar nature to Theorem 1.2 have heen obtained for lattice rv’s hy 
Osipov (see Petrov [ 32] p.21l). As Fn(x) for a lattice rv has, in 
general, jumps of order a discrete component in its corresponding 
asymptotic expansion had to he included. The construction of this 
discrete component was facilitated hy the regular positioning of the 
saltus points of Fn(x). When we come to consider the last class of 
characteristic functions - those neither of lattice rv’s nor satisfying 
condition (C) - we find we are dealing with (non-lattice) rv’s whose 
distribution function F(x) has all of its variation concentrated on a 
set of measure zero (Cramer [ 8 ] ). Construction of an expansion for 
Fn(x) in this case would need to include a function having saltus points 
co-incident with those of Fn(x). This would of necessity he a very 
cumbersome expression to cover the general case. Thus, whilst particular 
cases could he analysed, the general situation is very complex. In 
conclusion, we give an example from Gnedenko and Kolmogorov [ H  ] P*222 
demonstrating that condition (C) cannot he removed from Theorems 1.2 and 1.3,
9L et "take o n ly  t h e  v a lu e s  -  1 and ±^3, each  w i th  
p r  oh a b i l i t y  p-, th e n  i t s  d i s t r i b u t i o n  i s  n o n - l a t t i c e  and i t s  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  
f u n c t i o n  i s
f ( t )  = i ( c o s  t  + cos t  /3 )
which does no t s a t i s f y  (C).. I t  can  he shown t h a t  f o r  even n ,  En (x)
2
has  a jump a t  x = 0 ,  a s y m p t o t i c a l ly  e q u a l  t o  —  . A lthough  a l l  moments
o f  a r e  f i n i t e ,  we c l e a r l y  cannot w r i t e  t h e  expans ionK.
—
Fn<*> = *(*) + S j -
^  fQpx) Q2 ( x) -I
/  n + C ( ^ )
and hence c o n d i t i o n  (C) cannot he removed from Theorem 1 .2  and 1 .3 .
l .U .  RESULTS CONCERNING INDEPENDENT1 r v ’ s .
From Theorem 1 .3  we n o te  t h a t  c o n d i t io n s  l ) ,  2) and 3) o f  t h a t  theorem
im ply ) snip | (x ) 1 < 00 f o r  a l l  6 ’ such t h a t  0 < o ’ < 6.
In  C hap te r  2 we f in d  n e c e s s a ry  and s u f f i c i e n t  c o n d i t io n s  f o r  t h e
convergence  o f  t h i s  s e r i e s .  These c o n d i t io n s  t u r n  ou t t o  he ’p u r e ’
moment c o n d i t io n s  a s  opposed t o  t h e  ’t a i l ’ c o n d i t io n s  on t h e  moments
r e q u i r e d  f o r  t h e  ’o rd e r  n ’ convergence  r a t e s .  Our r e s u l t s  g e n e r a l i s e
s e r i e s  r e s u l t s  f o r  |F n (x) -  $ ( x ) j  o b ta in e d  by Heyde
C hap te r  2A i s  f a i r l y  s h o r t  and i s  in te n d e d  as a supplem ent
t o  C h ap te r  2 . In  i t  we show t h a t  Theorems 1 .2  and 1 .3  c o n t in u e  t o  h o ld
i f  we r e p l a c e  t h e  c o n d i t io n  t h a t  n = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . .  by n = n q ,  np, . . .
n i + lwhere n , > n . and l+l l
t o  show t h a t t
I »
n=l
n i
_ l+ ^ k
-> C f o r  1 < C < 00. We th e n  u se  t h i s  r e s u l t
s h >!r . u ) | < 00 E|x| k+2 < 00 f o r  k > 1.
We now move on t o  c o n s id e r  v e ry  p r e c i s e  bounds f o r  R ^ ( x )  which
a r e  i n t e r e s t i n g  in  as  much as some o f  th e  r e s u l t s  we have a l r e a d y
d i s c u s s e d  can  v e ry  e a s i l y  be d e r iv e d  from them . The c a s e  o f
R (x) = F (x) -  $ ( x)  was examined by Osipov and P e t r o v  [31] from whose on n
+This r e s u l t  c lo s e s  a gap p r e s e n t  in  C hap te r  2.
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work- we can derive the following estimate
sup|F^(x) - $(x)| 4 nP X! > % + K r-»fn  J
!u l<Tn
u JdF(u)
/n  j udF(n)]
u l i Tn
■&F(u) ]
11 >T
where Kc is an absolute constant and {Tn) is a sequence of positive real 
numbers. Taking t = /n and using Lemma 3.7 of Chapter 3, we can readily 
obtain the necessity part of Theorem 1.1 for 0 < 6 < 1. Furthermore, the 
necessity part of Theorem 2.1 for 0 < 6 < 1 can also be easily derived 
(see Heyde T 17^ ) .
It would seem likely that a similar estimate could be found 
for R^(x), having the same desirable applications. Such bounds were 
indeed found by Osipov f30] who gave not only bounds uniform in x but 
also bounds dependent on x. (For some background to non-uniform (in x) 
convergence rates, the reader is referred to § 3.1).
These estimates, however, have some drawbacks; in particular 
the case of 6= 1 in both Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 cannot be derived from then,
|u|k+3 dF(u), (k > 0).due to the presence of
j u j <v/n
In Chapter 3, we present a non-uniform estimate of R^n (x)
(Theorem 3.3) and its uniform counter-part (Theorem 3.^0 which overcome
this problem and which lead on to estimates for ^^n (y ) defined according
to the ’Ibragimov formulation’.
So far, R, (x) has been defined in terms of the moments of X.5 kn l
and so, finding bounds for it, involves first assuming Eix.Jk+^ <0° and 
z
limZ-X»
k+2u ' dF(u) = a in order that it may be defined. On the otherK. •
-z
hand, a bound for R* (x) ("being R^n (x) defined according to the ’Ibragimov 
formulation’) will avoid presupposing the existence of these moments.
Before discussing this further, we mention a bound due to Osipov and 
PetrovC 31] in which no moments whatever are assumed to exist. Osipov
11
and Petrov give a bound for -1 4 X - *(x) (see expression
(l) of Chapter 3 for the non-uniform case) -where is a sequence of
independent rv's (none of whose moments, including the first, are assumed 
to exist), {Cn} is a sequence of positive real numbers and (bn }a sequence 
of real numbers. Keyde [ 171 examined this bound taking Cn = /n an
where a f u dF(u)n } ...... ‘ I,
|u|</n |u|</n
udF(u) and bn = 0 with {£.}
sequence of iid rv’s and ^  having expectation zero if e |^ ] <°°. He
was able to show that the bound itself decreased at a rate of order
■ I 6n ” , 0 < 6 < 1 if and only if
-i -i 5 -i6An(/n an) = sup|P(n 2 a [ x) - $(x)| = 0(n 2U). A similar series x n -j j_
type convergence rate equivalence war. also established and so in these
two important cases, An(/ncxn) and its bound have equivalent asymptotic
behaviour - a most desirable property.
We note, however, that again it was not possible to cover the
case of 6 = 1  for the order n rate. To rectify this, we give a new
uniform bound for |p(cn  ^I - bn x] - $(x)[ (expression(2b)of Chapter 3)
1 1
which allows us to include the 6 = 1 case.
Returning now to the question of bounds for R* (x), we go onekn
step further and find bounds for a generalisation of the Osipov-Petrov
-v/21
expression, namely for
|P(Cn_1 l 5, - < x) - 4(x) -
-gx2
/2Ü l Q„(x)n1 * i
the Qj(x)’s being defined in terms of some arbitrary ’moment1 sequence
(0, 1, 03, al;, ... , a -^+2  ^ ant^  "being a sequence of iid rv’s.
It is natural now to ask if this bound (in the uniform case) has the same 
kind of asymptotic properties as of the bound for £n(Cn). We find 
(Theorem 3-6) that for ’order n’ convergence rates, providing we assume 
Cramer’s conditions (C). asymptotic equivalence is preserved.
1.3 DEPENDENT SEQUENCES.
The remaining two chapters (4 and 5) of the thesis are devoted to
12
obtaining certain limit results for two kinds of branching processes. 
Although in both chapters, convergence rates play a vital role, it is the 
limit results which are most interesting. The process we first deal 
with is the Galton-Watson process and the second is its continuous 
time analogue: the time homogeneous Markov branching process.
The Galton-Watson process can be regarded as representing the 
numbers of individuals in a population at successive generations. At 
the end of the lifetime of an individual from, this population, a random 
number,£ , of offspring are produced with distribution 
P(5 = k) = ak , k = 0, 1, 2, ...
CO
where a^ >. 0 and £ ap = 1. All the offspring act independently of each 
1
other and at the end of their lifetime (the lifetime of all individuals 
being the same) each have offspring in accordance with the above 
distribution. Taking ZQ = 1, 2n is then the size of the population 
at the nth generation arising from one individual. In fact, from 
now on we take Z0 = 1.
If the size of the nth generation is known, the probability 
law governing later generations does not depend on the sizes of 
generations preceding the nth and hence Z0, Zq,... forms a Markov chain. 
Furthermore, in view of the assumption that different individuals 
reproduce independently, if we are given that ZQ = k, Z is distributed 
as the sum of k iid rv’s, each distributed like Zq (with ZQ = l). It 
is this latter property of the Galton-Watson process that provides the 
key to the results of Chapters 4 and 5. It allows us to overcome 
the problems imposed by dependence.
It is well known (see Harris f 12] Chapter l) that if EZp = m, 
then EZn = mn and that the behaviour of Zn as n 00 depends on whether 
m is < 1 or > 1. In particular, if m 1, then Zn -* 0 a.s. and if 
m > 1, Zn 0 or “ with probability q and 1-q respectively where q is 
the unique non-negative solution (less than l) of the equation,
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s = f(s), f(s) = £ a, s^ (a^ as defined earlier).
0• 2 -nFurther, if m > 1 and EZ^ < °°, Wn = m Zn converges a.s. to a
non-degenerate rv W having E W = 1 and Var W = (m2 - n) ^ • Var Z-^  > 0.
The central limit theorem and the law of the iterated logarithm
may he regarded as convergence rate results for the strong law of large
numbers (see §U.l). Heydefl5l , £l61 adopted this interpretation with
regard to the relation Wn W a.s. and proved analogous convergence
rate theorems for this strong convergence result. Indeed he showed
h
that s conditional on Zn > 0 ,
1 -I 1,
(m^ - m)2 o Zn 2 mn (W - Wn ) and
(m2 - m)2 a“1 m“2*^ (m^ -l)“2 Z~2 (Zn+j - mJ*Zn ), (fixed j)
are both asymptotically normal N(0,l).
3Furthermore, under the additional restriction, EZ^ < °°, a 
convergence rate for this central limit analogue was provided and using
that rate result, the following analogue of the law of the iterated
3 . tlogarithm was established: if EZ^ _ < °°, conditional on Zn > 0,
L> —  XU Li, . n+r niim sup — — ---------- ;
(2ar Zn log n)‘
iim sup 
h*°°
anW - Z
(2a2 (m2 - m) 1Zn log n)
a. s
with corresponding lim inf results.
These latter results were obtained using the Berry-Esseen bound
requiring the imposition of the condition EZ^ < The aim of Chapter h
3
is to show how the condition EZ < 00 can be replaced by the basic 
2condition EZ^ < °°.
We proceed now to define the Galton-Watson process with 
immigration for which equivalent results to those mentioned for the 
standard Galton-Watson process are valid. Let {Xn), XQ = 1 be a 
branching process in which individuals evolve as in a Galton-Watson 
process and which is subject to an independent immigration component 
at each generation. Thus, for n >.1 
"^a2 = Var Z^_, a2 = Var Zr<
lb
+ + . . .  +
where Zn is the number of direct descendants of the initial individual
and U"1 ,^ i = 1, 2, 3, ... n is the number of descendants of the nth
tgeneration from the immigration at the ith. be note that, according 
to our assumptions, all the foregoing component variables of XR are 
independent. Moreover, {Zn}, n ^  1 is an ordinary Galton-Watson process 
(initiated by a single ancestor). Taking
P(Number of offspring of an individual = k) = ak
and
P(Number of new immigrants at any generation = k) = bk
then from Seneta C31* ] we have that if 1 < m = £ ka^ < «,
oo k--0
0 < X = J kbk < * and log(j) a^ < 00, Vn = Xn m” converges a.s. to 
k=0
a proper rv V with finite mean EV and such that P(V = 0) = 0.
We now have a setting similar to that cf the ordinary Galton- 
Watson process for obtaining analogues of the central limit theorem 
associated convergence rates and analogues of the law of the iterated 
logarithm.
3
Heyde and Seneta [ 21] under the assumption that EZ^ < °° 
paralleled the results for the ordinary Galton-Watson process quoted
above. A further aim of Chapter U, therefore, is to remove the
3 . . . .  2restriction EZlj' < 00 replacing it with the basic condition EZ^ < °° as
was done for the ordinary Galton-Watson process.
The other branching process with which we shall be concerned
is the time (temporally) homogeneous Markov branching process. This
process differs from the Galton-Watson process in that no longer is
reproduction constrained to occur at fixed discrete times - reproduction
can occur continuously in time. We can regard this continuous time
process (X(t), t ^  0} as the total number of individuals at time t
in a system where we start with X(0) = 1 individuals at t = 0. Each
individual lives an exponentially distributed length of time with
"f'Once an immigrant is in the population, its behaviour is indistinguishable 
from non-immigrant members.
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mean a \  C < a < », and on death splits into a random number of new 
individuals whose probability generating function we shall denote by 
h(z). All individuals behave independently of each other and 
identically. The probability of an individual of age x dying in the 
age interval (x,x+ dx) is independent of x.
Like the Galton-Watson process, the asymptotic behaviour of 
X(t), t -> 00, depends on whether h*(l) <. 1 or > 1. If h f(i) 1 
X(t) -> 0 a.s. and if h’(l) > 1 and h"(l) < °°, X(t)e ^  -> W a.s. 
where W is a non-degenerate rv with EW = 1 and Var W < 00, and 
A = a(h’(l) - l) (see Harris C12 ] Chapter 5)* Once more we have the
setting for analogues of the central limit theorem and the law of the 
iterated logarithm. In Chapter 5 such limit results are derived 
for (x(t)e - w) and (x(t+r)e _ e ^x(t)) , r > 0 under
the basic condition h"(l) < 00 or equivalently EX(l)2 <
From the homogeneous Markov branching process a newincreasing process 
{N(t), t ^ 0} can be derived which is not present (except in a trivial 
sense) in the Galton-Watson process. We define N(t) to be the total 
number of discontinuities in X(s) for s t . If xn is the time of 
occurrence of the nth change of state (split) of X(t) and if further 
we rule out the possibility of X(t) replicating itself at a split by 
taking p ( x ( x n + 0) - X(xn - 0) = o) = 0, then N(t) = n<=>xn 1 < T n +2 * 
Athreya and Karlin Cl'1 showed that if y = h*(l) > 1 and h”(l) < 00
-At .then lim N(t) ye = W a.s. where W = £im X(t)e a.s. Moreover, 
central limit and iterated logarithm analogues were obtained for 
( x ( t )  - yN(t)). We show in Chapter 5 that similar limit results hold 
also for yN(t)e ^  - W, N(t+r)e +^  - N(t)e ^ , and
X(t+r) - eXryN(t).
The key to these results lies in the presence of an imbedded 
Galton-Watson process. In fact Harris,( Chapter 5 [12]) X(nA) , for 
n = 0, 1, 2, and A any fixed positive real numbei , forms a supercritical
(if h ’(l) > l) Galton-Watson process. Hence most of the techniques 
used in Chapter k can be successfully applied in this context.
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CHAPTER 2
A UNIFORM CONVERGENCE RATE RESULT
2.1. INTRODUCTION: Let X^, i = 1,2,3,... be a sequence of iid rv’s
with EX-l = 0 and EX-j_2 = 1. Write F(x) for the distribution function and
n
f(t) for the characteristic function of X^, put Sn = £ X^ and set
i=l
Fn (x) = P{Sn £ x/n}.
In this chapter we shall obtain a convergence rate result, uniform 
in x, for a portion of the Chebyshev series expansion of Fn (x). This 
work corresponds to the Ibragimov [23] results^and is a generalisation of 
a result of Spitzer[35] namely, that under the assumption E | X- [ < °°, 
we have |£n“l{P(Sn < °) “ l } I < 00 •
Spitzer’s
series was shown to be also absolutely convergent by Rosen[33]# Baum & 
Katz [2] generalised this by showing that if E|Xip+<^ < «> for 0 £ 6 < 1, 
then
£n-l+6/2|P(Sn < 0) - i[ < » .
Noting that this series is a particular case of the series
£n 1+^/2 IP{Sn < x/n} - $(x)|
the problem arises as to whether this latter generalisation continues to 
converge uniformly in x under the Baum & Katz conditions. Heyde[13 ] 
completely solved this question with the following theorem:
THEOREM 2.1. (Heyde C13 3) Let {X^ } be a sequence of iid rv's 
with EX^  - 0 and E X - 1. Then
£n~l+<'*/2 sup|Fn (x) - $(x)j < 00 for 0 £ 6 < 1
iff a) EI Xi 12+6 < 00 for 0 < 6 < 1, and 
b) EI Xi I 2 log(1 + |Xi|) < * for 5 = 0.
From this theorem we see that the Baum & Katz conditions were 
necessary and sufficient for 0 < 5 < 1, however, when 6 = 0 , the stronger
'already referred to in Chapter 1.
I T
c o n d i t i o n  E | X£ |  ^ l o g ( l  + | x i  | ) < 00 was r e q u i r e d .
Comparing t h e s e  r e s u l t s  w i t h  t h o s e  o f  Ib ra g im o v  (Theorem. 1*2 ) 
where  n e c e s s a r y  and s u f f i c i e n t  c o n d i t i o n s  a r e  g i v e n  f o r  
An = s u p | F n (x)  -  $ (x )  I t o  be  0 (n_<^ / 2 ) ,  0 < 6 £ 1 , i t  i s  s t r i k i n g  t h a t
s e r i e s  c o n d i t i o n s  on t h e  An l e a d  t o  ’ p u r e ’ moment c o n d i t i o n s ,  w he re as  
c o n d i t i o n s  on e a ch  An l e a d  t o  ’ t a i l  c o n d i t i o n s ’ on t h e  moments .
We now c o n s i d e r  a g e n e r a l i s a t i o n  o f  Theorem 2 .1  i n  w h ich  we o b t a i n  
a c o r r e s p o n d i n g  s e r i e s  r a t e  o f  c o n v e rg e n c e  r e s u l t  f o r
Akn  = S£ P I Rkn^x ) I = s ^ p | F n ( x )  "  Gk n ( x ) |  
whe re  ^
Gkn(x) = $ (x )  + -4=- e " l x2 I Qs (x) r T s / 2 ,
/21T s = l
i s  a g i v e n  p o r t i o n  o f  t h e  Chebyshev  s e r i e s  d e f i n e d  a c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e  
I b r a g i m o v  f o r m u l a t i o n  d e s c r i b e d  i n  C h a p t e r  1 . Tha t  i s ,  so  as t o  a v o id  
p r e s u p p o s i n g  t h e  e x i s t e n c e  o f  moments o f  h i g h e r  o r d e r  t h a n  th e  seco n d  
we p r e s c r i b e  an a r b i t r a r y  n u m e r i c a l  s e q u e n c e  y i  = 0 , Y2 = 1 » Y3>***Yk+2* 
On th e  b a s i s  o f  t h i s  s e q u e n c e  we fo rm  p o l y n o m i a l s  Qs (x)  i n  such  a way 
t h a t  t h e i r  c o e f f i c i e n t s  a r e  e x p r e s s e d  i n  t e rm s  o f  Y l > ‘ **»Ys+2 t ^ e 
same way as t h e  c o e f f i c i e n t s  o f  t h e  c l a s s i c a l  p o l y n o m i a l s  Qs (x) a r e  
e x p r e s s e d  i n  t e rm s  o f  t h e  c um ula n ts  < ! » • • • , ks +2 ° f  x i* I n d e e d
QSM = "I; ,  Y3-,ml  i - Y s + 2>ms „ , v i ‘ " H s + 2 ) ' . J  H3m i + . . . + (s+2)ms - l
where  t h e  summation i s  o v e r  a l l  n o n - n e g a t i v e  s o l u t i o n s  o f  m-|+2m2+.. .
+sms = s and Hr (x) i s  t h e  H e r m i t e - C h e b y s h e v  p o l y n o m i a l
1 2 nr „ 1 2
Hr (x) = ( - 1 ) r e2x - f o ? -  e 2X
( P e t r o v  C32 ) .  T h ro u g h o u t  t h i s  c h a p t e r  t h e  Qs (x)  w i l l  be  i n t e r p r e t e d  
i n  t h i s  way.
L e t  a]  = 0 , ct2 = 1 , 0 3 , 0 4 , . . .  be  t h e  ’moment’ s e q u e n c e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  
t o  t h e  ’ c u m u l a n t ’ s e q u e n c e  YI = 0 ,  Y2 = 1,  Y3, Y4, . . . , Y^+2•
We e s t a b l i s h  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  r e s u l t s .
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where 
fo r  k
THEOREM 2 .2 . In  order th a t
00
1 n - l + (k+<5)/2 sup I Fn (x) -  Gkn (x) | < °° 
n=l
k i s  a n o n -n eg a tive  in te g e r  and 0 < 6 < 13 i t  i s  necessa ry  and 
= 0 or fo r  d is t r ib u t io n s  s a t i s f y in g  (C) a lso  s u f f i c i e n t  th a t
( 1)
E | X i | k +^+(5 < oo and aj = E x | ,  j  = 1 , 2 , . .  . ,k+2. ( 2 )
THEOREM 2 .3 . In  order th a t  th e  r e la t io n  (1) h o ld 3 where 
0 < 6 < 1s i t  i s  n ecessary  and fo r  d is t r ib u t io n s  s a t i s f y in g  (C) or fo r  
k = 0 a lso  s u f f i c i e n t  th a t
f ( t ) = exp
k+2
{
s=2
t | k + 2 y ( t ) }
where fo r  A > 0,
f Mol
L ' l + ö dt < 00
( 3 )
(4)
U n f o r t u n a t e l y  i t  has  n o t  b e e n  p o s s i b l e  t o  t r e a t  t h e  c a s e  6 = 0 i n
g e n e r a l  and t h e n  n o t  w i t h o u t  c e r t a i n  p r e s u p p o s i t i o n s  on th e  e x i s t e n c e  o f
t
moments.  I n  t h i s  c a s e  we f i n d  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  r e s u l t .
THEOREM 2 .4 . Suppose E | X i | k+" < 00 and aj  = EX^, j = 1 , 2 , . . . , k+2,  
where k i s  a n o n -n eg a tive  even in te g e r  or a non -n eg a tive  odd in te g e r  w ith  
F(x)  such th a t  P { X p < -  B} = 0 f o r  some f i n i t e  p o s i t iv e  c o n s ta n t  B. Then 
f o r  (1) to  h o ld  w ith  6 = 0 3 i t  i s  n ecessary  and f o r  k = 0 or
fo r  d is t r ib u t io n s  s a t i s f y in g  (C) a lso  s u f f i c i e n t  th a t  E|Xj_|k+2 l o g ( l  + [ ; X i | ) < 00.
Remark a) These  r e s u l t s  a p p e a r e d  i n  a j o i n t  p a p e r  o f  Dr^ C. C. Heyde 
and t h e  a u t h o r  120 1 Some t im e  a f t e r  t h i s  p a p e r  had  b e e n  s u b m i t t e d  f o r  
p u b l i c a t i o n ,  an a r t i c l e  o f  F. N. G a l s t i a n  a p p e a r e d  i n  T .P .A .  (1971 ,  16,
N o . 3,  528-533)  g i v i n g  s i m i l a r  n e c e s s a r y  and s u f f i c i e n t  c o n d i t i o n s  t o  t h o s e  
above b u t  o n l y  f o r  sy m m e t r i c  r v ' s  i n  t h e  c l a s s i c a l  s e t t i n g .
Remark b) F or  t h e  c a se  k odd i n  Theorem 2 . 4 . ,  i t  was n e c e s s a r y  
t o  c o n s i d e r  o n l y  ’ o n e - s i d e d ’ d i s t r i b u t i o n  f u n c t i o n s  s i n c e  we n e e d ed  to
*f*
I n  C h a p t e r  2A t h i s  anomaly i s  removed .
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work with Im y(t). This function gives us no information in the general 
case since it can then vanish identically.
2.2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS.
LEM14A 2.5. Suppose E|Xj_|r < °° for some integer r ^  2. Then f(t) 
is representable in the form
x
f(t) = exp { I -(-^-r)S- Ks + |t|r Y (t)} (5)
s=2
where y(t) = o(l) as t 0 and ks denotes the s-th cumulant of X-j_. Further­
more j there exists an e > 0 such that for 0 < t < z3 |y(t)| > 0 or
I y (t) I =0. If I y (t) I e 0 for 0 < t < X-[ has a normal distribution.
Proof. The representation in the form (5) with y(t) = o(l) as 
t 0 follows simply from a Taylor expansion of log f (t) (e.g.CllJ, p.64).
Next, suppose y(t) = 0 for all te { tk) where {tk> is a sequence of
non-zero real numbers converging to zero. Then,
-^T^- KS + 11 1 r Y Ct) } = exp { l  < ^ S KS} 
s=2 s‘ s=2 s-
<?{ l (6)
for all te-Ct^} and applying Theorem 4.2.1 of Linnik C 26 3 , which in this 
case states that if $(1) is regular for |t| < R, (R > 0),has no zeros in 
this circle and has the Hermitian property cf>(_t) = <j>(t) and if i-s a
characteristic function such that
= <f> (t) (6a)
holds for t = t^(k=l,2,...) where {t^} is a sequence of non-zero real 
numbers converging to 0, then (6a) is valid for |t| < R. Setting <j>q(t) 
to be the L.H.S. of equation (6) and 4>(t) the R.H.S., we find (6) holds 
for all real t. However, this is impossible unless r = 2 since the left 
hand side of (6) represents a characteristic function and the right hand 
side does not, in view of Marcinkiewicz*s Theorem (e.g. Lukacs[28 ] , p.213), 
unless r = 2. Thus, if r > 2 we must be able to choose e > 0 so that 
y(t) has no zeros in (0,e). If r = 2, on the other hand, either (6) holds
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f o r  a l l  t  i n  which  c a se  y ( t )  = 0 and X£ h a s  a normal  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o r  
z e r o  i s  n o t  a  l i m i t  p o i n t  o f  a s e q u e n c e  o f  z e r o s  o f  y ( t )  and h e n c e  we 
can  choose  an i n t e r v a l  ( 0 , e )  c o n t a i n i n g  no z e r o s  o f  y ( t ) .
LEMMA 2.6.  Suppose E | XjJ r  < °° f o r  some in te g e r  r  ^  2. Then_,
f ( t )  i s  r e p re se n ta b le  in  the form
r  ( ‘ \ s
f ( t )  = I  - ^ r ^ — Us + | t | r g  ( t ) (7)
s=0
where 3 ( t )  = o ( l )  as t  0 and p s deno tes th e  s - th  moment o f  X^. 
Furtherm ore3 fo r  any A > 0 and 0 6 < l j  the  co n d itio n s
A A
/ 1 3 ( t )  I f  ( l +<$) dt<  00 and j  | y ( t )  11-  (1+^)  d t  < °° are e q u iv a le n t3 y ( t )  being  
0 0
g iven  by (5) and th ese  c o n d itio n s  one in  turn  e q u iv a le n t to  
E j Xi ] r+(5 < oo i f  6 > 0 ,  E J X  ^{ r l o g (1 + I X£ I ) < 00 i f  r  i s  even and 6 = 0 ,  
or  r  i s  odd3 6 = 0  and a f i n i t e  B > 0 e x i s t s  such th a t  P{X£ < -B} = 0.
P roof. F i r s t l y ,  the  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  o f  f ( t )  i n  t h e  fo rm  (7) w i t h  
3 ( t ) = o ( l )  as  t  ->■ 0 f o l l o w s  s im p l y  from a T a y l o r  e x p a n s i o n  o f  f ( t ) .  
A l s o ,  f rom Lemma 3 o f  [231 we f i n d  t h a t  as t  -* 0 ,
l o g  f ( t )  -  I ( i t )  s!s=2 s =0
where  A^+i i s  a c o n s t a n t ,  so t h a t
f ( t )  -  l - L i l i  us + - ! rM , , ( i t ) r - H  +0(tr+7)  ,s . (r  + 1) I
t | r Y( t )  = | t | r  g ( t )  + j z f i j T  ( i t ) r + 1  + ° V r+1)
and we r e a d i l y  deduce  t h e  e q u i v a l e n c e  o f  
A A
/ I  3 ( t )  I t ~ ( i ”*"c5 ) d t  < 00 and J  | y ( t )  | t -  ( l +(5) d t  < » ,  0 <_ 6 < 1.
0 0
Now su p p o se  t h a t
A
/ 1 3 ( t )  I t -  d t  <
0
Th is  i m p l i e s
A
/  I Re3 ( t )  j t~  ( l +<5) d t  <
0
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w h e re  Re d e n o t e s  t h e  r e a l  p a r t  and h e n c e  t h a t
/  Re ß ( t ) t  (1+ 5)d t <
I t  i s  w i t h  t h i s  l a s t  c o n d i t i o n  t h a t  we s h a l l  work .  We have
/■
Re 3 ( t )
0 t 1+5
I - ^ E r r ( / M e i t x -  2 ^ ) d F ( x » dt
0  t r + 0  + i  -CO S = 0  S *
A M e i t X  -
/  dF (x) /  ----------------- -------------------  d t
.r+6+1
( t x ) 2 s
/  dF(x) A(C° S t X  "  s = 0 (_1) ( 2 s ) I*_r+6+l
r)
w here  R = C r / 2  ^ , t h e  i n t e g e r  p a r t  o f  r / 2 .  B u t ,  a f t e r  two i n t e g r a t i o n s  
by  p a r t s ,  R 2s
a (cos tx •  I C-D5 % iy r)
/ ------------------ ------------------------—  d tr+6 + 1
- ( c o s t a  -  l ) x ( i n (' 1)S (§ s T i ) : -  sinAx)
- 9— 0 "
( r  + 6 ) A
R - l
l
s =0
2 s + l
r+6 ( r + 6 ) ( r + 6 ~ l ) A r+ 6 -1
R - l  , n2 s
( l  < - » •  - W
+ ( r+ 6 )  ( r+ 6 - 1 )  Jr
Ar s=0
-  cos tx )
r+ 6 - 1 d t ,
so  t h a t ,  r e c a l l i n g  t h a t  E | X | | r <  00 , we must have  u s i n g  ( 9 ) ,
N 2s t x )
(2s) I-  2 A (cos t x  - Y ( - 1 ) S ^ g y r )
/  x 2dF(x)  / ---------------- ^—7—;--------------------- d t
0 t r+6_1
C o n t i n u i n g  t h i s  r e d u c t i o n ,  we f i n d  u l t i m a t e l y  t h a t
< 00
°°r x 2R d F ( x ) / (cos t x  - 1 )
0 t r + 6 + l -2 R
d t < 00
w hich  t r a n s f o r m s  to  g i v e
r+5 (A |x |  ^1 r 1 -  cos u
0 ur + ö + l -2 R
du dF (x) < °°
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Thus, if r is even, R = r/2 and
/ 1*1r+5
—  00
1 - COS U
1+6u
du dF(x) < 00 (10)
while if r is odd, R = (r - l)/2 and
r+6fA lxll-
/i*r° / cos u0 u2+6 dF(x) < 00 (11)
y. . r
(10) and (11) are clearly equivalent to E | |  < °° if 6 > 0. On the
other hand, when 6 =0, we have for jx| > 1
A , AIxL AI x|'r du V 1 cos uAix|J_i
0
cos u du = / 
0
1 - cos u du ^ log Ix|
as ) xI -> °° so that (10) is equivalent to the condition E | | rlog(l+| X. | ) <°° when
A 1
6 - 0 .  We have thus shown that/ |ß(t)|t dt < 00 implies E|x. | r+^ < oo
0 1 
if 0 < 6 < 1, E[x^|rlog(l + IX^ I) < 00 if r is even and 5 = 0 .
Clearly, taking 6 = 0 in (11) only gives us E | X^J r < 00 which we have
already assumed. We now examine the case of r odd and 6= 0 when there
exists a constant B > 0 such that P{X^ < -B} = 0. Treating JJlm$(t)|t  ^dt
in exactly the same way as we did Reß(t) we obtain
L t / xr '*'dF(x) /(sin(tx) - tx)t ^dt| < 00 . -B 0
Since
0 Ax
/ x dF(x) / (cos u 
-B 0
-1l)u du| < we have
00 Ax _1
f x T dF(x) f (cos u - l)u du 
0 0
<  00
This gives us E | X^ | r log(1 + | X| ) < 00 .
Finally, suppose that Ejx.jJr+  ^ < °°, 6 > 0, or that E | X^ | rlog (1+1 Xf | ) <°° 
if 6 = 0,
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Then,
? % - ' « - ;
o t
f ( t )  -
r .. s 
V ( i t )
L "p 
s=0 S *
t - ( r+ 1 + «  a t
r + 1 + 5
J {e i t x .  jj I
-oo S =0
< /  ( /  {e i t X  -  I I i £ x ) f . }t. - ( r+ 1 + 5 )  
oo l  o  c  = n  ® *
r+6 Alx
s 0
e iU-
s=0  S ‘
dF(x)
0 r+1+6u
dF(x)  .
( 12)
B ut ,  u s i n g  t h e  i n e q u a l i t i e s
i x  _ ( i x )
s =0
r+1
-  f o r  x <_ 1,
i x  _ ^ ( i x ) S
s - 2
( r + 1 ) !
<_ (1 + e ) | x | r  f o r  I x I >^1,
( f o r  t h e  f i r s t  o f  t h e s e  s e e  e . g .  Lemma 1 o f  f 23 3 w h i l e  t h e  s e c o n d  i s  
o b t a i n e d  by t a k i n g  t h e  modulus o f  e a ch  o f  t h e  te rms  and b o u n d i n g  t h i s )  
we have
A|:
J ( M )  -  /
0
i u  \ s te -  s :  s=0
r+1+6
f 1 f du 
( r+ 1 ) !  I
-1
i 1 i a | x|1 f du , ,  N y 1 du
(^TJT1 Zs + (1+ e) {
0
f o r  x < A
f o r  Ix|  > A  ^ .
T hus ,  T ( | x | ) < ;c i  i f  6>0, J (  | x | ) <c2l o g (  | x |  + 1 )  i f  6=0, where  c j  and  C2 a r e  
p o s i t i v e  c o n s t a n t s  and u s i n g  t h e s e  r e s u l t s  i n  (12)  we have
/ | ß ( t ) | t - ( 1 + 6 ) d r < 00
i f  6 > 0 o r  i f  r  i s  even  and 6 = 0 .  T h i s  c o m p le te s  t h e  p r o o f  o f  t h e  lemma.
2h
Remark c) We note that in the latter part of the above proof in
the particular case of 6=0 and when the conditions on k and F(x) in
Theorem 2.4 are satisfied, the result holds. However, if is symmetric
r A — iand r is odd, we can show that E| X| < 00 => J|$(t)|t dt<°°, suggesting that
0
to treat the general case of k odd, we require a different criterion
A -1 +from j]3(t)]t dt.
0
LEMMA 2.7. Suppose (1) holds and E|x^|r <°° for some integer 
2<;r <_k+2. Then3 ou =Ex|, j = l,2,...,r.
Proof. The result of the lemma is true by specification for r=2 
and we develop a proof by induction.
Suppose that e |x^JS<°°, some s >^ 2 and cu =EX^, j =i,s. Then, if 
E|xJ S+1< oo, let Q*(x), l<_j <_s-l be the classical Chebyshev polynomials 
expressed in terms of the cumulants j =l,2,...,s+l of X^ and write
2 , s-1
Gq i n (x)s~l ,n $(X) + —  e X /2 I Q*(x) -r-pr ./2tt j=l J nJ/
We have
S^ Gs-l,n(x) ' C l , n W liSUp lFn (x)"Gs-l,nW ltS? l rn W ' V l , r 1(ll)|’ (13)
and from Theorem 1 of C231 ,
n^S 1)/2sup|Fn (x) I =o(l)
n-> oo. Also, from (1), since £n ^f(n) < «> => liminf f (n) = 0,
liminf n
n-Ko
(k+6)/2g p |f (x)-g (x) I =0,x 1 n
so that
liminf n^S 1  ^^ 2sup|fr Cx)~gs_x r (x)| 
n-> oo *
(14)
liminf n (s 1}/2sup| Fn (x)-Gkn(x) | +liminf n (s 1)/2sup |Gkn(x) GS_L>rL<x) 1 <15>
n 00
since
_v2 k e
v^ 2tt J=s
Consequently, using (14) and (15) in (13),
1  R(x) - G (x) = --   X /2 I Q. (x)n
s _ 1 »n /öT J
“j/2
f,See remark a) at the end of Chapter 2.R
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l i m i n f  n ^ S ^ ^ s u p i G  .. (x )-G  (x) I = 0 .n-*°° xr  1 s - l , n  s - l , n  1 ( 16)
B u t ,
Gs - l , n (x)_Gs - l , n (x) = - b  e ~X2/2{Qs - l ( x ) ~Qs - l (x )}  ( s - l ) / 2
v2 t\ n
s i n c e  ou = EX^, j = l , 2 , . . . , s  i m p l i e s  Qj (x ) = Q . ( x ) ,  1 5 J 4 S - 2 .  and h e n c e  (16) can
&
o n l y  h o l d  i f  Q , (x)  = Q - (x) . Th is  g i v e s  k = ß .. . , . .J XS-1 XS-1 & s+1 s+1 upon i d e n t i f y i n g
• • s+1 •c o e f f i c i e n t s  and h e n c e  a s + ^= E X ^  as  r e q u i r e d .
2 . 3 . PROOF OF THEOREMS. We s t a r t  by p r o v i n g  Theorems 2 . 2  and 2 . 3  
s i m u l t a n e o u s l y  i n  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  t h r e e  s t e p s .  F i r s t l y  we n o t e  t h a t  t h e  
e q u i v a l e n c e  o f  (2) and ( 3 ) ,  (4) f o l l o w s  i m m e d i a t e l y  from Lemmas 2 . 5  and
2 . 6 .  Next  we s h a l l  show t h a t  (3) , ( 4 )  e n s u r e s  (1) u n d e r  (C) o r  i f  k=0
and l a s t l y  t h a t  (1) e n s u r e s  ( 2 ) .
( 3 ) ,  (4) => (1) under  (C) or  i f  k = 0.
F i r s t l y  we n o t e  t h a t  G. (x) has  a bounded f i r s t  d e r i v a t i v e ;  l e t
IG* (x) |< B. Then ,  u s i n g  a bound due to  E s s e e n ,  [ i l l  s e c t i o n  39«. we have  
1 kn =
f o r  any T > 0,
f n ( t ) ' 8k n (c) d t  +
-T
B
C T (17)
where  f  ( t )  and g, ( t )  a r e  t h e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  f u n c t i o n s  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  n °kn
t o  F^ (x )  and G^n (x) r e s p e c t i v e l y  and c i s  a p o s i t i v e  c o n s t a n t .
Now, u s i n g  (3) we have
t  x i n
f n ( t )  =
k + 2 , .  . sr v  ( i t )= exp { I  jTT----
s=2
w h i l e  f rom  Lemma 5 o f  [23  ] ,
Y <
( s - 2 ) / 2 + n
t
7n
k+2
' y ^
k+2, .  Ns ( i t )
gkn ( t )  = e x p i r  ( s - 2 ) / 2  + D ( t h  •
s=2 n
_i , k + l
where  D ( t )  = 0 ( | n  2 t |  ) as  t  ■+ 0 so t h a t
2 6
k+2 ,. N s
lfn(t) " i eXP{ I (1!.s=2 (s-2)/2 exp{n
t
7n
k+2
Y(^ )} - 1
k+2 ,. . s 
exp{ I <“ > r} -gt„U), si (s-2)/2J °kn s=2 n
(18)
Now in view of Lemma 2.5 we may choose a,0<a<l, so small that |y(t)|<i
Then for |t|<a/n, using the inequality | eX - 1 1 <J x| e I , the first term on 
the right hand side of (18) is bounded by
,1!(^ 2)!, „ S t2s Y2s, |t|k+2
exp{ l, (_1) (2i)T kTT-s=l n n Y ( 7 ^ cp{-
k+2
k/2 Y(7 ^ }
t ^ (k+2) ] 2s y
<_ exp{n( I (-1) 
s—1
______ 2s_ I
(2s)! s +4
t k+2)}n t7n
k+2
(19)
<_ exp (-1 /8)n t7 K
k+2 Y ^ >
for n sufficiently large since Y 2 = l* Also, from Lemma 5 of [23] 
the second term on the right hand side of (18) is bounded by
( N 3(k+l) + N k + l)e-t2M
(k+l)/2 (20)
for |t|<b/n when b is sufficiently small, c being a positive constant. 
Then, choosing a = min(a,b) and using (18), (19) and (20), we have
ln
n=l
-l+(k+6)/2 a/n
-a/n
f (t)-g, (t)
dt
4 c I n
n=l
— 1— (1— 6)/2 a/n/ (M
-a/n
3k+2 iik. -t + t )e
2/4
(21)
+ l n'1+5/2 “/ V t2/8p | k+1 
n=l -a/n Y^
. V (k+S)/2 af I ,k+l, , , , -nu /8 4 A + l n v j I u I I y (u) I e du,
n=l -a
A being a finite constant. Furthermore, using a standard Abelian theorem 
(e.g. Feller [10]Vol.II p.447)-, taking = n^C+<'^  ^  , p = (k+6)/2 + 1, 
we use the part of the theorem which states that if L(.) is slowly varying
at 00, 0 < p < 00 and q^ monotone, then
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1 P”1 T / \  V n 1 T / 1 n
qn " r w  n L(n) ~  i , V  " Ti-sF" L (i=F> ’11 =  1
S -+ 1
We therefore obtain
lim(l - t) (k+2+5) 11 I n (k+Ä)/2tn = r ((k + 2 + 6) n)
n=l
so that for u ]= 0 it is possible to choose £f constant > 0 such that
r (k+6) /2 -nu2/8 < K (1 - e"u /8 (k+2+ö)/2I n e “ 1
n=l
Also, u <_a < 1, so that
. -u/8 , 2 1 21 - e > gu (1 -
and hence
l n (k+«)/2 e-nu/8 <K |u |-(k+2+6)
n=l
for some K_ >0. Consequently, noting that |y(t)| is symmetric in t,
we have
Y (k+6) /2 j* I I k+1 1 / \ I ~nu /8 , i n v / j uj |y(u)|e du
n=l -a
2/uk+1|Y(u)|{ I n(k+6)/2 e~nu/8} du (22)
n=l
< 2K„ du <2 ' 1+6 0 u
in view of (4).
Next write T = {t : a/n < 1 11 <an^k+1^ 2}, noting that T is empty a = 1 1 =  a
if k = 0. Then, using condition (C) , .max |f(t)| = 0<1, so that for
111 >ot
t in T , a
If col < 0
and hence
ITa
fn(t} an
(k+l)/2
dt < 2 0
a/n
dt „n..—  'v 0 (k + 1) log n
as n -> <» Consequently,
00£ n-l+(k+6)/2
n=l /Ta
fn(t) dt < 00 (23)
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F u r t h e r m o r e ,  by th e  r u l e s  f o r  fo rm ing  t h e  p o l y n o m i a l s  (x) , s e e  f o r  
example  Gnedenko and Kolmogorov [ 1 1 ] ,  S e c t i o n  38 ,
8 k n ( t )  =  e
- i f '  2 L
1  +  f  P ,  ( i t )  
j = l  J
~  2 j
where  Pj  i s  a  p o l y n o m i a l  o f  d e g r e e  3j d e t e r m i n e d  f rom  t h e  f o rm a l  i d e n t i t y
eXpf y l i 001 + I P.  ( i t ) n " ^ 2
j = l  J
Thus ,
U k n ( t ) |  < e _ | t  l i t  j  a n j | t |
 ^ J=1
w here  t h e  a ^  a r e  p o l y n o m i a l s  i n  n 2 wh ich  t e n d  t o  z e r o  as  n +  .
C o n s e q u e n t l y ,  we c e r t a i n l y  have
/
Ta
8k n ( t ) d t  < Ke~ “  n / 2  n 3 k ( k + 1 ) / 2
f o r  K a p o s i t i v e  c o n s t a n t  which  g i v e s  
^ n ~ l + ( k + 6 ) / 2  j  8kn
n = l  Ta
and f rom  (23) and (24) we o b t a i n
f  ( t )
d t  < oo, (24)
/
Ta
f n ( t  ^ 8k n ^ t ) d t  <_/ 
Ta
d t  + j  
Ta
8k n ^ d t  < (2 5)
( k + 1 )The r e q u i r e d  r e s u l t  (1) t h e n  f o l l o w s ,  u s i n g  (17) w i t h  T = a n 2 ,
i n  vi ew o f  (21)  , (22) and ( 2 5 ) .
( 1) ( 2 )
F i r s t l y  we s y m m e t r i z e  t h e  X^’ s .  C o n s i d e r  t h e  s e q u e n c e
Y^, i = l , 2 , 3 , . . .  o f  i n d e p e n d e n t  sy m m e t r i z e d  random v a r i a b l e s ;  e ach  Y.
h a v i n g  t h e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  t h e  d i f f e r e n c e  b e tw e en  two i n d e p e n d e n t  X^’ s .
2
C l e a r l y  t h e  Y. have c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  f u n c t i o n  | f ( t ) |  and t h e  d i s t r i b u t i o n
_ i  n
f u n c t i o n  o f Z  = n 2 Y Y. i s  F ( x )*  (1 -  F ( - x - 0 ) )  = F * ( x ) .n l  n n n
i = l
W r i t e  G'c (x) f o r  t h e  c o n v o l u t i o n  G. ( x ) * ( l - G ,  ( ~ x ) ) .  Then,kn kn kn
29
n = l
i y l + ( k + 6 ) /2  s u p | F * ( x ) - G * n ( x ) |
S£piFn ( x ) * ( 1 " Fn (‘ x _ 0 ) )  * Gk n ( x ) * ( 1 _ G k n ( _ x ) ) l (26)
^ n” l + ( k + 5 ) / 2
n= l
< ^  n- l + ( k + 6 ) / 2  Su p | F ( x ) * (1 _ F ( - X -  0 ) )  -  G ( x ) * ( l  -  F ( - x  -  0)) |
1 x ri ii ten nn=l
- I n
n=l
- l + ( k + 6 ) / 2
S 2PI Gk n (x) * ( 1 ‘  Fn (_x "  0)) ~ Gk n (x) * ( 1 "  Gkn (_x))l *
i n  view o f  (1) .
k+2Next  we s h a l l  show t h a t  (26) i m p l i e s  E |Y^|  < °° and h ence
k+2
E I I < 00 (Loeve [27  1, p . 2 6 3 ) .  We n o t e  t h a t
I  n ' 1+(k+5)/2  { 1 - G * _ ( x _ » <
n= l kn n'
where  x = {(k+6+1) l o g n } 2 , so t h a t  f rom  ( 2 6 ) ,
l  n ' 1 + (k + 5>/ 2  P ( |  Y . | > n 2x J  < ~
n = l  i = l
B u t ,  f o r  s ym m e tr ic  random v a r i a b l e s ,
(27)
P ( .1 Yi  >Il2Xn) i 5 P ( i®W„l YJ >nX ) ( 28 )
( e . g . .  [ 1 0 ]  , V o l . I I ,  p . 1 4 9 )  and from B o n f e r r o n i ’ s i n e q u a l i t i e s  ( e . g .  [ 10] 
V o l . I ,  p . 1 1 0 )  we have
n P ( | Y . | > n h n ) { l -  ä ( n - l ) P ( | Y . | > n äxn )}
i  i
< P (  max lY, | > n 2x ) <nP( IY. I>n2 x ) ,
=  lS c 5 n  k 1 n — 1 11 n *
i  2 2
w h i l e  nP ( I Y^ I > n2xn )->0 as  n-*» s i n c e  EY^ . = 2EX^<°°.  C o n s e q u e n t l y ,
i  I
P ( max ly. | > n 2x ) 'v- nP ( I Y. | >n2 x )
Llk<n k 1 n ' 1 11 n
as  n-+°° and h e n c e ,  f rom ( 2 7 ) ,  (28)  and ( 2 9 ) ,
I n ( k + 5 ) / 2  P ( | Y . | > n 2xn ) < ~  . 
n= l
(29)
( 30)
30
But
E | Yi | k+2 = -  / * k+2 d P ( | Y . | > x )
0
00
4  ( k + 2 ) / x k+1 P ( I Y . I > x ) d x
co xn + 1 ( n + l ) 5
(k+2) V [ x P ( | Y . | > x ) d x
n=0 J I 1
X 112n
< l  P ( | Y . | > n 5xn ){((n+l ) ^ +1) 
n=0
2 ' (k+2 ) / 2  -  (nx2 ) ^ 2) / 2} 
n
V k / 2 , ,  \4  c ^ n ( l o g  n)
n=0
( k + 2 ) / 2 P ( | Y i | > n 5xn ) <
i n  v iew  o f  ( 3 0 ) ,  c b e i n g  a p o s i t i v e  c o n s t a n t .  I t  t h e n  f o l l o w s  t h a t  f o r  6>0
Ik+2 . iE I I < 00 and an a p p e a l  to  L e m m a  27 g i v e s  cu = EX^, j  = 1 , 2 , . . .  , k + 2 .
Now we n o t e  t h a t  t h e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  f u n c t i o n s  o f  F*(x)  and G* (x)n kn
2 2a r e  | f ^ ( t ) |  and | g ^ n Ct) | r e s p e c t i v e l y .  Then ,  i n t e g r a t i n g  by p a r t s
i n  t h e  e q u a t i o n
l f n ( t ) P -  lgk n ( t ) | " =  /  e i t x d { F * ( x ) - G * n ( x ) } ,
we o b t a i n
_ l f n ( t ) | 2 -  I s k n C O l 2 .  j  i t x {pÄ * }<Jx
i t  „ n kn
A l s o ,
9  oo 9
. - t  / 2  r i t x  x - x  /2  l  t  e = j e - = =  e dx,
and we o b t a i n  from P a r s e v a l ' s  i d e n t i t y  ( s e e  e . g .  [ 2k] p . 3 9 8 )
oo 2 . 00 2 ,
f ( | f „ ( t ) I  2 -  | g Vn( t ) | 2 >e C 2 d t  = / 5 7  / { F * ( x )  -  G* (x )} x e  X 2 dx.
Thus from (26)
£ n~ l + ( k + 6 ) / 2  
n = l
/  { l f n ( 0  I2 -  U k n ( t )  | 2 l e 2 d t
— 00
P Ü  Y n- l + (k+« ) / 2
L*
n = l
00 2 /
J {F*(x)  -  C* ( x ) } x e _ x  /2  dx J n kn ( 31 )
4  2 / 2 7  y n 1+(k+<5)/2 sop  I F* (x) -  G*n (x) | < 00 . 
n = l
31
Furthermore,  we n o t e  t h a t  f o r  0 <a < | ,  
- l + ( k + 6 ) / 2
n=l
l ^ 2 ' 1 ( | f n ( t ) I 2 -  | gk n ( t ) | 2 ) d t
4  2 I  n
n=l
. 2 / ,- 1  + (k+5) / 2  j. _ - t  '2  
a
/  e w dt  < » ,
so t h a t  i n  view o f  (31)
I  - l + ( k + « ) / 2
n=l
nCt - t - 2 / 9 9 9
/ e  { | f n ( t ) |  - U k n ( t ) |  }d t < 00 . (32)
Now from Lemma 5 o f  [23 ] , l e t t i n g  R = C | ( k  + 2 ) 1 ,  we have  f o r  
t < c ' / n ,  c ’ some s u i t a b l y  sm al l  p o s i t i v e  c o n s t a n t ,
,  t  R t 2 s ?.K,
g ( t ) |  - e x p  ( - l ) s
'■s=l (2s)  InS 2
^ ------- < l t | 3(k+1^ t t k+1) e - C / 4( k + l ) / 2
(32a)
f o r  some c>0 s i n c e  = EX^, j = 1 , 2 , . . .  ,k+2 ensures  Y. =KL , j = 1 , 2 , .  „ . ,k + 2 , 
Thus,
I  "
n=l
- 1 + ( k + 6 ) /2
? U (  I  ( - D 8— ^ 2 a ] -  | g k n ( t ) |
0  ^ ^s=l /0 >. t s - 1( 2 s ) ;  n
1 ~ t 2/  2e dt
(33)
< cl  h“ 1' * 1“ « ' 2 n/ V 3 t 2 / V (k+1) + t k+1) d t <
n=l  0
A l s o ,  from Lemma 2 * 5 S 
2 2s 2 k , k+2
l fn ( t ) l2 -  = exp I  (-1 )S w r  + 2 l I r 7 Y - R e^ ^ )'»s=l n n
and u s in g  t h i s  r e s u l t  i n  c o n j u n c t i o n  w i t h  (32)  and ( 3 3 ) ,
CO
Y - l + ( k + 6 ) / 2  L n
n=l
f  - t 2 / 2
/ 6 exp
f J s t 2s 2k2s'1
I  (_1) ( W r  —ks = 1 n
1 -  exp
k+2
2T T 7 2 R e Y ^ dt , < °°. (33a)
Now Lemma 2-5 t e l l s  us t h a t  f o r  n l a r g e  enough,  Key (““ } w i l l  be o f  c o n s ta n t
Uts i g n  f o r  0 < t<n and hence
32
I n
n=l
-l+(k+6)/2
n; -t2/2 ' J e exp l (-D
2s 2k0 s t  2s
s=l (2s)# nS 1
1 - exp
k+2
,2^ 7 2 ReY (&) dt < °°
so that
-l+(k+<S)/2I »'n=l
1 (  , R e ..2s 2k.
/exp-3t /2 + l(-l)s 
0 ( s=2 u s ; * n 1
1 - exp
k+2
2^ J 2 Rey^ < 00
WnlCn implies
j n~l+(k+6)/2 j  
n=l 0
1 - exp r <-k+2 * 12 ~k7 1 Rey^ ^ n J dt <
However, as n->°° ,
1 - exp
K. + Z.2 V  Re^ ) 2 111k+2k/2 Re^ ) (l+o(l)),
so that
l  "_1+5/2 I t + 2  Rey(^)n=l
dt <
and, upon making the transformation u = t//n, this yields
I  n (k+1+6)/2 1 / } n  uk+2|ReY (u)|du<». 
n=l 0
(34)
!/^x k+2
Now J u |Rey(u)|du is monotone decreasing as x increases so for X>1, 
0
'1///x(k+l+6)/2 f 's uk+2|Rey(u)|du
1 1 1 1
txl n+1 , -N/o('l//x . „ ^
< 1  / x (k+1+S)/2 / uk+2IRey(u)[du
1 1n=l n
tx] 1/ /n
4  I  (n+1) (k+1 + o)/2 / uk+2 lRey(u) |du
n=l 1
33
[ x 1 l / / n
V ( k + l+ 5 ) /2  ' r k + 2 ,_ . . I
=1 c I  n  /  u I Re y ( u )  I d u ,
n= l  1
c b e i n g  a p o s i t i v e  c o n s t a n t  such t h a t  (n+1) ( k + l + 6 ) / 2  < c n (k+ l + 5 ) / 2  f or 
p o s i t i v e  i n t e g r a l  n .  Con sequ en t ly ,  u s in g  ( 3 4 ) ,  we have
/ *
1
( k + 1+ 6 ) / 2 r 1 / //  u^ 2 I R e y ( u ) | du dx < o°. (35)
Now i n  vi ew  o f  (35) we must have  
2b)  „  . 1 . r 1 /  / x
/ k( ™ ) / 2 [  7 > 2 | ReY(u) |du | d x . 0
a)  ^ 0
as b) -+00 and
(k+l+<$)/2 (1 /  />/  uk 2 I R e y ( u ) | du 
0
,  (k+3+5)/2> co /  * 
0
k+2 I Rey (u) I du >^0,
so t h a t ,  p u t t i n g  v = l / / 2 c o ,  we conclu de  th a t
V 1 , A
- (k + 3+ 6)  I  u I Rey (u) | du -* 0 
V 0
(36)
as v-> 0 .  Then, upon making the t r a n s f o r m a t io n  v = l / / x ,  (35)  becomes
I  ( V
I I
0 io
uk + 2 j R e y ( u ) | du - (k+4+5)j  v  dv < 00
and,  i n  view o f  ( 3 6 ) ,  the f a c t  t h a t  / j R e y ( t ) | t  ^ +<^ d t < « >  h o l d s  f o l l o w s
0
imm edia te ly  from an i n t e g r a t i o n  by parts*  Lemma 2 ,6  t h e n  e n a b l e s  us t o  
conclu de  th a t  E |Y ^ |k+2+  ^ < °° from which we deduce t h a t  E | X_jJ k+2+("* < °° . 
This com pletes  the p r o o f  th a t  (1) =^ > (2)  and hence the proof  o f  
Theorems 2 .2  and 2 . 3 .
For the proof  o f  Theorem 2 .4  in  the c a s e  when k i s  e v e n ,  we note  
f i r s t l y  t h a t  the above proof  t h a t  (3) , (4) => (1) under (c)  or i f  k = 0
3 ^
t o g e t h e r  w i t h  Lemmas2«5 and S6show t h a t  E | x ^ | ^ +^ l o g ( l  + | | ) < 00 i m p l i e s
(1)  w i t h  6 = 0  u n d e r  (C) o r  i f  k = 0 .  On t h e  o t h e r  h a n d ,  t h e  above 
p r o o f  t h a t  (1) = 0  (2)  shows t h a t  (1) w i t h  6 = 0  i m p l i e s
/  I Rey ( t )  I t   ^ d t  < 00 .
0
E |Y i l +2 l o g ( l + | Y . | )
E I X. I k+2 l o g ( l  + | x j )
Thus ,  f rom Lemmas 1 and 2 we have
< 00 f rom  which  we deduce  t h e  r e q u i r e d  r e s u l t  t h a t
< 00 .
To p r o v e  Theorem 2 04 i n  t h e  c a s e  o f  k odd and F (x )  such  t h a t  t h e r e  
e x i s t s  a f i n i t e  p o s i t i v e  c o n s t a n t  B w i t h  P { X ^ < - B }  = 0 ,  we n o t e  t h a t  
Lemmas 2 . 5  and 2 06 g i v e  us
y ( t )  0 as t  0
, 2 A - 1  
and E | X^ | l o g ( l  + | X^ | ) < 00 <=> /  | B ( t )  | t  d t  <
<=> / | l m + 3 ( t ) | t  d t < 
0
(37)
1 1
where  h^ a r e  f u n c t i o n s  o f  t  and a r e  r e s p e c t i v e l y  t h e  r e a l  and im a g in a r y  
p a r t s  o f
k+2 . .  . s  V (it)
l  — ----  K
. s=2
a l s o  we d e f i n e
k+2
s : s »
t  + Im+ $ ( t )  = / b k + 1 ( x t ) d F ( x )
where
b 9 ( u ) = s i n  u -  I  ( -1 )
s u2 s + l
s=0 ( 2 s + l ) I
The e q u i v a l e n c e  (37)  f o l l o w s  from t h e  f a c t  t h a t
A 0 A 1
/ t  bk + 1 ( x t ) d F ( x ) I  = / | B ( t )  -  Im+B ( t ) I t  d t ,
-B
(38)
t o g e t h e r  w i t h  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  b 2n^U  ^ boes n o t  change  s i g n  f o r  u > 0  o r  f o r  
u < 0  ( e . g .  s e e  Lemma 2 [ ^3] ) and t h a t
35
c i!
1 2n+3
u l i f M  < 1
C2
1 12n+l
lu l i f | u |  > 1
lb9„(uM i
These  g i v  e us t h e  f o l l o w i n g  bound f o r  (38)  (assume w i t h o u t  l o s s  o f  
g e n e r a l i t y  B> A ),
- 1
C, /  /  t  ( k + 3 ) | x | k+4 t k + 4 d t d F ( x )  + /  /  t  3 | x j k+3 d t  dF(x)
-B Ü -B B- 1
0 A
< 00 .
To e s t a b l i s h  t h a t  (1) => J  Im+ 3 ( t )  t  d t  < 00 we use  e x p r e s s i o n  (31)
0 . 2
and t h e  s u b s e q u e n t  work  w i t h  f ^ ( t )  and g ^ ^ t )  P^ace ° f  j f n ( t : ) |  anc^
2
I g1 ( t )  I . We o b t a i n ,  f o r  0 < a < l / 6 , , icn
oo , v / n a 2 / „ *1. k+2I n - 1 + / 2|  I  e- t  / 2 + i k + i h k { 1 . e x p ( t  ^ ) ) }  | <M
n = l  0 n 7
i m p l y i n g  t h a t
00 na 2
1 n 1 ' )  e _ t  / 2 -Hlk + i h k . t k +2r ( _t_) d t  ^ „  (<v fe>/)
n= l  0
3 .2t G — c tWe n o t e  t h a t  a < 1 / 6 ,  < n f o r  some e > 0 ,  —^ < 0 f o r  some c > 0 ,
3 a
c o s ( h ^ )  > £ and | s i n ( h k )l < Cj-^- ‘j a l l  t h e s e  h o l d  p r o v i d i n g  0 < t  <n
Thus as  j a  + ib  j >. jb j
d t  <
1 tP 2
£n I J e t  ^2 + ^k.  t k + 3 {cos (h^)  • Imy ( ^ )  + s i n ( h ^ )  »Re y (r j^) }d t
' 0  n
B u t ,  by t h e  above e s t i m a t e s ,
n a _ 2 / 2 . £ k ,? r
£n j e  k * t  s i n ( h ^ )  *Rey (-^-)
0  n
v - 1  .  -  J ? “ - t 2 / z  + £k k+5j< ) n  »C, n J e K • t  d t
~  4 0
n cx 9
ThuS ^n_1 / o _ t  / 2  + * k . t k+2 c o s ( h k ) . ImY( - * - ) . d t  
0
~ j '  = v v  x  (  Iv-tLiAfrUA. °-t t  *• S
< 00
< 00
36
Also, by the proof of Lemma 2.6, we must therefore have
I n ' 1 n/ V t2/2 + *k -tk+2 
0
t
cos (hfc) Im 3 (-^r-) dt
However, using the estimates for b^+  ^(u) above and noting that |y—| <1,
/ e~t2/2+£k cos (h ) nJ(k+2) / b. («) .dF(x)dt 
0 k -B k+1 n
La 2
J e   ^n 
0
„2 (k+2) °
(,bk+i(7 f  dF(x)dt""Ü
< Cn-1
Thus
na 2
£n  ^/ e t /2 + .cos(h^) tk+  ^Im+3(-^ -) dt < oo
But Im+ß(t) does not change sign in (0,°°), and cos (h ) > \
giving V - 1  f k + 2
b  !  t
0
dt < 00
By the last part of the proof of (1) =s> (2), we imply from our above series
result, that /|lm+3(t)|t 1 dt < «. This together with (37) completes
the proof of Theorem 2.U. (/Yß. c (  (J) ^ ( 37)
b*. £ | x | t r2- Ly (I + I xi) < «
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CHAPTER 2A
THE STRENGTHENING OF A RESULT OF IBRAGIMOV
2A.1. INTRODUCTION: It will be recalled that in the previous chapter
we were unable to treat the case of 6 = 0 with the same generality as 
for 0 < 6 < 1. In particular, we could not establish the existence of 
E|x|k+2 from the  ^ r ’k‘convergence of £ n 2 A, , k ^ l .. K, nn=l
In an attempt to show this, we will modify a result of Ibragimov 
(of some independent interest) and in the form of a corollary we will show 
how this anomaly in Chapter 2 is removed. Throughout this chapter we 
use the notation of Chapter 2.
2A.2. RESULTS: The following theorem generalises Theorem 1.2 and 1.3
by showing these latter results continue to hold when we demand only the
ni+lexistence of a sub-sequence {n^} with n^ -»• » as i -*• °° and —— --*- c
(1 < c < °°) . The result is surprising in as much as it is possible to 
take n£ = [cM where c can be greater than 1. Thus it is sufficient to 
to know that the condition
sup|Fn (x) - Gkn(x)| = 0 t 2(k+6))
is satisfied at a set of geometrically increasing points to ensure that 
the condition must hold for all n.
As would be expected, the proof of this result follows very closely 
that of Ibragimov. Let be a sequence of iid rv’s with zero means
and unit variances.
THEOREM 2A.1. Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 continue to hold if the
condition
|Fn (x) - G^n (x)I = 0 (n 2 k^+ (or 0(n 2k)) for all n
is replaced by the following condition: There exists an integer
ni+lsequence {n^ }., n^+  ^> nj_, n^ 00 cis i «> and. — —  -> c (1 <  c <  00 )such
that
38
lFni(x) _ Gkni(x)l = °(ni 2(k+S)) (or 0(ni'äk))
where k is an integer > 1 and 0 < <5 <_ 1.
(1)
COROLLARY 2A.2. If £n *+*k |Fn (x) - G (x) | < » then E|X£|k+2 < « 
and j = Ex|, j = 1,2,..., k+2 for k an integer >_ 1.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2A.1: We need only prove the sufficiency of condition
(1) and this will be done by induction on k. Firstly, we prove the 
following lemma which is, in fact, the above theorem for k = 0 in the 
large order case.
LEMMA 2A.3. With {n^} as in Theorem 
|Fni(x) - $(x)| = 0(ni 2<S), 0
then r
1) 1 u2F (u ) = 0(n )
and if 6 =
2)
M >z
1, also
u2dF(u) 0(1)
2A.13 if 
< 6 < 1
u <z
(2)
PROOF OF LEMMA: Since EX? = 1, we can write f(t) in the form
f(t) = exp{-^t2(l + y (t))}
with li.m y(t) = 0 and such that |y(t)|  ^0 for all t in some neighbourhood 
of the origin (-e,e). Following Ibragimov and Linnik f 2h ], pp 105-6, 
we consider first the case f(t) symmetric. From (2) by Parseval’s identity 
we have
r -it2 r -it2)e 2C " el 1 )
—00
- 0(ni'^)
Thus
log ,ni -  t-2
1 - exp(-^t2y
-log n^
t
/ niJjj
dt = 0(n£
and as y(t) is real and does not change sign in 0 < t < e,
39
- t2 1 - exp(-!t2Y -^r ) dt = 0(n£
t2Y l/nij dt = 0(n£ 2 )^
l/Zni
t^y(t)dt = o(n£ 2(3+(S)) (3)
Now equation 3.4.11 of Ibragimov and Linnik C2U ] gives us 
-i
_lni  ^t2 IY(t)Idt = ni
_isin(uni 2) 1 9_ -i----- ^ ---  - 1
u n £  2 0
dF (u) + 0 (n£ 5/2)
Thus (3) -=s>
sin(uni_ 2)
_ 1
u n i  2
1 + -u2nj_-1dF(u) = o(n£
But -S^n U - 1 + ~  > 0 for all u , henceu 6 —
IuI>cn2
_IsisipiJi.... 1 .v'l«.,..!.;»-!»)
2 “1 u ^*ri *Taking c = 12, we can make the integrand not less than — ^ —  , thus
IuI>cni5
Take cni2 < z cni+i
u2dF(x) = 0 (ni"26)
' ?
u dF(u) < u2dF(u) = 0(ni 2^ } = 0
|u|>z |u|>cni^
- 6(_z f
z ^ x X •But --- r < --- t—  < some absolute constant by the assumption of
cni2
the lemma.
Uo
Hence j u^dF(u) = 0 ( z  ° ), 0 -S <5 ;1 1
u| >z
for F(x) a symmetric distribution function.
Using the usual technique for transferring from symmetric rvs
over to the general case (see expression (28) of Chapter 2) we find that
in general (2) implies
j u2dF(u) = 0(z ('i), 0 < ö < = l
u| >z
To complete the proof of the lemma it remains to consider the case of 
6 = 1  for non-symmetric distributions. We thus no longer regard Xq
as being necessarily symmetric.
The proof follows its counterpart on p .565  ^^2 ]. Firstly,
however, we need to prove that 
rx _ i
(x - t)t^ Im Y (t )dt = 0(x5) with x = n* 2 (1+)
0
From Lemma 2.U of [ 22] we have
(1 - t)dt 0(n-j/h
As |a + ib I ^  I a I or | b | ,
t2lm y (--r) (1 - t) dtnq2 O(ni-S)
from which (4) follows.
Since the work on pp 565-566 of t 22] does not require x to be 
continuous, (indeed x continuous has been used purely for notational
. J' *• Vv .
' * 1 _1convenience) without loss of generality we can put x = nq 2.
We can thus immediately extract
n52
u^dF(u) = 0(l) as
-ki
i iAs before, take nq2 < z < nq+q2,
1* ( l a )  |p. \\\ oj-
i  -*■ co
then
£.2-4] Jvw = 0  ) i ^ u i %  Y (t) = 0|t|-
kl
u 3 & F ( u ) u3<iF(u) + u3dF(u)
u < z u|<n|
< 0(1) + z u2dF(u)
u|>n|
0(l) + 0(znp 2) ("by first part of proof) 
0(1) + 0(n! • n^'5)
= 0(l) + 0(l) ly the definition of { np }.
Lemma 2A.3. is now established.
Returning now to the proof of the large order case of the theorem;
since we know it is true for k = 0, we assume it true for k and prove it true
for k + 1. Again, the proof is identical to that of Ibragimov [23 ]
1
except we persist in taking x = ni“2. The critical equation 3.9 of [ 23 ] 
becomes
, k+k,. iv-'j / x -k+3 -ä(k+5)
_ l \ v (iunp“2)s dF(u) + i n-i_______ t
cp(iuni 2) “ ^  s, J (iu)2 (k+5)I A^k+3 “ k+3"
°(ni. - ä ( k + 5 + 6 ) )•
For k even, using the method and the Tk defined on P*^65 of [23], we obtain,
j uk+2dF(u) = 0(ni“^ 1+6))
u|>ni2Tk
[ uK+2dF(u) 4I A >z uk+2dF(u) = 0u|>niTk ' -(1+6) r£i+l-\2  ^ np '
H 1+6)
0(z-(1+6)),
where n^T^^ z <_ni.,Tv .li+l±k'
This relation is equation (3.12) of [23] and hence,
!k+3dF(u) = 0(z~°) *
u >z
We similarly obtain and when 6 = 1 ,
uk+ljdF(u) =0(1)
u < n
from which we can easily find for all z > 0
I uk+\lF(u) = 0(1)
I u| <z
Similarly, when k is odd, the results go through and so we have established 
the theorem for the larger order case. The smallorder result follows in 
an identical manner from the corresponding work in [ 23] . Thus, the 
theorem is now complete.
PROOF OF COROLLARY 2A. 2. From Heyde [IT ] we know that if £n ^g(n) < °° 
where g(n) is some positive function of n, then there exists a subsequence
{np} such that g(nj) -> 0 and lim •— = 1. 
^k
i - * »  n i
Setting g(n) = n2K |f (x ) -- G (x) | , we have Tn ^g(n) < 00 and son kn
If (x ) - G .(x)| = o(n£ k^ ). From Theorem 2A.1 we have ni kni
1) ai = EX'?, j = 1, 2,..., k+1 and E|Xi|k+1 < «
and
2)
I x I >z
3) k+2
x|k+kdF(x) = o(z k )
x <3F(x) = alx as z -+ k+2
-z
From 3) it follows that if k is even, E JX | < <», as desired. When k
is odd, we need to return to the Ibragimov article [23] 5 this time 
using his equation (3-6.) to prove that ^
~l+gk 1 - exp{(it)k+2n 2kYk (^r)}k  n 2 J (1 - t)dt <  CO, (5)
where from l), 2) 3) and Theorem 3 of [23 ^ ,
/ x f -i 2 kv2(itf , .+ s k + 2  - 5 k  Y / t  \f(t) = exp -§t^ + o*~is + (1<fc) n k g^"
s=3
*There shall be no confusion between Y^ and Y^(t). Also recall that the 
yj are the predetermined sequence and the are the cumulants of Xi.
IY^(t)I = o(l) as t ■> 0 and (N.B. mistake in the English translation of 
this article).
^t(l - t) exp 1+2 1:+Z(it)j ^I
A(t) = ( j=3 J n
j: „s(j-2)
(0, otherwise
From (5) and the fact that |y(t)J = ö(i)
t £ [0,l]
In-l+5k (it)k+“n’.'2k*Y k(-r) (l-t).n2
<  CO
As I a + ihI > ]a| or ]b| 
1
r -1+ok tk+2n“2kRey, (V)(l-t)dt
^ n2
< 00
and by expression (3.8) of [23] plus an integration by parts we find
i i(k+3) ^
cos (n 2u) - £ (~l)s(n 2u)'
s=0
I - 1 + s ( k + U ) dF(u)
u2 < «>
(6)
—  I I nSince the integrand in (6) (call it bk (un 2)— ) is of constant sign, 
we have, with Tk defined on p.465 of [ 23] ,
In"1+i(k+U) j n bk (un“2)d- 
u|>n2T
5%,F(u) < 00
k+3and as bk (u) > g-|k+3yr for M  > Tk ,
In u|k+1dF(u)
_T _i„ ik+2How EjX^I < 00 <w->
but
00 > In
1-2
u >n
lu l>/nTk
I n ^ l x J  > J }  <
u|k+1dF(u) > £n5k
<  00
dP(u)
M >ni
1 I k+?Thus EjX^j < 03 . Since both odd and even k have now been established,
(Lemma 1.4)
the corollary is proved.
1+ 1+
Remark a) In Remark c) at the end of the proof of Lemma 2.6
it is noted that if Xp is symmetric and if E ]X-p] < 00 (i,e, 6 = 0)
for k a positive odd integer, then equation (7 ) of Chapter 2 holds 
A
with It (t)| t“'1dt< 00 . Furthermore, from the proof in Chapter 2 that
0
conditions (3) and (1+) => (l) under (C) we have that
■m. 1 q
From corollary 2A.2 we know that (l) => E|X| < °°.
A
0
<  00 = 0 (1).
Fence, when k is an
odd integer and 6 = 0, no general result can he obtained, that is, 
in some cases (l) will he equivalent to E|x|^+  ^log (l + |x|) < «> whilst
• k+Oin others it will he equivalent to E]x| < «>.
CHAPTER 3
NON-UNIFORM AND UNIFORM BOUNDS FOR Rkn (x)
3.1. INTRODUCTION: Unless otherwise stated, we take X^, i = 1,2,...,
to be a sequence of iid rv’s with EX^ = 0 and EX? = 1. We define R^n (x) 
as in Chapter 1, i.e.
\ n (x) F (x) - $(x)-- -==-en y/2 it
-5x2 kI
S=1
Qs (x)
ns/2
And again, unless we state otherwise, the Qs(x) will be defined in terms 
of the moments of X£ and not according to the Ibragimov formulation.
We shall denote by C(k) with or without subscripts, a positive constant 
depending only on k.
So far we have been concerned with convergence rate results
for Rkn(x) that are independent of x, and indeed in general we have a
fairly good idea of how R^n (x) depends on n. The question naturally
arises therefore as to how R^^(x) depends on x. Some idea of what happens 
2in the case of EX < 00 is given by the following simple example:
2 “1 9taking EX = 1, we have En (X-^  +...+ Xn)z = 1 and so, by Chebyshev’s inequal-
1 - F (x) < x  ^ for x > 0 and F (x) < x  ^ for x < 0. n n
These are also valid for Fn (x) replaced by $ (x), thus for large x,
IFn (x) - $(x)I < 2x  ^ .
It is clear therefore that for large values of x, uniform estimates
ignore a considerable amount of information. One of the first non-uniform
estimates for [f^Cx ) - $(x)| was found by Esseen (1945) [9] . His
estimate is in terms of A^ = sup|Fn (x) - $(x)| and takes the following
form -
A log A
|Fn (x) - $>(x)| < C --------- .
1 + x
, 3, t -1Taking ß^ = E|X | < 00 , from Chapter 1 Ar <_ Cß^n and thus we have
directly from this bound
TThe Berry-Esseen result.
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IFn (x) - $(x) | < n log n 
(1 + x2)
The development of this topic follows much the same lines as that 
of the uniform case although no real progress was made until about 1965 
when S. V. Nagaev [29] showed that with the same conditions prevailing 
as for the above bound,
Fr (x) - $(x)I 4
(l + |x|3)/n
Before moving to estimates of the general remainder term R^ (x) 
we conclude the treatment of k = 0 by giving a bound, due to Osipov 
and Petrov (3l] > which does not assume the existence of any moments
whatsoever. Bounds can be derived from it for RQn(x) but, as we assumed
2that EX. =0 and EX <00 when we defined R (x) , this bound is of a much i 1 on
more general nature than simply a bound for R (x). For convenienceon
• • • • we will give the bound for a sequence {X^} of iid rv’s rather than
just independent rv. For any a > 0, b and x,
p r  1 n  'i—  y X. - b<x - <±>(x)a .L, jL J=1 J
< A nP{ lx.I > t } =  1 111 nx
|b- Mni 1 - nEI X. - EX.I 31 l l 1
1 + I xI (1 + I x| ) a (1 + I xI)
(1)
where A is a positive constant, Tnx is a sequence of positive real 
nümbers
X.J
rXi , if |X.I < t f J 1 J 1 nx,t^0 , otherwise ,
__ __o  __ r\
M = nEX. and N = nfEXT - (EX,) ] .
This is a very good bound in so far as most results of interest concerning 
|Fn (x) - <±>(x) | can be obtained from it (see Heyde [17] where the non- 
uniform counterpart of this bound is discussed - the techniques used 
there can be applied here if we take = /n(l + |x|)).
tHere, no moments of are assumed to exist.
The general remainder term R^^(x) was considered by Survila (j36j ; 
he showed that if Cramer’s condition (C) holds and if E|x|k+3< 00 , then
(l+|x|)k+1 iRj^Cx) I = o (n k ^2) .
uniformly in x. Bikialis improved this in the case k = 1, showing in [_3 J 
that for non-lattice and E|x^| < °°,
(1+ |x|)3 IR1 n (x)I = o(n 2) .
Osipov, 1967, [30] considerably extended these results by producing 
some precise estimates for R^^x) from which the previous results 
(assuming (C) holds) readily flow. We shall restate Osipov’s results 
in some detail since his work forms the basis of this chapter.
Theorem 3.1 below, is a slightly improved version of Theorem 2 of l_3o]
This version is quoted from V. V. Petrov’s book [32] in which the
theorem is proved in its entirety (see Theorem 1, Chapter 5. p.197 [32] ).
THEOREM 3.1. (Osipov [30] ) Let 1 and EIX. k+2 <  00,
for integer k .> 1, then for all x and n,
IRkn(x>I n 2k(1 + lxl) (k+2)
u| >/n
|u|k+3dF(u) +
+ n-(k+1)/ 2(1 + 1*1)r(k+3)
u| </n
|u|k+3dF(u) +
(i+l*l)
( ||j£s |f(t>|+ ^ ) n • n^(k+2)(k+3) (l + |*l)'(k+3)
ühere 6
32E I Xi I
Remark a) Setting EXj^ = (as in Petrov [.32] ) and substituting
Xi . 0in the variables — , we easily recover the dependence on o .
In the original paper, Osipov obtained corresponding uniform 
bounds for Rkn(x)* These can be obtained directly from Theorem 3.1 
with the exception of the final term. We need only note that
iö'
u|k+3dF(u)
U| </n [l+ I x] ]
= | |u|k+3dF(u) + j |u|k+3dF(u).
|u|</n /n<J u|</n(l+| x|)
The latter integral is bounded by /nfl+lxH / |u|2dF(u) and now
| u| >/n
taking x = 0 (being that value of x for which the R.H.S. of the expression 
in Theorem 3.1 ~ with the above adjustment - is a maximum) we have
THEOREM 3.2. (Osipov [30] ) J-f EX? = 1 and E | | k"*~2 < 00
for some integer k >_ 13 then for all n,
supIRk n I i c200 |n zk u|k+2dF(u) +
u I >Vn
+ n“2 (k+1) u|k+3dF(u) + I f (t) I + 2^)n (l + logn)h n
u j </n
where 6 = (l2E|xJ|) 1.
Remark b) Assuming ), and using Lemma 3.7 with r =k+2, 6 =0 
and £ = k+3, it easily follows that
12L (x) I _ £ ^ n ^ + lx l-) and supllh (x) I = o(n ^k) , where e(t) is
3cn nk/2(i + |x|)k+2 x *n
a bounded positive function such that e(t) -> 0 as t -+ °°.
The above remark, combined with the fact that in both these theorems 
the estimates depend only on ’tail conditions' of the moments, suggest 
that similar estimates may hold under the milder Ibragimov [23] moment 
conditions. One of the aims of this chapter will be to obtain these 
estimates and to examine their ramifications. Our results are set out 
in Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 and some subsequent remarks. Essentially we 
obtain Osipov's results whilst demanding the existence of the k + 1st 
moment and that the k + 2nd moment exist in principal value only.
Unfortunately the estimates we obtain do not allow us to derive 
results as general as the Ibragimov L^s] results since we have had to
assume e |X£|^C+'*' < 00 and aj = Ex|, j = l,2,...,k+2, before we can even 
write down the bounds. To obtain these general results, an estimate is 
needed for !^cn(x)| which does not assume the existence of any moments 
other than the second. We naturally think in terms of a generalisation 
of the Osipov-Petrov bound (1) , combined with R-^Cx) defined according 
to the Ibragimov formulation. Indeed, we generalise this setting further 
by not assuming the existence of any moments and we use it in Theorem 3.5 
to give a generalisation of the Osipov-Petrov bound. We provide 
bounds for
K  (C ,b ,x) = |P Ten n ’ n ’ 1
’ l n7- I H -  bn < X - Uk (x) I (2)i=1
where Cn > 0, {bn } are sequences of real numbers and Uk (x) (= G^Cx) 
Chapter 2 ) is the first k+3 terms of the Chebyshev expansion defined in 
terms of some arbitrary ’moment’ sequence 0,1, 0^ , 01^ ,... , and of course 
Uk(x) only depends on 0,1 »a^a^, • • • >ak+2 * The terms i-n tbe bound we 
give are fairly general; however, in a series of remarks following the 
theorem we show how these can be evaluated.
Finally, in the last theorem of the chapter we show that the 
uniform version of this bound - like the Osipov-Petrov bound - has, in 
certain important cases, asymptotic behaviour equivalent to the quantity 
it bounds.
3.2. RESULTS: Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 give us essentially Theorems
3.1 and 3.2 under milder assumptions. Unfortunately, we have had to 
insist that n be large enough to ensure that
-l(k-l) ( I ,k+l . ,n u d F (u) < i  .
I u I > /n
In most cases, however, this should be no restriction.
We take {X^} to be a sequence of iid rv’s with EX^ = 0 and EX^ = 1.
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THEOREM 3 .3 . I f  E|xi | k+1 and _ / u k + 2 d F ( u )  = a k+2
ore f i n i t e  fo r  in te g e r  k ^  1 ,  then fo r  a l l  x and s u f f i c i e n t l y  large
r - i ( v -
l \ n ( x ) |  < C3 (k) n 2(k 1} ( l  + | x | )  (k+1)
| u |  > /n
| u | k+1 d F (u )  +
M * \ )
n~k / 2  ( 1 +  | x | ) " (k+2) uk + 2 d F ( u )
Ad > 1*0
+ If ^ k+ 1> ( 1 + | x | ) “ (k+3) | u | k+3 d F ( u )  +
u|  < /n  ( l+  | x | )
( s u p  | f ( t ) |  + - L ) n n i ( k + 2 ) ( k + 3 ) ( l  + | x | } - (k+3)
111 >6
where 6 = ( l2E | X£ | 3) 1 i f  k > 1 and 5 = p,  o < p < l  i f  k = 1 w ith  p a co n s ta n t  
depending on the d i s t r ib u t io n  o f  Xj_^  and
r*
den o tin g
u I >b
l i mz-x»
-  z - b
The n e x t  t h e o r e m  g i v e s  t h e  u n i f o r m  c o u n t e r p a r t s  o f  Theorem 3 . 3 .
THEOREM 3 .4 . Under the  c o n d itio n s  o f  Theorem 3 .3  fo r  a l l  x and 
s u f f i c i e n t l y  large  n ,
s u p | Rk n (x)I  4  C4 ( k )^ n
- i ( k - l )  f , ,k+1 .IuI d F(u)  + n- I k
u |  > /n
/ k+2u d F(u)
|u| > /n
+ n 5 (k+1) '
I u |: i /n
where 6 i s  as d e fin e d  in  Theorem 3 .3 .
u | k + 3 d F ( u )  + ( s u p  I f  ( t )  I + ( l  + l o g n )  ,
| t | > 6
Remark c)  I n  Theorems 3 . 1 - 3 . 4 ,  u n d e r  c o n d i t i o n  (C) f o r  n
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sufficiently large, ( sup |.f(t)| + y-) < 1.
ItI>6 2n
Remark d) Since we have not assumed E|Xi|^+  ^ < the term in
Osipov's results involving 
as the composite term
IuI + dF(u) appears in our results
u| >/n (l+1 x| }
n-Hk-l)j-1+ |x |)-<k+1> I |u|k+1dF(u) +
u| >/n (l+1 x| )
i x i r (k+2)-
r* k+2 . ,u dF(u)
I u| >/n fl+| x| ]
k+2If E I I  is assumed finite, this composite term reduces to that of 
Osipov.
Remark e) Throughout this remark we assume (C) holds.
. i k + 1  - 1
't1) If u dF(u) = o(z ) then
u >z
_ik e(/n(l + I x I ) )
S^Pl\n(K)l = 0(n 2 > and ' “ Ikn 2 (l+|x|)k+2
where c(t) -> 0 as t -+ 00
ii) If I ujk+'*" d F(u) = 0(z X) then- 1 .
u >z
“Ik
sgp|Rk, -1>n(x) I = 0(n 5 > and l \ - i , n ( x ) l = 0 »*(1 + 1*1)k+2
k+2Hi) If E I X- I < 00 and | u| d F (u) =0(z ^), 0 < 6 < 1
u >z
then SSP \ n (x) = ° ( n"Hk+5)) and IRkn(x) ^ = 0 h ( k V ä ) 7 ; ' V ' n kV?::«^n2  ^(1 + I x| J
These follow easily using Lemma 3.7 below.
In each of the cases i) , ii) and Hi) , if we apply
theorems 1.3&l.^we find that in the uniform case, the imposed conditions 
are both necessary and sufficient for their respective order n convergence
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rates. Thus, in a certain sense, Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 provide optimal 
estimates for |R^(x)|. Of course 'i'i'i) can also be obtained from 
Osipov’s theorems.
Remark f) If (C) holds, taking E|X. | ~ <°°, 0<6 <1, and
E|xi|rv+" log [l -f |x|) < 00 for 6 = 0 ,
I n'1 + s(k+6) supl^Cx)) < » .
The results of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 show that these conditions are also 
necessary for the series to converge providing 0<6<1.
We shall establish the convergence of only the first term on the 
R.H.S. of the bound in Theorem 3.4 as the same technique is used for 
establishing the convergence of the remaining terms.
Firstly, we note from Lemma 1,4 
that for 0 < 6 < 1,
I nKk+*'5) p (IXjJ > /n) < » Elx|k+2+6 < ~
and that the first term on the R.H.S.of the bound in Theorem 3.4 is less 
than (using integration by parts)
OO
c(nP(|Xi| > /n) + ■ f uk P (| Xi | > u) du
"2 /n
The second term above can be rewritten as
/ F T
I
j=n
u P ( I Xf I > u) du
which is < C n ^ (k_1) I P (k_1)P (Pil > /j).
j=n
rrru  V “1 + 2 (k+6) 1
Thus I n ' l(k -TT j k+1dF(u) <fi4(k+6)P(|X.|>/n) +
u j >/n
+ c l r f ® - »  l (|Xi| >/j)
n=l j=n
< c + c y j
j=i
2(k“l) j  I /  4  -j \  
n=l
< 00 .
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To t r e a t  t h e  c a s e  5 = 0, we n o t e  t h a t  i f  E|x|k+2 l o g  ( l  + |x. |)  <
E | X . | k+2 l o g  ( l  + l X . I ) 1^- (uk+2 l o g  (1+u))  P (|x.| > u ) d u  
/n+1
l
n = l  /  / n
(uk+2 l o g  (1+u) )  P ( | X i | > u) du
n+1
>_ £ P ( IX- I > Vn+l )uk+2 l o g ( 1+u)
n = l  1
oo ^
^  C l  n 2k l o g ( n )  P ( IX. I > v4i+l) 
n = l  1
>, I n 2k l o g ( n )  P ( | X - |  > / n )  . 
n=2OO
So ^ n^k n P ( | X ^ |  > / n )  < 00. T r e a t i n g  t h e  t e r m s  on t h e  R .H .S .  o f  
n = l
t h e  hound i n  Theorem 3-4 a s  was done f o r  t h e  c a s e  0 < 5 < 1 ,  and u s i n g  
t h i s  r e s u l t ,  we e s t a b l i s h  t h e  a s s e r t i o n  o f  t h e  r e m a rk .
We now t u r n  t o  e s t i m a t i n g  A^n ( c n , b n , x)  a s  d e f i n e d  by  E x p r e s s i o n  
( 2 ) .  The f o l l o w i n g  t h e o r e m  g e n e r a l i s e s  t h e  O s i p o v - P e t r o v  bound ( l )  
a b o v e ,  whose n o t a t i o n  we p r e s e r v e .
THEOREM 3, 5,  L et X^ be a sequence o f  i i d  r v ’ s ,  then fo r  
any in te g e r  k ^  1 ,
lp ( h  I Xi - bn i x) -  ukWI i  nPf |X i l  > T n x )  +
n 1
+ c
+ G
( k ) f (  l + | x | ) - (k+3)  n_ 5 ( k + l ) f  - i ( k + l ) ( k+ 2 ) I  f | u | k+2 d F ( u ) '
1 1 ” |u|<T* 1 ' nxn
1 + —  
k +
- ( k+3) I u k+3dF(u )
l <T,
I) + (1+lxöp- (k+U)  -(k+U) - 5 (k+2)°n n u I k+^ dF (u )  +
nx. I u I < t nx.
+ [\lf>S ,f(t)! + 2P(|Xi' ' W  + kJ" nHk+3)(k+V l xol)"Ck+lt)] +
+ lUk,n(x°) - V x)l + I V X) - V x
9k , n  (Cn> V  x >
5b
»here Sa = o2d {96 E l x ^ 3) ' 1 , xQ = px + q , p  = - p L . ,  q ~
ynon / n a n
2 -
an "  v a r  Xi ’ 071(1 Uk , n (x) i s  th e  f i r s t  k + 1 ö /  th e  Chebyshev
expansion d e fin e d  in  term s o f  E(X. -  EX^)^,  j  = 1 ,  2 ,  k + 2
Remark g) From t h e  p r o o f  o f  Theorem 3 .3  i t  i s  e a s y  t o  show t h a t  
|Uk , n (xo ) "  Uk , n ( x ) l i  '  *<x>l +
+ C1 ( k )  | xq- x  I ( l  + | x o
3k+6
+ x 3k+6^  ^ | x 2 -  x 2 - i x 2 Jk + 2 ,n '
where  Lk+2>n = n ( n o n ) * (k+2) u | k+2 d F (n )
U < T n x
Remark h) From P e t r o v  ( p . 2 0 1 , [ 3 2 l  ) ,  
k + 2 — 1 yf.
| u k , n (x)  ■ V x)l i  I n"iV^ r  |Qv(K) " Qv.“(x)i
k+2 _ i v2
I e 2
v=l /2Ü
I Hv + 2 s - l ^
s x ! __ s v ! ( l ! ) s l . . . ( v f. ) Sv £=1
L iI
U12 )
s i £+1 £-1
i U - D
p a +2l S Z Y£+2 ,n
So (■
1 h q l£+2)  ^Z  n n ;
I V.
y ß+3 ,n
(£+3) 5 (£+1)  n
yZ+1 Yv + 2 ,n V• • •
rs C.V + 2)  ^V kün n ;
where  H (x) i s  the  mtk  C h e b y s h e v -H e rm i t e  p o l y n o m i a l :
m
L2J , 1Nk m-2k
Hm( x )  - m'- l  ------------- --— k  ’
k=0 k l ( m - 2 k ) ! 2 X
a = v a r  X . .  y i s  t h e  s t k  ’ c u m u l a n t ’ a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  t h e  ’moment* n J s
s e q u e n c e  d e f i n i n g  U, , and y i s  t h e  s tk  c um ula n t  o f  t h e  r v  (X- -  EX.)
K. s , n x i
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The f i n a l  theorem o f  t h e  c h a p t e r  shows t h a t  i n  c e r t a i n  ca s e s  
Ak , n (Cn ) = sxp V n (Cn ’ bn E °* x) and 0 k , n (Cn } = SF  ®k,n(Cn ’ bn = °>x >
tiüAAtsOtdtrJ-
have, a sy m p to t ic  b e h a v io u r .  We have ta k e n  bnE 0 s in c e  we c o n s id e r
a sequence  {X^} o f  i i d  r v ’ s w i th  EXj: = 0  i f  E|Xp|<«> . Also  we
t a k e  T = / n .  F i r s t l y ,  however,  we need t o  s u i t a b l y  d e f i n e  0, (C_)nx k , n n
f o r  k = 0.  The u s u a l  O s i p o v -P e t ro v  (uniform) bound,  as  i t  a p p e a r s  f o r  
example i n  Heyde [IT] , i s  no t  s a t i s f a c t o r y  s in c e  i t  i n v o l v e s  a t e rm  
i n  E !X.jJ . The bound i s  t o o  rough  i f  we a r e  imposing  t h e  c o n d i t i o n s  
t h a t  t h e  t h i r d  moment e x i s t s  i n  p r i n c i p a l  v a lu e  o n ly  and t h a t
u 2dF(u) = 0 ( z  ■*■) (Lemma 3*7 g iv e s  us no in f o r m a t i o n  i n  t h i s  c a s e . )
I uI >z
I t  was f o r  t h i s  r e a s o n  t h a t  t h e  ca se  6 = 1  i n  Theorem 3 o f  
Keyde [17] co u ld  no t  be c o n s id e r e d .
___ O
The te rm  i n  E j X-p | a p p e a r s  i n  t h e  e s t i m a t e  o f
sup |p
'y (Xj -  EXj) 
vfi a, < x -  $ ( x ) | ;  we t h e r e f o r e  r e q u i r e  an e s t i m a t e  t h a t>p '^yn
a v o id s  t h e  use  o f  t h i s  a b s o l u t e  moment. The fo l l o w i n g  bound has  t h i s  
d e s i r e d  p r o p e r t y :
, J ? ( X i  EXi) 
s u p |p  l  ---- 7--------  <_ Xx / n a n -  $ (x )  I <_ C n_ 2 |a I + n 1a, + n 2d_11 — I 1 3 , n '  4 ,n  n ( 2a)
where = EY^ ( r  = 3 ,U ) ,  Yn = a~1 (Xi  -  EXp), F(u)  = P(Yn 4  x ) .
and dR i s  such t h a t
max
0< J t  J <dn A
|U t |
i2dF(u) u3dF(u)
>1 | u t I <1
iAdF(u)
IutI<1
We w i l l  d e r i v e  t h i s  bound i n  t h e  p r o o f  o f  t h e  next  theorem b u t  i n  t h e  
meantime we d e f i n e
9o , n (Cn ) = « * ( |X l l  > Tn) + C{n" 2 ia 3 , n l + n" l a l*,n + n~2dn_1 +
+ /n a  1 1 EXn I + | l  -  C ^na^ |max( l  ,C^n "^a ^)} n 1 ! 1 1 n n 1 5 n n /J
C2b)
w i th  C an a b s o l u t e  c o n s t a n t  and ^xJ- a sequence o f  p o s i t i v e  c o n s t a n t s
We a r e  now i n  a p o s i t i o n  t o  s t a t e  our  l a s t  theorem.
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THEOREM 3,6. Let {X_^ } be a sequence of iid rv’s such that EX-j_. = 0 
if E|Xj_|<°° . If Cramer's condition (C) holds for k>l and if 0<6<L, then 
for any integer k>0 the following four conditions are equivalent:
(i) E I < °°, aZ = EX?, aj = a J EXp for j = 0 , 1 ,  ... , k+2 ,
u|^+^dF(u) = 0(z as z -*
u >z
r k + 3
and as well for 6 = 1 ,  u dF(u) = 0(1) .
u <z
(ii) inf Akn (Cn) = 2^ +(^ ) as n -*• 00.
(iii) ^^nan^ = 0 (n 2 k^+<5^ ) as n ■> °° .
(iv) O^C/n °n) = 0(n z('k+<5')) as n -> °° (inx “ Tn = ^n ) •
where = var X^
Since neither Petrov’s book [32] nor Osipov’s article [ 3Ö] is 
available in English, much more detail has been given than would otherwise 
have been necessary. To establish these theorems we require most of 
the lemmas used in Petrov £32] to prove Theorem 3.1. Some of these 
lemmas we quote without alteration whilst others have been changed to 
suit our purposes.
3.3. SOME LEMMAS. The first lemma is used to derive the uniform bound
from its non-uniform counterpart. Its proof is elementary and appears 
on p.208 of [32] .
LEM14A 3.7. If
Iu|rdF(u)
I u I >y
o(y ), r >_ 2, 6^0,
then for l > r + 6,
IuI^dF(u) = o(z* r 6)
u <z
The corresponding large order result is also valid.
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LEMMA 3.8. fp.173 |32?| ). Let X. ,... ,X be independent rvrs
EX. = 0  and, EX? = er? < oo (j = 1 . . . n) . SetJ J J
V o. and L
j=i J
, = B ^ k J E|x.|kkn n 1 i 1J=1
n. , Q Tjy o , .7, l/(m-2) 1/ (k-2)for k > 3. If 3 < m < k then L < L,=  * =  =  mn =  kn
LEMMA 3.9. (p.174, [32] )
derivatives of order v^l. T/zen
,vd n , . y (x)
Let the function y = y(x) have
dxv
v.
min(v ,n) n-k5: ' V-^rrr y" “<*> nV 1 ( 1 dmk=l (n-k)i l km* lm! dxm
y(x)
where denotes summation over all non-negative integer solutions of 
the following system of equations:
k.. + 2ko + ... + vk 1 z >
k n + kn ... + k 1 2  v k.
LEMMA 3.10. (p.175 [32J )• Let X be a random variable and f(t)
2 2 s
its characteristic function. Let EX = 03 EX =0  > 0S E | X| = 3o < 00
for some integer s >_3. Set fn (t) = {f(~r-)}n 
Then3 in the interval
t| < / n(f)(S_2rlP,
we have
fn (t) - e zt {1 + I Pv (it) n zV)
s-3
lv =1
C(s) osn 2 2)
s-m t|
3(s-l)+m -t2/12
for m = 0,1,...,s-l, Here the P (it^ already introduced in Section 2.3 
and well known in asymptotic expansion theoryare polynomials defined 
in terms of the moments of X.
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LEMMA 3.11?  ( p . 1 8 3 ,  [32] ) .  LetX be a rv with  EX = 0_,
2 2
0 < EX -  a < 00 and P(X < x) = F(x)  . Let
r X ,  i f  | x |<a /n ,
Y =n [0 ,  o t h e r w i s e ,
Vn (x) = P ( Y n < x ) ,
r X ,  i f  |x| < a/n(l  + |x| ) , 
nx [0 , o t h e r w i s e ,
and s e t  Z = X -  Ynx nx
I f  EI XI < 00 fo r  any in teger  k^Z,  then 
|F*n ( x a / n )  -  Vn11 (x a /n)  | <_
<. c(k)
E Zn , x 1 e | y | k+2 -  e | y | k+21 n . x 1 1 n'
,k i (k -2 )
(1 + |*|) k+2 ^k C- ,  I I ) a n (1 + 1 x | ) k+2
fo r  any n and x.
LEMMA 3.12. ( p . 1 9 0 ,  C32_| ) G(x) be a function  o f  bounded
varia tion  on the rea l line and le t  g ( t )  be i t s  F o u r ie r -S tie ltje s  transform.
Let lim G(x) = 0 and 
I x I -*» 00
I I x  Im I dG(x) I < 00 
— ° 0
fo r  some znteger m ^ l .
Then the function  xmG(x) is  o f  bounded varia tion  on the rea l line and 
we have
( - i t ) ™  I e i t X d [ x m GOO) - m  \  \  - ^ 8 ( 0 .
1 v t 0 v - d t v
—00
LEMMA 3.13. ( p .1 9 3 ,  132j ) .  Let F(x)  be a non-decreasing
function , le t  G(x) be a d iffe re n tia b le  function o f  bounded varia tion  
with  F(-°°) = G(-°°) and F(+«>) = G(+«=) and le t  f ( t )  and g ( t )  be the 
re sp ec tiveF o u r ie r-S tie ltje s  transform s. Let
r
I x [ S I d (f (x) -  G(x)j I < 00
and |Gt(x)| K(l + |x|) S ( - C O  <  X < °°)
tThis lemma is proved below.
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for ccny integer s ^  23 where K is  a constant. Then
T
| F ( x ) - G ( x ) |  < c ( s ) ( l  + | x f S [ f  | f ( t ) ~ s ( t ) | d t
T
( ,6 - Kd t  + -1 t  1
-T
and T > 1. Here
 ^ e'*"*'* d [ xS (f ( x) -  G(x))
and c ( s )  is  a positive constant depending only on s .
Proof of Lemma 3,11. The p r o o f  i s  a lm o s t  i d e n t i c a l  t o  t h a t  o f  
t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  lemma i n  P e t r o v  [32]  . We w i l l  q u o t e  some r e l e v a n t  
r e s u l t s  f rom  h i s  p r o o f  and show how t h e s e  can be u s e d  t o  o b t a i n  o u r  
lemma.
S e t
3n = ^ ( av/n =  I ^1 < ay/,n( l + l x | ) ) >
'0 ,  i f  y < 0 ,  
l ,  i f  y > 0,Nn (y) = Vn (y) -  a nD(y) , D(y)
and M (y) = P (Y < y)  . n  nx  J
r n
From p .1 8 4  o f  j_32j we have
I y I m I d(Nn £ ( y o /n )  -  Vn X' (y o / r^ ) |  < c W n a ^ ,
f o r  £ = l , . . . , n  and any m ^ O .  S e t t i n g  £ = n and m = k + 2
( i n s t e a d  o f  k + 1,  as  t a k e n  by [ 32 ] ) ,  we o b t a i n  f o r  any x <_ 0
*£
i N ^ C x a / n )  -  Vnn ( x a / n )  | = ] d (Nn n ( y a / n ) - V nn ( y a / n ) )  |*n *n *n
A
<_ ( l  + | x | )  ^k+ 2  ^ j  ( l  + | y | ) k+2 dj^Nnn ( y o /n )  -  Vnn ( y a / n )
—  00
4  c ( k ) n a n ( l  + | x | )  (k+2) # (3)
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A l s o ,  i n e q u a l i t y  ( 2 . 2 5 )  on p .1 8 7  o f  [_32j s t a t e s :
I y I m d(Mn £ ( y o /n )  -  Nn X/( y a / n ) )
f o r  Z  = l , . . . , n  and m = 2 , 3 , . . . ,  where  a 
So,  i n  the  same way as a bove ,  we f i n d
* Z <_ c(m)a  n an ,m
= e |Y I m -  E IY | m. n ,m 1 n , x ‘ 1 n 1
M*n ( x a / n )  -  Nnn ( x a / n )  <_ c ( k ) a  n 2 ^+2 [ l  + | x | )  (4)
f o r  x 0 .  From p . 1 9 0  o f  [32] we have
|F n ( x a / n )  -  M ^ C x a / n )  | <_ a ^  n 2 ^  2  ^ ( l  + | x | )  ^  E | (5)
f o r  any n and x.  N o t i n g  t h a t  a^ <_ ( a / n )  ^+2 anc* c o l l e c t i n g
t o g e t h e r  ( 3 ) ,  (4) and (5)  we e s t a b l i s h  the  a s s e r t i o n  o f  t h e  lemma f o r  x <_0. 
I f  we now c o n s i d e r  t h e  r v  -X we have  th e  lemma t r u e  f o r  x > 0.
3 . 4 . PROOFS OF THEOREMS. The p r o o f  o f  Theorem 3 .3  f o l l o w s  v e r y  c l o s e l y
t h a t  o f  Theorem 3 .1  on pp .  197-207 o f  [32] . Fo r  c o n v e n i e n c e ,  w h e r e v e r
p o s s i b l e ,  we w i l l  p r e s e r v e  t h e  n o t a t i o n  o f  [ ^ - J  • To be c o n s i s t e n t  w i t h
t h e  r e s u l t s  o f  C h a p t e r  2 ,  we h a v e  t a k e n  k ^ l  i n  c o n t r a s t  t o  P e t r o v
_ I _ I x2
where  k ^  3.  A l s o ,  P e t r o v ’ s (x) e q u a l s  ( 2 tt) 2* e 2 t im e s  ou r
Q . ( x )  and P e t r o v ’ s U, (x) i s  U (x)  a c c o r d i n g  t o  o u r  d e f i n i t i o n .
J k k 2
We s h a l l  ne e d  some f u r t h e r  n o t a t i o n  and a u x i l i a r y  r e s u l t s .
We r e c a l l  t h a t  we a r e  d e a l i n g  w i t h  a s e q u e n c e  {X^} o f  i i d  r v ’ s 
h a v i n g  z e ro  means and u n i t  v a r i a n c e s .  L e t  X be a r v  w i t h  d i s t r i b u t i o n  
t h a t  o f  X^. Fo r  n ^ l ,  s e t
X, i f  IXI < / n ,
0 ,  o t h e r w i s e ,
Z = X -  Y , V (x) = P(Y < x) , a 2 = E(Y -  EY ) 2 , W (x) = P(Y -  EY < x) n n n n n n n ’ n n n
and w ( t )  n e l t X  d W ( x ) . n
—  CO
6 l
L e t  f u r t h e r
G (x) = W n (xa /n )  and g ( t )  = wn f—^7-] .  n n n ön n vnJ
We d e f i n e  Q (x) i n  t e rms  o f  t h e  cum ulan ts  v .  o f  t h e  r v  Y -  EY .v , n  ' j n  n  n
In  f a c t
v -1
q (x) = - Y h ( x ) n -— rv , n  L v + 2 s - l  m=l k !
Y m+2 ,n
• i / 0 \  » ^ m + 2m  ^(m+2) ! cr n
w here  t h e  summation i s  o v e r  a l l  n o n - n e g a t i v e  i n t e g e r  s o l u t i o n s  o f  t h e  
e q u a t i o n s
k.. + 2k_ + . . .  + vk = v 1 2  v
k., + k 0 + . .  . + k = s 1 2  v
We s e t
- l x  k
IL (x) = $ (x )  +
/2TT l  Q „ W n ' ' 'V = 1
U. (x) = <l>(x) +
A
/2- I Qv n ( * ) n 2 » 1 =
uk ( t )
f i t xe dU (x)  and u ( t )k £,n
 ^ i t xe d U .  ( x ) .  £ ,n
F i n a l l y  we d e f i n e
L = n v ,n
" K V - 2 )  I TT iv
- i  r,»-
A = n v ,n
( v -2 )
E Y
E I Z
• Tn
-1  . -1
(v 1 » 2 , • • • , ) ,
(v = 1 , 2 , . . .  , k + l )  ,
p = a , and q = ~o EY / n  *n n n n n
Our f i r s t  t a s k  i s  t o  show t h a t  f o r  a l l  n s a t i s f y i n g  A^+^ n < i> 
and f o r  a l l  x
l M x > ”  Uk+1 ,n  (pn x + < O l  i  c ( k ) K + l n  + n
“ Ik
k 1 ,
u| >Vn
k+2 , ^ , N u d F l u )  +
^ + 3  ,n^
-1x2 ( 6 )
The c o n d i t i o n  A, , < 1  means t h a tk + 1 ,n  4
E IZ | k+1 <1 n 1 4
(6a)
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From the d e f i n i t i o n  o f  o i t  f o l l o w s  thatn
° n 2 = 1 ‘  EZn '  (EYn>2 -
S in c e
EZ2 < n ^  E|Z | k+1 < { n =  1 n 1 4
and
K EZ < n E Z n 1 =  ' n
- 5 k  1k + 1  1
/n k + l , n
we have
11 2 1TT < a < 1  16 n = ( 7)
and
1 A n / 1 \ n^k+ i n  f  1 ) 5 „ s1 -  a < A ( l - a ) <  Z--------—  11 + — A. n / < 7- A A. 1
n =  n =  (1 + On) n k + l , n =  4 k + l , n
( 8 )
f o r  £ = 1 , 2 . . .
1 9 — I
F u r t h e r  1EY I < -f-EZ < n 1 1 n 1 =  / n  n =
1 Iv I (v—2) 2 5 (v~2)E Y < n 2V 'EY < n 2V ' 1 n 1 =  n = (v = 2 , 3 , . . . )  (9 )
Thus
v v K - D *lE(Y -  EY ) V -  EYV| = I 1 , (EY ) EYV 11 v n n n 1 1 Z l  (v-A) 1 n' n 1Z =1
v -1  ,_v_
(v-A)|EY I y v --T--r  (EY )  ^ 1 EYV 1 + (EY ) v 1n Z=1 n n n'
< EY
rv-1
H=1
v! n~ i  ( A - l ) + i  ( v -A - 2) + ( v - 1)
z i ( v - z ) :
< n ' äk E I Z |k+1 n 5(v_1)  =  1 n 1
rv-1V v . x,) —r~p------tt n + nL A. (v-A)!
-A . -  ( v - 1 ) '
Z =1
< 2vn“ 5(k-v+1)  E , z |k+l  
=  1 n 1 v = 1 , 2 , . . . , k+2 .
Using the r e l a t i o n
EXV = EYV + EZ V n n
we have
|EXV -  EY EZV| < n 1 =
( i ( v - k - l )  , k+1 - . 0n z E Z , f o r  v<k+2 ,1 n 1 *
k + ?  ,
EZ “ f o r  v = k+2 n 1
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and h ence
IE (Y -  EY ) V -  EXV| <1 n n 1 =
r ( 2V+ l ) n ^ (v" k 1 ) E |Z n | k + 1 , f o r  v < k + 2 ,
_k+2 5 I Ik+1 I k+2I2 n 2E Z + EZ , f o r  v= k + 21 n 1 1 n 1 *
( 10 )
From ( 6 a ) , ( 7) and (9 ) i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t
E Y -  EY r  < 1 n n V 2VEIY | V < [2 X 16) o Vn 2^V" 2  ^ - °V- V< 3  o n ‘ n (ID
f o r  v = 1 , 2 , . . . ,  k  + 2 and 
E | X | V
f o r  v = 1 , . . .  , k + l .
E j Y I + E l z  I < 2nI n 1 1 n 1 =
v .  o_i ( \>-2) ( 12)
From ( 7) ,  ( 8 ) ,  ( 10) and ( 11) we have
" 1 ’i v I - vn ‘ la n n nE(Y -  EY ) -  EX I 4  n 2 |E(Y - EY ) V -  EXV| + n 1
n 2 V 11 -  a VIEIY -  EY! 1 n 1 1 n n1
( c ( v ) n  ^A. .k+1 ,n
 ^ c ( k ) n  '''A. , + nk+1 ,n
f o r  v < k + 2 
- i ( k +2 ) l E z k +2 , f o r  v = k + 2
A lso  f o r  any r e a l  a and b and any i n t e g e r  m 1 ,
| am _ b m| 4  mj a -  b I max( I a |  ar"i  , |b I
T h e r e f o r e
-X, - i
I (a Vn” 2VE(Y -  EY ) V) £ -  (n 2VEXV/ | <1 v n n n J —
c(k )A nk + l , n
-1 i f  Z , v < k + 2
c ( k ) n   ^ (a, , + n  2 k |EZk + 2 | l  i f  v = k + 2 and Z
'  k + 1 ,n  1 n 1; ( 13)
From t h e  w e l l  known r e l a t i o n  e x p r e s s i n g  c u m ula n ts  i n  t e rm s  o f  moments ,
we have  on s e t t i n g  a = EXV, v = l , . . . , k +2 and a = E(Y -  EY ) V 0 v n , v n n ,
v = 1 , 2 , .  . .
6b
f Yv , n Yv 1 ( - d s h s - n :  y [ “ l . n l
n ^ J
”  v -
s  ' . . . s  : ( l ! ) S l . . . ( v : ) Sv 4 - 1  L n ! '
fa £ - l , n  ]
Q
S£ - i f a £ ?n l S £ f a £ 1 S£ a £ + l  ] S £ + l  f “v l
U - l  1 ( H ) ,o n n V
£ i £nn
• • • “ T
l n ^ J
w h e r e  s u m m a t i o n  i s  o v e r  a l l  n o n - n e g a t i v e  s o l u t i o n s  o f  t h e  s e t  o f  e q u a t i o n s
a n d
s .. + 2 s  + . . .  + v s  = v 
l a  v
s ,  + s n + . . .  + s = s . 
1 2  v
S i n c e  f o r  e a c h  v ,  s ^  c a n  o n l y  b e  0 o r  1 ,  we n e e d  o n l y  t r e a t  t h e  c a s e
v = k  + 2 ,  £ = 1 ,  i n  i n e q u a l i t y  ( 1 3 ) .  I f  Jl h a d  b e e n  > 1 f o r  v = k  + 1 ,
—i k I  k+2I
we c o u l d  n o t  h a v e  w r i t t e n  t h e  c o n s t a n t  c ( k ) ,  s i n c e  n  [EZ^ I n o t  l e s s  
t h a n  some  a b s o l u t e  c o n s t a n t .
F r o m t h e  a b o v e  r e l a t i o n  a n d  e x p r e s s i o n s  ( 1 1 ) - ( 1 3 ) ,
y yv , n  _ v
rtV 5 V 2 V ° r , n 2 n
c ( k )
(v  = 1 , . . .  , k  + 1)
n  k + l , n ,
C ^—  A + n " ^ k |EZ k_,'2 | , f o r  v = k  + 2,
n  k + 1 , n  1 n  1
I t  f o l l o w s  t h a t
y  'iv , n £ r Yv i £
U n v n ^ v . 2 V Ln  J
C( k )  A
< A.n  k + l , n
f o r  £ , v  = 1 , . . .  , k  + 1,
F r o m  t h e  d e f i n i t i o n s  o f  Q ^ ( x )  a n d  ^ ( x )  t o g e t h e r  w i t h  t h e  d e f i n i t i o n
o f  H ( x )  i n  R e m a r k  h )  , f o r  v <_ k  a n d  a l l  x ,  
m —
e _ 5 x  n i v |Q ( x )
-1-
Q ( x )  I = e  2 
v , n
Hv+2s - 1 (x )
s  ' . . s  ! ( i : ) S l . . . ( v ! )  v1 V
v ( y J Sl
X I ^ T s T -
£=1 n2 1
£ + 1  ^ s
\ ( Ä- 1 )
£ -1 n £+2
9 £
ry £+2 , n
£+2 5 £
v° n  n
y £ + 3 , n S£ + l  f y v + 2 , n
s V
£+3 k ( £ + 1 )  
n ‘ J
I v+2  ^v 
^a n n
6 5
- i x 2
f c ( k ) A ^ ^  ne 4 » for v < k,
c(k)A e 4 X + n 2k IKZ k+2|e *X , for v = k K+i,n 1 n 1
Thus l \ ( x ) -ü kjn(x)| < I  - i - e ' 5x2 |Qv(x) - Q (x)|
V — 1
i c ( k ) K +l , n  + n " i k |EZnk + 2 |)  e " 1**
for all x.
(14)
Now
Next, we bound |u. fx ) - U, (x) I where x = p x + q 1 k,n o k,n 1 o *n Mn
n ' ^ | e " i x o2QV)n(x0) -  e ' ^ 2QV)n(x ) |
i  le 2X° - e 2x2|n 2U|Q„ „(xo)| + n
also
v ,n - K - i * 2 |Qv>n(x0 ) -  Qv>n(x ) |
_ I x 2 -  I x2 ,
e 2 x° - e 2 < e_ J x 2 |x  2 -  x 2 | e ä l x° 2 _ x 2 l-
Using (7) and (8) ,
2 2 *o -  xz - 2on 2 EYn / n x  + (on2 -  l ) x 2 |
f16l
Ak+1 ,n (Ak+1 ,n + 2 N )  + (<%2 - U
— 0 c 1 ^
As a - 1 is less than both — and — -A. 5 thereforen 11 11 K+l,n
- j x 02 —2 x2 I „ .e 1 ° - e z < CA.
-7 /1 3  x c
i i  5k+1 ,n
s ,n
Also, using Lemma 3 .8  and the fact that' “g r/_ 9\ <, C(S) L
_ n 2: V ) b ; na n n
n 2V| Qv , n ( xo>l 4  ° ( v > [l + IxoI 3  ^ 1) an (V+2)n 2V£l Yn | V+2 ( 15 )
Thus
-JL), -iy 2 - lx2 n . -1 x 2
n 2 Ie 2 * °  “  e ! | | Q v>n(x0) |  < C(v)Ak+1>ne ‘
t See bottom of p. 7 3
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We have  a l s o
^ X . n ^  '  Qv , n ( x ) l " I I H .  . (xn ) -  H .  (x) n -— r  xv + 2 s - l  v + 2 s - l  )m=1k m«
Ym+2,n
'■(m+2):onm+2n 5m-
and , , , H 2^ xo
m-2j _ xm-2j
j= o  j I ( m —2j ) 12J
4  c(m) | x Q - x |  ( l  + I x0 j01-1 + M “ ” 1) #
nr-1'
I I 5 1 x | +4 .
Hence as  | x Q - x |  4  / n  Ak + 1 ( ,
EIYn-EYn v+2
But from (11)  v+2 =  c ( v )? ^ — Oj 1 ,  2 ,  • • • > which  g i v e s  us
n
^X.^o) - V»(X)I *C(V>W^2
- l * 2
f o r  v = 1 , 2 ,
Combining a l l  t h e s e  r e s u l t s ,  we o b t a i n  f o r  v = l , 2 , . . . , k  
- i -  2 - i x 2n- i v le - 5x° ^  .  e - 2x QV j n ( x ) | 4 c (v ) A k+1>n<- J x 2
Thus
lDk , » < ^  '  Uk , n ( x ) l i c ( k ) A k +l , n ‘
_ i  v2
- i v2
From (15) we have  t h a t
o - ‘ ( k t l ) | e- ^ \ t l i B W l  < c ( k ) n - ^ k+1>on- (k + 3 ) E|Yn | k+3e - ‘ X
-1*2+
■ C(k) W *  * •
C o n t i n u i n g  now w i t h  t h e  p r o o f  o f  t h e  t h e o r e m ,  we n o t e  t h a t  
V*n (x /n )  = W*n (x /n  -  nEY ) = Gn (pn x + qn )n 11
t T h i s  completes  t h e  p r o o f  o f  i n e q u a l i t y  ( 6 ) ,
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and so
lFn (x) ~ uk (x>l i  j F*n (x /n) - V*"(x /n) | + |Gn (x0) - Uk+1>n(xo>l +
+ l \ +l,n(xo) " Uk (x)l (16)
Further
, -J(k-l) r I ik+1 . ,
Ak+l,n = n / M  dF(u) i
I u| >/n
< n-A(k-l)f -1 j u|k+3 d F(u) +
/n<Iu l</n (l+ 1 x|)
j uk+1|d F(u) (17)
I u| >/n(l+1 x| )
From (6), (17) and Lemma 3.11, it follows that the first and third parts 
of inequality (16) do not exceed the bound in Theorem 3.3. It remains, 
therefore, to estimate
G (p x + q ) - U, , (p x + q ) I . " Hn k+l,n *n hi 1n n
In Lemma 3.13 we can set
G (x) = Uk+1>n(x0), F(x) = Gn (x0), s = k + 3, T = Tn
where
T = 3k+4 B. \  and B = a n n k+4,n v,n n
-v_~3(v-2) E|Yn -EYjiV , (v = 1,2,...,)
From (ll), B < 3V and so T >1; also 111 . (x) 1 < K fl 1 x i ^  ^  ,* v ,n n 1 k+1 ,n 1 v 1 1 J
for K a constant depending only on k.
Setting
6 (t) = / eltxd{x*(Gn (x) - U. (x))} (£ = 0,1,...),k+1 ,n
we obtain from Lemma 3.13
t . . . . IA similar split-up is valid for In ^ uk+2dF(u)I.
u >/n
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l°n(xo ) " Uk+i,n(xo,l =
c (k)
(1 + h o D k+3
6k + 3 ^
Tn
t
r 6o(t)
# t-Tv
(18)
At this point we note that if we are only interested in uniform
* (xn ) - U. I n 0 k+l,nhounds, we could use directly the Esseen hound for G^ ^(x0 ) »
namely
6 (t) o dt + B.k+4,n (19)
-Tv
We estimate the final integral in (l8). From Lemma 3.12 it is 
sufficient to estimate the integrals
Ti»n v
-T
^ n (t) ' V l , n (t)i !t|V'k'U dt
for v = 0, 1, ,o., k+3. From Lemma 3IQ it follows that
-k-U
(gn(t)* V l , n (t)) 1*1 " " dti ° (k)Bk+4,n
The same hound holds for
y uk+l,n(t) |t|v-k-4 dt.
Therefore
I < c(k) B . +v = k+4,n
Bkii(k+2)<itl<Tk+4,n =l 1 r
v ~ngr,(t)
t |V-k-U (20)
From Lemma 3.9.
6 9
,v ,v , min(v,n) , ,d /^ \ d nr t >i ,, , v r n; n-r r t--- g (t) = --- w I--7-1 = v ! ) ) 7--- T7 w (-- ;n ,.v n^a vnJ L_ L (n-r) I n '•a v'dt dt n r=l n
x n
m=l rm'
1 d
m! ,^m n^a /n (21)
where £ denotes summation over all non-negative integer solutions 
to
and
r_ + 2r0 + ... + vr = v 1 2  v
rn + r0 + o.. + r = r 1 2  v
We now bound --- g (t) for the case of k > 1. The resultv n dt
we obtain could have been extracted directly from the work on pp.20U-207 
of [32] since this bound depends only on E | x p  being finite. For 
the sake of completeness, however, we shall reproduce that work here. 
Using (lO) and the inequalities
_d_ r t >
dt Wn '•a /n' nv
rY -EY n n■m Y -EY >7T1 (exp {it ^n JK wn
t
=  7n
and
d v r t
dt» Wn l ^ J <. -  B (v = 2,3,...), =  n v ,n ’ ’ ’
we obtain
v °nßn(t) < c(v)(l+ |t|») wn(j-^)n
n-min(v,n)
Also
(v = 1,2,..o)
Wn ü  - 1
Y -EY Y -EY ■n n, , .. n nexpiit } - 1 - it-a /n n a Vn n 2n ’
and so for |t| <_ /n, |wn (———777) 1 ^  Thus for any y, 0<y<.l
°nVn d
TO
and for v = 0, 1, k+3,
sup
111 >y/n
!• (-V)
n-min(v,n)
< 2k+3 sup
11 | >y/n
r Mr-)n Njnvn'
-iNow, as B. > n we have for v = 0, 1, ..., k+3, ’ 3,n =
g„(t)v ~n
|t |V-k-U dt <
B 1 < ItI<T 3,n 1 '= n
<_ c(k) sup 
Mt |>B-13,n
(i + |t|v)|t|v k 1 dt <
B3V |t|iTn
< c(k) an „5(k+2)(k+3) =  n
(Xv ^ ^
d.(k +2)
(22)
where an = sun Iw (t )I .
|t|>(an/nB3>n)-l n
From (T) it follows that
a /nB_ = —~ r  -n 3,n an2 E|Yn - EYn |3 < • 8 EI Yn ! 3 < 12E |x| 3
Also, since A. ,, < Ik+l,n
Iw (t)I = |EeltYn eltxdF(x) +
l^/n
d F(x)
x I >/n
< If(t) I + 2
x| >/n
dF(x) <, |f(t)| + ■—  ,
it follows that
a <_ sup l«t)|
n "  111 >"(12E IXI 3)_1 
We now show that ]gn(t)| < e ^ ^  for |t| < B-13,n
(23)
Let Z and Z’ he iid as the rv (Yn - EY ). Then the c.f. of Z-Z*-1 n
is Iw (t) I 2. Also
log I w (t ) I 2 = log l + (|w (t)|" - l)
= - { l -  |wn(t)|^) -s(l- l^ n(t)|2)2- ...
4-l(l- |wn(t)|2)
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and
i- M^)i2 = t2-/( itu _ .,e - 1 - itu - Otu)22! )d ¥(u)
where 4fn(u) = P{Z - Z* < anx). Therefore
gn(t)| = exp{nlog|wn (— |}
<, exp { - —  + I / (eitu - 1 - itu - ^ 4 ^  ) d I1 (u)}
exp{ -gt2 + Z-Z’ ^  } , (e |z-z ?|3<2e |z |(z-z ’)24Ue |z |3
< exp { -it2 + | e |^-|3 |t|3}
4  exp { - gt2 (l-|t B ^ J  }
4 exp { "Z't2} if |tj < B-13,n • (24)
From Lemma 3.8 we have
B_(k+2)"<B'1 k+U,n =  3>n
Thus from (2l) +
-(k+2)“1 
k+4 ,n
And so
,v
—— - g(t)
<|t|<B_1 =l 1 3,n
dtv n
I t |V k ^dt4c(k)Bk+^ n, (v=0,... ,k+3 )
*  Sk+3(t) dt < c(k) B +an J(W2)(k+3)]k+4,n n
-Tv
follows from (20) and (22). We now estimate r 6n(t)t dt,
-T
since this is relevant in the uniform case. From the above work(and in 
particular Lemma 3.10 and (24)) we can readily extract that
6 (t)
dt < c(k)Bk+l4>n +
gn(t)
-Tv
^K.B, 0<h(t)4ce 1/7^  tn «s» j h(t)dt <_
ot< j 1 1 <3 a< 11! <3
< ca“'- )
/t>k+2 -rt2 nc(~) •e t !dta
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and t h a t  ( s e e  (22 ) )
B
g n f t ) d t  < c (k )  a.n
t n „ - 1  *
“ 1 < i t i ^ r .3 ,n
h i
4  c (k )  l o g  n.
Hence,  from ( l8 )  we f i n d
\ r \ tt ( -  ) I . c (k )  L  . n 1 (k+2) (k+3)
I V * o >  -  Uk + l , n  x° '■= { l + | x I ,k+3 [Bk+U,n + a n n j
and from ( 1 9 )
l ° n ( xo) -  uk+l , n ( x o ) l i  c (k ) ( Bk+U,n + a n log ^
From t h e  d e f i n i t i o n s  o f  xQ and u s in g  (7)^
1 + IX«I > l  + lx!.
(25)
( 2 6 )
(27)
A ls o ,  as  |Yn | < / n
B , = a - (k+1,! n - J(k+?)k+4 ,n  n E|Yn -  SYn
k+4
J i + k fl 6 ^ +h -5 (k+2) - , | v |k+U 0k+4 - I  (k+1) ^ | Tr , k+3 2 *— J n J “3 1 * 2 * i  3*TH n E|*n ( 2 8 )
From t h e s e  e s t i m a t e s  t o g e t h e r  w i t h  ( l 6 ) ,  (.17), ( 2 3 ) ,  (25) and ( 2 6 ) ,  we 
o b t a i n  Theorems 3 .3  and 3 .^  f o r  k > l .
To p rove  t h e  theorems f o r  k = l ,  we must s u i t a b l y  bound
,v
d t v
g n ( fc) 111 V 5 d t
f o r  v = 0,  1,  • • • ,  U.
Fro:ti t h e  d e r i v a t i o n  o f  (22) we can w r i t e
gn ( t ) h i v-5 d t  <c sup
11 j >y/n 'n ^ n / Jy/n< | t  I <.Tn
where 0<y<l and c i s  an a b s o l u t e  c o n s t a n t .  ( y i s  in de penden t  o f  n ) .
Taking | x |> J  and remembering t h a t  |EYn | / n < i ,  1 + |x Q| = l +a~1 |x- /nEYn | ^  
>sl+ |x - /n E Y n | > l + | x | - / n | E Y j > J + | x |  . Also  1+ |x0 | > l .
Hence l + | x 0 |>^  a+M f o r  a l l  x.
so, from (7),and from the derivation of (23),
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y/n<ItI<Tn
dv
dtv gn (t ) 111V  ^dt <. c sup|t|>Y
f(t) n en (29)
For the uniform case, it is easily seen that
dt < c(k)
y/n< 111 <Tj
sn(t)
sup |f(t)|+4j
|t|> Y
log n (30)
It therefore remains to bound |gn(t)| for |t| < y^n as was done in the 
case k > 1. Again we use the rv Z - Z ’ and we have
log |wn (t)|2 ,< -(l - lwn(t M 2)
and
i- K(f)l2 = t2 - itu _ . . (itu)2e - 1 - itu --------21 d 'i'(u) n
t2 - cos tu - 1 + (tu?2 d Vn (u )
> t2 _ I cos tu - 1 - (tu)2 df(u) -
|ut|<1
cos (ut) - 1 I dy (u)
|ut|>l
> t2 -
IutI<1
- 3u2t2d Hf^u)
|utliJ-
But, setting R^z) = / u2d^n (u), we note that R^z) + 0
f lu l>z
as z + and
t2 f u4di'n (u) < Rjjlj) + 2t2 u R(u) du
M<i ur1
i  ^ ( iT t) +2t2/ uR (u)du + 2t2 / u Rn (u)du
11 0 |t|"i
i Rn(TTr) + 2|t| + RnCItfä).
N.B. I u * W ( u )
l/|t|
u dR (u ) n
I ut I < 1 o
Thus
u^dTn (u) + 3 u2dVn (u) < ItI + cRn{|t| 2)
|ut|<l |utj>l
with c an absolute constant. If we can show that
sup R„(z) 0 as z -*■ oonr n '
we can then choose y, 0 < y < 1, independent of n such that for |tj < y
u^ fd'l;n (u) + 3 u^ di* (u) <
ut <1 ut >1
uniformly in n.
Suppose sup Rn (z) —}-»• 0 as z then there exists an e > 0
such that
sup R (z) > e > 0 as z °°. nr n
Since Rn (z) is monotonic decreasing in z and 0 <_ R^z) <^ 2 for each n 
the above relation implies the existence of some n such that
u^d4'n (u) > e for all z.
u >z
But u^dH'nCu) = 2 for all n and for the limiting case of n -*■ 00 as well
Thus we have an immediate contradiction.
Using the above mentioned y, we can now write for |t| < y/n
"ntf)1 "
2 2 2 
> t2 - 2 2
and so |gn (t)| = exp {n log |wn(— tjj- )
< exp{-|(l - |„n(_t_)|Z)}
- i t2< e
This bound corresponds with (24) and can be used in exactly the same way 
to show that for v = 0, ..., 4 , (also we need (23))
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b”1/3<| 11 <y^n5,n =' 1
gn (t) t|v 5dt < ciT 1e |yJ 4
This result combined with (29) and (30) gives us
;n *4<t)
t
-1 ,T , 4 . n 6.dt 4 c (n E [Yn[4 + an n )
-T,
and
;n <s (t) 0
t dt 4 c (n 1 EIYn 14 + a" log n)
-T,
So, from (18), (19), (27) and (28) we find
(n- 1 E |Yn|4 + a" n&)
and
lGn<xo) " u2,n(xo)l 4 --- — —(1+ |x |)4
l Gn (x0 ) ~ u2,n(xo>l 4 c(n 1;E 1 Yn!4 + a„ loS n) 
as desired.
Finally, let us see what happens when Ak+  ^n ^
e 2X n 2V IQv (x)I 4 c(k) n 2V E | x | V+2 e *x 4 c(k)(l + Ak+1 J> -Ix^
< 5o (k) Ak+1>n e-Jx2 v <_ k - 1,
and |F (x ) - $(x)| <_ c(k)(l + |x|) by Lemma 5, page 181 of
Petrov B2].
However, when we come to bound Qk (x) we find (see the estimate for
Q (x) in the proof of Theorem 3.5, pp 78, 79) rC • 1 j n
Ie 2X n 2kQk (x)| < c(k) n 2R |e X^+Z| + n 2K (E|Xp|K+i)-5ki„,rk+2i “ikr„i„ ik+1'
(k+l)/k> _i
<. c(k)
<. c(k)
n- ,ki=4*2i * (1 * J lk*1>,k
_ I*vr2i* k +1>j
k+1, n
(k+l)/k
-Jx2
-lv2
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This is clearly not the form required by Theorem 3.3 and for this reason
we have to demand A. . < |.k+l,n
This now completes the proof of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4.
3•5 Proof of THEOREM 3,5t The L.H.S. of the inequality in Theorem 3.5 
can be split up as follows:
lp{c^ l h  ~bn i x} " Uk<x>l
< |P{-t [Xi - b„ < x} - P { £ j  Xi - 
+ lP{t: V  bn i x> - Uk+i>n(xo)|
bn i x}l
lQk+l,n(xo>l +
+ (x0) \ , n (x) I lUk,n(x)
To estimate the first term on the R.H.S. we use the following well known 
result expressed here as a lemma ,
Lemma 3.14. Let {X^} be a sequence of rv’s3 not necessarily 
independent and let {Ä^} and {A^} be sequences of real numbers with 
< A_^ , i = 1,2,... Set
Y
if < Yi < A.,
otherwise.
Then
|P{ I Y. 4  x} - P{ I Y. _< x} I £ 
i=l 1 i=l 1
< J {p(Yi < l ) + P(Y. > X )} . 
i=l
n
Proof of Lemma 3.14. The event J Y. < x implies the event
i=l 1
( I Yi < x) U (Yi i  ^  U W  '' U (Yn i  »„) U (Yn i  XJ  >
n
and furthermore, the event £ Y^ < x implies the event 
_____________________________i=l_____ _ ___________________________________
%.B. x0 and in this section are different from those in previous section, 
See . jtrc d tfrM ti on s .
TT
I'ki=l
< dj U (Y1 > xj .. .U (Yn < dj U (Yn > xj .
The result of the lemma now follows.
From this lemma, using the truncated rv's Xp defined in (l), 
we have,
n
l xi - bn 4 x - p < nP Til > T
Secondly, we note that for k ^ 1, 
Pr 1 n -c~ I Xi - <
f n (X. - EX. ) 'i
p y  — 7------< xl 1  ™ n  =  Oj - UM , n (xo>
2 — _ .^4^
where = var , and if we use the fact that E|X^| < 00 , from
Theorem 3.1 we find 
n X. - EX
l —v , /non = X° V 2. * a - u (x ) k+1,n o < c(k)(n"ä(k+2){l+ |x0 |)'(k+M 
r-{k+U)E|xi| k + 1*x a,
+ ( sup , If (t)| + £ )  n ni ( ^ 3 ) U +U)(l+ lxo|)-(^)
|t|>6
where
12E|xi - EX^  I 3 1an3 ^  (96E I X± I 3) W ,
a = var X., n 1
and I f (t) j = |Eexpit(X^ - EX^)an [^
| E exp itXpo^ | = I eltUQn dF(u) +P(|xi| > inx)|itua
-1
u| <T nx
|f(^)| + 2P(|Xi| > Tnx)
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To com ple te  t h e  theorem we must hound | q. _ (xn ) . Th is  we do i n  twok+1 ,n
s t a g e s :  f i r s t l y  we e s t i m a t e  n l an(i t h e n  ve u s e  t h i s  i n  e s t i m a t i n g
n (xQ) .  From t h e  w e l l  known e x p r e s s i o n  f o r  cumulants  i n  te rm s  o f  moments 
we have
- n - ^ (k+1V +,  = r f J (k+ l)  K - l ) s ( s - l ) !  „ ^ * 3 - 2 3 )  k^  1
K.* u  % n _ X/ •r= l  r
where summation i s  ove r  a l l  n o n -n e g a t iv e  i n t e g e r  s o l u t i o n s  o f
k+3
r a ^r , n
TTr-2 )
r :
+ 2^2 + •••  + (k+3)&k+3
+ £2 + . . .  + £, (30a)
k+3
- 1 ,and y and a are th e  r th  cumulant and moment r e s p e c t i v e ly  o f  a (X-j-EX,*)* r ,n  r ,n  n x
k+3
When o f  o ,  n e 0 1 , t h u s  
1 r = l
n- s (k+1)| T
k+3 ,n '
/ v k+3 -1 r a
I ( - x )  = ( s - i ) ! n (1- s) n j i r  - T T T i t f -
r =2 V  *■ n 2' ' r !  J
5 (k+l)
’ k+3,n* 
5 (k+l) 1 c (k)n
- ( s - 1 )
1
k+2
TT X
f S n r , n £r
0  »
Ä2 _ £ ! r=3 r J {  r - 2 ) r !  kn '
k+2
n
r=3
L£r , r  ,n
nr  ,
1 j r , n n 2 ( r - 2 )
. ' k+3,n l  , r  /, x - ( s - 1 )  kTT2 Tk“l  r - 2  ^  
4  i / k+T y  * Z c ( k ) n  n L
n 2 U l j  r=3 k+ 2 ,n
(hy Lemma 3 .8 )
k + 3 , n 1
J T k + 1 ) I c (k):
- ( s - 1 )  Tk " l ( k + 3 - 2 s )  
1 Lk+2,n hy (30a) )
and as  s>2 and ^  iA > 1 ,  =  k+2 ,n  —
- g ( k+ l ) I  I - 2 (k+l)I  I / % -g
n lyk+3 ,n l  = n la k+3,nl  c (k )n Lk+2 ,n  *
Also  n 2 r Iy , 0 I <_ c (k )  L1 r + 2 , n '  =  r+ 2 ,n for  r<k
We now examine Q, in (x) .k + l , n
beca u se  a l , n 0.
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-i(k+l) Iq
k+l
k+l,n(x)1 =  ^\ +2s(x) n. % rm=l
Y.m+2 ,n
(m+2)!nr r m1  * '
where summation is over the same non-negative integer solutions as above 
except that k+3 is replaced by k+l. From the definition of H^x) 
appearing in Remark h), we find
_i (k+l) |QU+, n (x) I £c(k)(l + |x|3k+2)vk+l ,n
“2(k+l) -1a. ~ + n 2 Li . o +k+3,n‘ k+2,n
+ n T m. m+2,njm=l
k Zn
m=l
also  l < n L,(mÄm)/km'm+2 ,n m=l Jk+2,n , (by Lemma 3.8)
(k+l)/k 
Jk+2 ,n
Hence lQk+l,n(x)l ic(k)(l+ |x |3k+2)(n"i(k+1)|ak+3jn| + n " ^ k+2 >n + ^
< c (k)(l+ |x|3k+2) ( „ - H ^ ) | V 3 > n | ♦ ! & » * )
Theorem 3.5 is now complete.
3.6 Proof of THEOREM 3.6. First we must establish inequality (2a).
From Lemma 3.10,f
fn (t) - e-it2 < c n-1|«3 ||t|3 e-*t2 (|t|4 + |t|9)e~t2/12'
-I
for ItI < /n(a^ r) 2. We show that this inequality continues to hold
for a-i kl < n > with dn as defined m  expression (2a). Since
2 -1 I—  — i 121 o -t^/L2t na, in this interval, we need only show that |fn (t) - e | ^ct^e +, n
_ X - EX1 _
Now setting Yn = -------- , var = 1 and so
f(t) = EeitYT exp -it2(l + Y„(t)}
where y (t) +- 0 as t +• 0. 1 n
t . . .  v (X,--EX^ )_Here, fn(t) is the characteristic function of ) 0^ Jn * *
i=l
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For  | t |  < 1 , I f  ( t ) -  l |  4  | t 2 so i f  11 1 < dn (<1 ) ,
l o g  f ( t )  = l o g 1 - 0  - f (t))
- ( i  -  £ ( t )  ♦ i ( i  -  f ( t ) ) 2 + i ( i  -  f ( t )  j 3 +
4
f ( t )  "  1 -  i ( l  -  f l  + f ( l  -  f ( £ ) )  + . . . "
Thus
h n ( t ) l i p r f ( t )  -  1 + -y- t 2 1 “ f ( t ) 3
f ( t )  - 1 +
But  f ( t )  -  1 + i t u  i . t^ u^e -  1 -  i t u  + — ^ dF( u)
where  F ( u )  = P(Yn 4  u)
Hence
£ ( t )  -  1 * V
u t  < 1
2 ' 31---- fdF (u)  -  —^-7
i t 2
31 u 3dF( u)  +
u t  <1
(eitU- l - i t u  + ^ iljdF(u)
2„ 2 .
4! u 4d F( u )  + ' C
! u t I <1
3: u 3dF( u )
u t  <1
+ t u 2dF( u )
u t  >1
From t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  d we have
n
| Y ( t ) I < ~  + - L  = i
1 n ' •  12 12 6
wh i c h ,  f o r  | t |  < dn / n ,  g i v e s  
2
now
- i ff ( t )  -  e 2
n
2t 2 ( 1 + Yn- ^ f )  _ “ } t 2 (now u s i n g  | e x - l k | x | e
- l t 2 2
< e 2 -f-
2 exp
t 2 5  ^
- | t 2 + 2 * 6 t 2 - t 2 /~2 ~ e C 12
as  r e q u i r e d .
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It should be noted that d can always be chosen such that
dn CL s e |y, -1 In view of this, (except for some absolute constants)
the Osipov-Petrov bound can be derived from 0 (C ) when t is takenon n n
to be /n. So, in the case x = /n, 0 is sharper than the Osipov-Petrovn on
bound, and thus Heyde’s results [171 concerning the Osipov-Petrov bound 
carry ever directly to 0 (C^). In particular, for k = 0 and 0 < 6 < 1,
Theorem 3.6 is valid. To complete the k = 0 case, we need to establish 
the theorem for 6 = 1.
It is clear that for k = 0, 6 = 1, (iv) —  > (1 ii) —  > (ii)—  > (by Thru. 3 
Ibragimov [22])(i). So we have only to show (i)=> (iv) to complete the 
theorem for k = 0. This will follow from Lemma 3.7 providing we can 
establish the existence of a d > 0 such that for all large n, d^ ^  d. To
this end we examine u2dF(u), remembering that a 1 and so for
n > N , o > \ .
M > 1
u2dF” (u) u2dP
ut >1 |ut|>l
° n 7 X i - E X il &  u
. \ 2
J _
EX11 > 111 X (
(u-EX-j)
a2 
n
dP(Xi <u)
< 2
u~EXl | >_(/2 j 11 )-1
(u 2 - 2 uEX£ + (EXi)2)dP(Xi u)
Also JEXxI u|dP(X1 u) 4
u I >/r
u^dP(X^ < u) <_ cn ^
u I >/n
c depending only on the distribution of X^.
Thus, by taking N sufficiently large with |t|<1 (as dn < 1) we have
u dF(u) < c
ut|>l I ut I ~c
u dP(X. < u)
u "dP (Xj[<_ u)
IutI> cI I
< c t
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again c depending only on the distribution of X^.
By Lemma 3.7 and (i) we obtain immediately that
u*dF (u ) <_ c 111
IutI<1
and with a little manipulation, that |t 
depends only on the distribution of X^.
u dF(u) < c t when c
ut <1
These results ensure the existence of a d > 0 such that d > d for alln
sufficiently large n, thereby completing Theorem 3.6 for k = 0.
We can now use induction to establish the theorem for general k.
The k = 0 case gives us the finiteness of the variance and hence, by our 
assumptions, EX^ = 0. Further, without loss of generality we take 
EX2 to be 1.
By observation (iv) => (iii) => (ii). If we can show that 
(ii) => (i) and (i) => (iv), the theorem will be proved. Thus our first
task will be to prove that (ii) ==> (i). Let us assume the theorem true
for k - 1  and prove true for k (k>_l).
Suppose that the sequence of positive real numbers {(3^ ) is such
that ^n£ W  ■ \ n (Pn>- 
V l , n (ßn> i \ n<ßn> +
Then Akn(ßn) = 0(n i(k+{)) 
1 - b 2 Qk(x)’ll6 nr
Hence
inf A (C ) = 0(n (31)r k-l,n u
and so from the induction assumptions, E|x.|^  ^< <», a- = EX'! ,
1 J 1
j = 0, 1. . ., k+l,
|u|k “^dF(u) = 0(z )^ as z -*■00 (32)
u I > z 
and z
u^ 2dF(u) = 0(1) .
-z
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By Lemma 2.2 of Ibragimov f 22] we can express in the form
1+e
where = 0(1). For the case k = 0, Ibragimov(f 22] pp.567-9)showed that 
(ii) => = 0(n 2<^ ). We now use induction on k to show that en = o(n
Indeed we could have included the following condition in part (i) of the 
statement of the theorem,
_i0(n-$(k+«>).
Hence, from (31)
and so
£n “ °(n
I(1+En)S/2 - l| - 0(n *k), s > 2  (33)
We are now in a position to employ the technique used by Ibragimov inf 22]
to show (ii) => (i) when k = 0. For \ <_ z <_ 2, set
k+2 X
A.< 0
(z-t)t exp U t 2 nj-fs-2T } f0r t£ ^°’Z]
0 otherwise
where the X^’s are the ’cumulants' corresponding to the'moment' sequence 
(0,l,a,o,a/ ,. . . }T. It is well known that (see e.g. p .56l [22]).
I A(x) I dx ^ 00
where ^(x) is the Fourier transform of A (t). Hence, using Parseval’sz
identity,
h (t) - u (t)
•, A (t) dt
1 lt: z
< A. (C )—  kn n J
< cA. (C ) =  kn n 0 (n 5(k+a)),
where h (t) =(f(~))n , f(t) is the characteristic function of Xp and %(t) is n Cn
the character fn. of U^(x). Furthermore, from Lemma 502(23] for |t|<r/n
where n is suitably small,
tThese Xp’s are the y^'s of Chapter 2. To avoid confusion between yp 
and y(t) 'the y 'l’s have been changed to Xp's.
exp
rk+2 r  >s.£ (it) Xs 
s=2 s:rf(s2)i "k(t) i(k+l)
t,3(k+l) + |t|k+l -it2
whence
z
hn (t) - exp ~57^ ( s-2) (it) lAz(t)dt = °(n ^(k+6)} (34)
From Theorem 4 of Ibragimov [23] and (32)
hn (t) = exp Y (it)s X s fn  1 t t  c n ^ l r  J l r  J k+2-^s=2 S* CT S Cn , j , y(t) = 0(1) as t-K)
exp rky1(it)S (l+?n)s/2 +
s=2 s: n (s“2)/2 3 n Jk
/ • V J(it) (35)
We can now write (34) as
z r rk+1
exp (it)L 0 s! { (s-2)s=2 n z
(d+t )s/2 - 1) (it)'Tk ü  + en)i(k+2)y(f)
Xk+2 *
(k+2): - 1•y
X (z - t)dt = 0(n i(k+6)).
Using (33) and recalling that k >_ 1, we obtain
k+2-lt2c . (it) f, . r li(k+2)r t ■) Ak+2
2 n J k  [(1 + £J  ' 7k+2)T
-1(z - t)dt = 0(n 2 (k+<5)j
that is,
24 £n +
t izt)k+2
§k (! + en) (k+2) fzt' ~ ~(k+Y)'! (z - zt)d(zt) = o(n 2 k^+5^
and as I < z < 2
2r (izt)'jk
lT T
(1 + en) H k +2)Y ( zt} _ k+2
V  (k+2)!
_i
(l-t)dt = 0(n_ä(k+5))
Furthermore, 
1
2^iztjk Ak+2
0 n
, > (k+2) '(1 +  £n^ (k+2) -  l] (1 - t)dt = 0 (n k)
and as y(t) = 0(1) for small t
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izt
? ( £ ) -
k+2
'Cn' (k+2): (1 - t)dt = o(n"5(k+5)) (36)
Define
P (n) 2rit^[ r t 'j k+2e y T O  - TÜT2TTJ(1 - t)dt
-1 , 1
then, upon taking z = (1 + en) 2 and (2(1 + e n ) J  2 successively, we find
that
and
|f+p(n) = 0(n"2(k+5)) (36a)
~  + p (2n) = 0 (n 2 ^ k+5)} .
Hence |p(2n) - p (n) | = o(n 2(k+<$)j^ and as p (n) 0 as n
P(2j)4 I |p(2r+1) “P(2r)I
r=j
<_ C2 21 (k+<5) ^or a^  sufficiently large j.
We now have p (n) = o(n 2(^+6)^  ancj from (3^a),
en = o(n 2 . We are now in a position to examine the function p(n).
k+1From (35) we note that we could have written (it) y^(t) w^ere Y^Ct) = 0(0
k+2as t -+ 0 in place of (it) y(t), so that 
1
- p (n) fi£)k \  ft) - fit1k_ k+2 7^n' ^Vii' (Tn-' (k+2)! (1 - t)dt
n't ikX
(it)k+1yk (t)(n'2-t)dt-5
k+2
näk(k+4)!
From this last expression we can deduce that in general
* «k+2
(x-t) (it)k+1 Yk(t)dt - -T k--^  Xk+4 = 0(xk+4+5)
0
as x 0, This is just expression (3.7) of Ibragimov 2^3-'so we can directly
deduce that (1) holds.
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It remains to show (i) => (iv). We recall that t = /n and thatnx
here x = x - / n^i- ° crn 9 we have
x0 - x /nI <_ —  f |u|dF(u) 0 as n 
11 I u I >/n
< cn u|k+2dF(u)
u j >/n
So, from Remarks g) and h) together with pertinent results in the proof 
of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4, we have
lUk,n(xo> - \ , n (x)l = 0(n-i(k+5)).
and
Also
lUk,n(x) ' Uk(x)l = 0(n s(k+6))
|Xi| > /n d.F (u)
u j >/n
< n"ik |u|k+~dF(u)
u j >/n
= 0(n"ä(k+6))
_ o —1 —1
Next, for all sufficiently large n, 6n = (lOOE|Xi| J on  ^> ^(lOOE|X£p) 
which is independent of n and hence with Cramer’s condition (c\ the term 
involving f(t) decreases geometrically. Finally, an application of Lemma 3.7
completes the theorem.
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CHAPTER 4 1
SOME CLASSICAL LIMIT ANALOGUES 
FOR GALTQN-WATSON PRO CE S_S L S
4 «1» INTRODUCTION: In the previous chapters we considered
sequences of independent random variables. In this chapter we consider 
a particular class of dependent sequences, the super-critical Galton- 
Watson process, and show how some of the results of independent random 
variable theory can be used to obtain analogues of the classical limit 
theorems as well as convergence rate results for this process. The 
chapter is divided into two parts; the first part dealing with the super­
critical Galton-Watson process without immigration and the second, with 
immigration.
Let Zo = 1,Z^, , . . .  denote a super-critical Galton-Watson process
9as defined in Chapter 1 with 1 < EZn = m and 0 < var Z n = o < 00
1 1 •
As mentioned in Chapter 1, there exists a non-degenerate random variable
W such that lim W = W  almost surely, where W = m n Z . Furthermore, a n-x» n n n
central limit analogue was established in this context by Reyde f 151 .
He showed that» conditional on Zn > 0,
(m2 - m) 2 g“ 1 Zn” 2 mn ( W - W n) 5 N(0,1).
Although this does not appear to be the classical setting of a 
central limit theorem, if we note that the usual central limit theorem 
can be regarded as a convergence rate result for the strong law of large
- 1  I ~ i  T)
numbers (indeed a n 2(y-n S ) -> N(0,1) for a sum S of iid rvTs withn' * n
2mean y and variance g ), the analogy between the Heyde result and the
central limit theorem becomes clear«
W. J. Buhler ^  ^earlier obtained a similar limit result for
Z . - nr*Z ; namely, that conditional on Z > 0 .  n+j n n *
(m - m) 2 o\ - 1  -52J(mJ - 1) * Z * n Z . . - nrV] 2 N(0,1) .I n+J n J
fThe work of this chapter was carried out jointly with Dr. C. C. Heyde and 
appears in [19 Jr
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R a te s  o f  c o n v e rg e n c e  f o r  t h e s e  c e n t r a l  l i m i t  a n a lo g u e s  unde r  the
f u r t h e r  r e s t r i c t i o n  t h a t  EZ^3<oo) were  o b t a i n e d  by Heyde and Brown ^
The p r o o f s  h i n g e d  on a r e s u l t  o f  Heyde [15 ] which  s t a t e s  t h a t  c o n d i t i o n a l  
n -  i -  i r
on Z > 0 .  m Zn 2 (W -  W ) and Z 2 (Z -  m Z ) have  t h e  same d i s t r i b u t i o n  as n 5 11 n n r+n  n
t h e  sum o f  Z^ ( c o n d i t i o n a l  on Z ^ > 0 ) i i d  r v ' s  which  a r e  i n d e p e n d e n t  o f  Z^
.1 3
and normed by Z 2 . The r e s t r i c t i o n  EZ.. < °° a l l o w e d  t h e  use o f  t h e  B e r r y -  n 1
E s s e e n  bound on t h e  i i d  r v ’ s .  These  r a t e  r e s u l t s  were t h e n  used  by
Heyde [ l 6] to  o b t a i n  a lm o s t  s u r e  c o n v e rg e n c e  r e s u l t s  f o r  t h e  G a l ton -W atson
p r o c e s s  which a r e  a n a lo g u e s  o f  t h e  law o f  t h e  i t e r a t e d  l o g a r i t h m  f o r
i n d e p e n d e n t  random v a r i a b l e s .  I n  t h i s  c h a p t e r  we show how t h e  r e s t r i c t i o n  
3EZj <0° may be removed.  I n  S e c t i o n  4 .2  we s h a l l  o b t a i n  co n v e rg e n c e  r a t e s
f o r  t h e  c e n t r a l  l i m i t  a n a l o g u e s  and a l s o  i t e r a t e d  l o g a r i t h m  a n a lo g u e s
2u n d e r  t h e  b a s i c  c o n d i t i o n  t h a t  EZ-  ^ <°°.
In  S e c t i o n  4 04 we s h a l l  c o n s i d e r  t h e  G a l to n - W a t s o n  p r o c e s s  w i t h  
im m igra t ion , ,  Hie de ve lopm en t  o f  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  l i m i t  r e s u l t s  i n  t h i s  
c a s e  has  f o l l o w e d  t h e  p a t t e r n  d e s c r i b e d  p r e v i o u s l y  f o r  t h e  c a s e  w i t h o u t  
i m m i g r a t i o n .  I n d e e d ,  as i n  C h a p t e r  1 ,  l e t  {X^} be t h e  G a l to n -W at s o n  
p r o c e s s  whose o f f s p r i n g  d i s t r i b u t i o n  h a s  t h e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  Z^ w i t h  
1 < EZ^ = m and 0 < v a r  Z^ = o^ < 00 and t h o s e  i m m i g r a t i o n  d i s t r i b u t i o n  has  a 
f i n i t e  mean. We know from C h a p t e r  1 t h a t  u n d e r  t h e  p r e s e n t  c o n d i t i o n s  
m n Xn c o n v e rg e s  a l m o s t  s u r e l y  t o  a p r o p e r  random v a r i a b l e  V w i t h  f i n i t e
mean EV and such  t h a t  P (V = 0) = 0 .  Heyde and Se ne ta [  21] o b t a i n e d  c e n t r a l
2 ***n itl i m i t  r e s u l t s  u n d e r  EZ.. < 00 f o r  V - m  Xn and X , -  m Xn as  w e l l  as r a t e1 n n + r  • 11
3r e s u l t s  and i t e r a t e d  a n a l o g u e s  u n d e r  EZ^ <°°. Again  t h e  key  t o  t h e  l a t t e r
r e s u l t s  were  t h e  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s  f o r  Xn -  mn V and X^+r -  m Xn as  sums o f
i n d e p e n d e n t  random v a r i a b l e s .  As i n  S e c t i o n  4 . 2  we s h a l l  show how to
d i s p e n s e  w i t h  t h e  moment r e s t r i c t i o n  and w i l l  o b t a i n  t h e  r a t e  r e s u l t s
2and i t e r a t e d  l o g a r i t h m  a n a l o g u e s  u n d e r  EZ^ < »• .
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4.2. THE PROCESS WITHOUT IMMIGRATION„ We shall establish the following 
theorems: Theorem 401, providing convergence rate results, and Theorem 4.2,
iterated logarithm analogues.
THEOREM 4.1. Let 1 <m = EZ-^  and 0 <var = o^ < °°. Then
supx p|(m^ - m) (W - Wn) < x Zr. > 0 - $(x) < CT
and
f -1 -1 -i /  'supX P (°r Z - mr Zn+r n ^ J
< x I Z >0 =  1 n 9
- $ (x)
where {cn}j {dn} are certain sequences of positive constants satisfying
Y cn < °° and Y 8n < 00. Here
n=l n=l
var Z, o 2  m  r  ( m r  -  1 )  ( m ^  -  m )  V
r any fixed integer_,
un ;| </n
x2dP - 1 2  -o (m -m ) 2(W-l) <^ x
r
x? dP
f
0
t  >
Zr - mr <^ x
I x| </n l r r -
and $(x) is the distribution function of N(0,1).
Explicit forms for cn and dn can be found by applying the lemma 
below. We note also that un \  1 and vn i  1 as n->°°.
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that 1 < m = EZ^ and 0 < var Z^ = o' 
Then> on the non-extinction set (W> 0} we have almost surely
< <
Z - mr Z n+r n 1,
2o2 Z  log
lim inf
n->oo
Z - mr Zn n+r n
2g 2 Z log n r n
-1,
and 90
mn W- Z n „  _ m W -  Z
l i m  sup 
n-x»
2 (m^ -  m) ^ Z^ l o g  n
1,  l i m i n f -1 ,
n-x» \ 2 .  2 x- 1  „ ,2a (m -  m) Z^ l o g  n
where r  i s  any f i x e d  p o s i t i v e  in te g e r .
Theorems 4 . 1  and 4 . 2  e x t e n d  t h e  scope  o f  r e s u l t s  g i v e n  i n  Heyde &
Brown P-8 ] and i n  Heyde[ l 6 ]  r e s p e c t i v e l y  u n d e r  t h e  a d d i t i o n a l  c o n d i t i o n  
3t h a t  EZ^ <<». The fo rm  o f  t h e  bounds  o b t a i n e d  i n  Theorem 4 . 1  i s  how ever ,  
o f  n e c e s s i t y ,  much more c o m p l i c a t e d  i n  t h i s  g e n e r a l  c a s e .  The same 
s i t u a t i o n  p r e v a i l s  i n  t h e  i n d e p e n d e n c e  c a s e  ( s e e  D.4] ) .  Our Theorem 4 .2  
p r e s e r v e s  e x a c t l y  t h e  form  o f  t h e  Theorem o f  0.61 u n d e r  t h e  more g e n e r a l  
c o n d i t i o n s .
I n  o r d e r  to  e s t a b l i s h  t h e  above r e s u l t s ,  we n e e d  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  
i m p o r t a n t  lemma. The r e s u l t  o f  t h e  lemma i s  g i v e n  i n  two p a r t s ;  t h e  
f i r s t  i s  n e e ded  i n  t h e  p r e s e n t  s e c t i o n  and t h e  se c o n d  to  o b t a i n  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  
r e s u l t s  f o r  t h e  p r o c e s s  w i t h  i m m i g r a t i o n  i n  S e c t i o n  4 . 4 .
LEMMA 4 .3 . L e t  i  = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . .  be independen t and id e n t ic a l ly
2
d is t r ib u te d  random v a r ia b le s  w ith  E(^ ^ )  = 0  and v a r  ^  = a < » .  L e t  ^n 
be a p o s i t i v e  in te g e r -v a lu e d  random v a r ia b le  which i s  independent o f  
th e  {£^} .  Then,
f - l  _ l  -1 / ' >
sup
X P[a dNn N" h  + • "  + 5Nnv IU < X -  $ (x )
f _ 1 1 f l I f  \
N 2 & + BE N2 b + E N_ CXT
n  NnJ n NnJ n NnJ
where A, B are p o s i t i v e  c o n sta n ts  and
f , ,3
✓  N
- 1
*
1 1 „
r  \
- l  _
| x |  dP
I x |  </n
a  K, <_x
{  1 ~  J
» bn x dP
1 x |  > /n
a  Cx
2
/■ N
- 1
x dP
I xI < /n
a  ^  <_x
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I f  Ti with EI nn I <00 is  a random variable which is  independent o f 
the ond o f Nn _, then for any sequence {en) o f positive constants with
e -> 0 as n ,n ’
supx “ 1 ^  bn 51 + " •  + S Nn + nn
< X -  $ (x ) ( 2)
< AE
r .  ) r i i - - 1  - 1  | | - I  - 1
h 2 x l
+ BE N2 b M
l n Nn,
+ E N  C VT
1 n Nn,
+ a e E n E n 1 n 1 N  d VTn V
1
2 ^ n ‘
Proof o f lemma. Le t
f  2 ' - 1
r f e  \ \- 1
x  dP
I xl </ n
a q  < x
t 4 l
xdP
| x|  </ n
a
and s e t
= a  1 d 1 N * ( E  +  + E  1 and ' C  N dNnN n ^ 1 Nn
e ^ d . .  'F. Ln Nn Nn
We ha v e
supx P [^N I Nn =k)  -  $ (x )
< sup =  X
f'F ’ < x N = kl  -  $ (x)
 ^ Nr. =  n ; -
+ sup X $(x )  -  $ ( e k dk x) (3)
A l s o ,  u s i n g  t h e  mean v a l u e  t h e o r e m ,
r l 'supx t ( x )  -  $ ( e fc d ^ x ) i  c ( l  -  ek dk )
s - i  r* r  \ \-1
) xdP a E,\ <_xU| x | < A t -
cd~k K  + dJ
«V - i  r r
f  \ \
-1
) xdP a Si <>
| x | > A l “ JJ
(4)
i c l b k i Cl bk ,
c ,  b e i n g  p o s i t i v e  c o n s t a n t s .  F u r t h e r m o r e ,  f rom (22) o f  Heyde [ Ik]
we f i n d  t h a t
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supx p (Yj! 4 x I Nn=k) " $(x) 4 ^  2 ak + Bl^ kk + kc, , (5)
so that using (3), (4) and (5),
supx p (\ i x I Nn=k) " ^ (x)
“1Ak ak + Bk bk + kc^ (6)
The result (1) follows readily from (6) and the fact that as the ^  are 
independent of Nn
I P ( \ < 4 - P ( N n =k) = l P(¥k <x I Nn =k)-P(Nk =k) = p(fN <x), 
k k n
-l „ _i
and EN 2 aN = I k 2 (N = k) . 
k
Inequality (2) is obtained from the well known result‘d below. Indeed
p ~ 1 — 1 ~ -setting aN = a d,T N 2 q we note that since the £. and q are n Nn n n
independent of each other and of N ,
supX P ( V + rNn = supX
00 , X
1 p (\ + rk 4 x) - <Kx) •p(Nn =k)n n k=il J
Llk=l
supX Ppk <x) - $(x) +P(|rk| >en) P(Nn =k) 
By the above part of the lemma,
lk=l
supx P(»kix) - Kx) P(Nn = k) < AE(Nni aN ) + BE (n^ ) +E (n^  )
Also, since p|r'n l <00> by Markov’s inequality
P(|Pil> £ ) < &  ^ E I q |*k2 d12 u k 1 n; =  n 1 n 1 k
Substituting these estimates into the above inequality, we obtain (2) 
thereby completing the proof of the lemma.
TIf X and Y are independent then (see [ 21] ) <5 ><?
sup I p (x+Y<xj -<*> (x) I <_ sup I P (x<_x) -$ (x ) ! +P(|Y|>e)+§e
'je  X
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4.3. PROOF OF THEOREMS.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Suppose that has the distribution
of Z conditional on Z >0. We firstly note that (see t 15] , P-8])n n y
n  - iconditional on Z > 0, m Zn2(W-Wn) has the same distribution as
* — I
0  2 u. + ... + u 7*. 1 nj
A
where the Ik are independent of Z^ and are
independent and identically distributed, each with the distribution of
_ i
Z - mrZT, n+r n
. * _idistribution as (ZnJ 2
has the same
V 1 + • • • + vz*
W-l. Also, conditional on Zn >0, Zn2
where the V. are independent of Z*
and are independent and identically distributed, each with the distribution
of Zr - m r. We can thus apply the lemma in both cases and obtain bounds
00
which we call cn , dn respectively. It remains to show that £ Cn <0O, 
oo oo n=l
£ d <°°# We shall indicate the proof for £ cn ; that for
n=l
£ d follows similarly.
n=l
n=l
What we have to demonstrate is that £ E (zn) 2 a
n=l
- I
Z* n '
<  OO
l  E (z*) ib ZA < °° and £ E
n=l  ^ n-' n=l Zn Z*
< 0° where a , bn , cn are defined
in the lemma with having the distribution of W-l. The proofs of
the convergence of these three series are similar in form. They
depend on results of ] where it is, in essence, shown in the proof
of Theorem 4 that under the conditions of the theorem and if
2kni_, k = 1,2,3,... is a sequence of integers with n^ -v Kc as k -* °°
(K > 0, c > 1), then
2. >v < 00 ,I
25 < 00 , 2 C < "
l  V  arr < *1 < 00 , l  nk bn =  K2 < °°’ I nk cnk 4  K3 < °° 
’ k k k=l \  k=l kk=l
for certain , K 2 , independent of K.
For u > 0, let
x </u
x|3dP - l r  2(m - m) 2 (W - 1) <_ x
9^
First we deal with the case P(Zj = 0) = 0. What we have to show is
I E(Zn aZn)
n=l
<  00
i .e. E I Z
n=l
1
2 ag < °° n *-n
Now Z. > Z, for all k and k+1 =  &
(°° >) I n~3/2 an >, I I
n=l k=0 n=Zk+l
zk+l
(where the sum £ is understood as being zero if Z^+q = Z^)
n=Z^+l
2k+l -3/2n a,
2- I \l(V l  * a >^k=0
since an 1 as n 1 and hence
I Ek=0
3/2
^ZV4.i “ Zk'aZiJk+1 v k+1 k' *k <  OO .
The required result then follows if we can show that 
_ o/p 'l _ 1
E ( V i  (zk+i - ^
for sene c > 0, \k ^eing the o-field generated by Z^, Z^-q^.
(T)
•,Zi.
show (T), we need
i r.3/2Zk^ zk12 z3/2 *k,
k+1 Zk+1
> c > 0
which holds if
.3/2
8* S"/2k k
> c > 0 (8)
for all k >. 1 5 where S-^  = Z-^"^ + ... + Z ^ ^ \  the Z^^' Ts being
independent and identically distributed, each with the distribution of Z^. 
But, using Schwarz;s inequality,
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1 - k
£kj
>sk
n
k5 1 - k j
w h i l e
t h u s
•si
. id
r
E
’S |  '
\  2
< E r
k
’4  (i - 1-) 
■i Sk J
'Ski
* J
4
i T
I k
r r v 121
r 1 Sk! (9)
F u r t h e r n o r e
0 < 1 -  Ö- < 1,
s k “
so t h a t
\  k '
2
^  1 T?
f  \
k
■
> ±  ~  L *
Using  t h e  harmonic m e a n - a r i t h m e t i c  mean i n e q u a l i t y t
E = E 
s k
and s i n c e  EZp > 1 = >  P(Zp = l )  < 1 ,  E = y < 1
k  „ E 1
r
i  . + i  ^
r  \
1
Zp+ . . . +Zp -  k l z i • • • ZaJ
h
i z i j
t h u s E l -
Sk J >_ 1 -  y > c > 0 .
( 10)
From ( 3 ) ,  (9) and (10) we see  t h a t  (7)  h o ld s  w i t h
1 / ,  y >,2c = r  (1 -  1) 
m2
and hence  t h e  d e s i r e d  r e s u l t  f o l l o w s .
how we can c o n s i d e r  t h e  c a s e  ?(Zn = 0) > 0 .  As i n  t h e  Heyde 
and Brown pape r  f-^] we i n t r o d u c e  a r e l a t e d  G a l to n -V a t so n  p r o c e s s  {Yn } 
such  t h a t  P(Yr. = 0) ~ 0 f o r  each n .  Set
F ( s )  = I  P(Zn = k ) s k
k=0
4- ■ (  1
For co nven ience ,  t h e  s u p e r s c r i p t s  on t h e  Z^_ ’s have been dropped .
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and let q be the probability of ultimate extinction of the Zn process. 
We define the process {Yn} by
Hn(s) = IP(Yn = k)sk = (1 - q) 1]Fn (s(l - q) + q) - q 
k=l •
and note that upon expanding out,
CO
P(Yn - k) = (1 - i)k_1 I (jJ)P(ZR = j)qJ~k
j=k “
-/Ir
di)
What we need to show in this case is
l En-1
Z* h„, n Z* nJ
<  OO
that is
OO 00
I l J ^  P(Z = j) < «■
n=l j=l J
(12)
Using the same reasoning as was used to prove that
p r -1 r -3/2EX < » =^ >2,n an < 00? we can show that £n a <» for any fixed r >0.
Using this relation in the previous work instead of the particular-
case r = 1 considered above, we easily derive that
00 _ 1£ EZ^ 2 arr7 < « for any fixed r > 0, when P(Zr = 0) = C. 
n=l ^
Hence, for any fixed r > 0, we have
l l r äarj P(Yn = j) < »
n=l j=l
and hence, using (ll)
00 OO -J CO
“ > ll k'sarR(l - (l)k"1 lU)P(Zn = j)qJ_k 
n=l k=l j=k
= (l-q)"1 I IP(Zn = j) f k‘h r|cU)(l - q ) V " k • (13)
n=l j=l k=l
But, if has a binomial distribution b(n,p,q) where p = 1 - q, we have 
for any 0 < e < p,
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l ^  ar 0 ( 1  - q)k qJ_k = E ( V J arQ.)
k=l
> E
r i
Qj^arQ.{Qj jp(l - e)>
0
=  j arjp(l-e)p (^ j =  jp(l-e)}
Taking r and noting that P{Q-; >_ jp(l-e)} > c > 0 forp(l-e) Ul1^  x L "J
all j we obtain the desired result.
To dead with £ E(Zn *2 hr- #) and £ E(ZD* cg*) we essentially 
n=l 1 n n=l ‘ Jn
use the above technique noting that we must first prove that
and
z2 *Z “ "k+1 k
h i  ' Z2k+1 ✓
r
> c > 0 for all k
k+1 - 1 > c > 0 for all k,
( l h )
(15)
Relation (lU) is equivalent to showing that for all k
> c > 0
HOW
1 - -k-lSkJ < E 1 - >kj (EZf1)
1k2
i?
Thus
s2 yjk
^5 si. k; -1 •(EZi )
> -7--- (l - EZX -1) ^ c > 0(EZ}"1)^
Relation (15) is equivalent to shoving that for all k
S,
But
1 > c > 0 .
E —^ = EZ = n > 1. k 1
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Hence (lU) and (15) are valid. It remains to treat the analogues of 
(l3). V,'e use a slightly different technique; we note that as cn \ 
when nt,
E (QncQri) L  cnE(Qn) = Pncn>
while hr I when n t so
i i E(QnJ)
£ V* Q^(Qn > np(l-e))n 
2 1
^  tnn2pl (l-e) ^ P(Qn > np(l-e)) >_ cbnn
Proof of Theorem 4.2. This follows the same lines as the proof
of the theorem of ^ . Lowever, there is a slight difference in that
we establish first the results for Z , - EirZ„ and then shew that theyn+r n J
are sufficient to establish those for m^W - Zn , whereas f ] proves part 
of the m^W - Zn result from first principles.
P.T.O.
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To begin, we establish that the limsup (for convenience we will
write this as lim) result for Z - mrZT1 is at most 1 a.s.n+r 11
That is,
P zn+r “ m zn > (i+<5) (2a^ log n)2 infinitely often (i.o.) for any 6>0
By the Borel-Cantelli Lemma (Loeve, p.228 f 27]) this will be
true if
CO , .
y P Z - mrZ > (1 + 6) (2a2 Z log n)' n+r n r n &n—1 v
<  CO
Since £ 1- $((l + 6)(2 log n)2) <  oo from Theorem 4.1
CO , .
Y P Z ^  - m rZ > (1 + 6) (2a2 Z log n)2 n+r n ' r Z n 6n=l  ^ n
< 00 .
This is not quite what we desired, due to the presence of the v .
^n
However, reversing the above procedure, we can extract the following 
result,
lim
Z - m Z  n+r n
t2ar VZnZn l0g “)*
i < 1 a.s.
Now since v a*s »las n -*» we have Zn >
Z - mr Z-r-r—  n+r n ,lim — —--------- r 4  1 a.s. (16)
(2<Jr Zn 108 n]5
as required.
To obtain the other half of this lim result we establish it for 
r = 1 and then prove it true for general r. We need to show that
Z - m Z > n+1 n (1 - 6) (2o1 Zn log n) i.o. for any 6 > 0
This is done via the extended Borel-Cantelli lemma; namely, if G is an 
increasing sequence of o-fields and if A then P (A^ i.o.) = 1 if
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and o n ly  i f
C O  ,
l pU
i l n
G G 9J . .  . n-1  n -2
=  00 £1 • s .  ( t  6 ], p . 2 8 )
S e t t i n g
Z - m Z  > (1 -  6) (2g7 Z l o g  n) n+1 n l n  0
and
G = F n Zn + 1 ’ Zn> » V  Z1
[ F t . . . )  d e n o t i n g  t h e  o - f i e l d  g e n e r a t e d  by t h e  v a r i a b l e s  s p e c i f i e d ]  and 
n o t i n g  from t h e  p r o o f  o f  Theorem 4 . 1  t h a t ,  c o n d i t i o n a l  on Z^ > 0 ,  we have  
t h e  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  f o r  e a ch  n
_  i _  l
Z 2 (Z -  mZ ) = Z 2 ( V , + . . ,+V_ ) a . s . n n+1 n n 1 Zn
where  a r e  i n d e p e n d e n t l y  and i d e n t i c a l l y  d i s t r i b u t e d  as  (Z^ -  m) and
i n d e p e n d e n t l y  o f  Z^, we must  show t h a t
I  P zn+] " mZn > ( i  -  <s) (2oZ Zn l o g  n ) 2 
n= l  ^
(17)
From e x p r e s s i o n  (6) i n  t h e  p r o o f  o f  t h e  lemma
P |V x+ . . . + V z > ( l - 6 ) ( 2 o x Zn l o g  n ) ä 
n
1 -  $[(1 -  6) (2 l o g  n) 2I
-1 i
-  AZ 2 a -  BZ2 b 7 -  Z C7 n Z n Z n Zn n n
(18)
' I '
But  £ 1 -  ${(1 -  6) (2 l o g  n ) 2; 00 a n d ,  f rom t h e  p r o o f  o f  Theorem 4 . 1 ,
_ i
y EZn 2a z , £ E Z 2b y and ][ EZn c 7 a l l  c o n v e r g e .  These  l a t t e r  r e s u l t sn Z n Z
_  1
imply  t h e  a . s .  c o n v e rg e n c e  o f  £ Z^2a^ , £ .Z2b 7 and ^ Z^c7 .n Z n Z
Thus we have  from ( l 8 )  t h e  r e q u i r e d  d i v e r g e n t  s e r i e s  (17)
Combining t h i s  r e s u l t  and ( l 6 ) w e  have
l i m
Z -  mZ n+1 n
(2oZZn l o g  n)
1,  a . s
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We now treat the case r>l. Write Z for Z , n = 0,1,2,...n m *  * * ’
■kIt is not difficult to check that {Z^} is again a super-critical Galton- 
Watson process with offspring distribution that of Zr. Applying the 
limsup result above for r =1 to the process {zn)» we have a.s.,
lim
n->°°
Z - m Z n + 1 n
2 * i(2orZn log n)2
1, a.s
that is
-T-.—  Z - mrZlim nr+r nr
--- 2-----------T(2orZnr log nr)2
1, a.s.
But
Z - mrZ Z - m rZ
rr~.—  n+r n -r~.—  nr+r nrlim ---»---------r > limn-x» 2„ , v =(2a Z logn) r n 0 n_>CO (2a^Z log nr)2 r nr 0
1, a.s
since the set {n+r} contains the set {nr+r}, n = 1 . 2 .......
Combining this result with (l6) we obtain the desired result. The liminf 
case is treated in exactly the same way. We have thus established the 
first part of Theorem 4.2.
ITWe now show that the results for Z - m  Z are sufficient ton+r n
establish those for mnW - Z .n
lim
a^ W -  Z A j -  m rZ
(2a2(m2-m)  ^Z^ logn)2
1 <_ lim n+r
(2o2 (m2-m) 1 Z^log n) 2
+ lim
m r(Z - m rZ ) ______  n+r_____ n
(2a^(m2-m)-1 Znlog n) 2
a.s.
mn+rW - Z1 y-r—  n+r r
r/2 U m  2 2 + ~ 2  7{2o1(m -m) Zn+rlognJ ö1(m-m)2m
1. a.s (19)
in view of the already established first part of Theorem 4.2 and the fact
Z n+r. n m Wt h a t ------- -x -mn Z Wm n+r
1 a.s.
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Inequality (19) gives us, for all rt
mnW - Z
(1 “ -777) limin1' (2a2(m2~m) 1 Zn log n) 2 2 r  m
(1 - m r)2 a.s
— r* i
and as (1 - m J~)2 _ j 1 + m_/, -r/2. ” L -r/2(1 - m ) '■1-m
•r/2- 1'i 2
>_ 1 for all r and -+ 1 as n -+ «>,
,inw - Z
lim
(2o^(m2-m) 1 Zn log n)
< 1 a. s
Similarly lim
Z - m W n
(2a2(m2-m)  ^Z^ log n)
4  1 a. s (20)
Conversely
1 = lim
Z - m Z n+r_____n
(2o2Z logn)2 r n
a. s.
So, a.s.,
[l - m r] 2 lim -r/2
„ n+rTT
L - m W n+r mnW- Z
(2o2(m2 - m) 1 2n+rlog n)
+ lim
(2o2(m2-m) ^Z^logn)
that is, by (20),
mnW - Z r/2
lim r- 2, 2 X-1(2a1 (m - m) Zr log n)
— (1 - m )2 - m ' a.s., for all r
mnW -• Z
So lim
(2a2 (m2 - m) 1 Zn logn)
y _>_ 1, and with (20), this completes the
proof of Theorem 4.2.
"^ Note that a  ^= oyn1 (mr - l)(m^ - m)  ^r 1
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4.4. THE PROCESS WITH IMMIGRATION. Using the notation of section 4.1, 
we shall establish the following theorems: (Theorem 4.4 correspond3 to
Theorem 4.2 in providing convergence rate results and Theorem 4.5 
corresponds to Theorem 4.3 and provides iterated logarithm analogues)
THEOREM 4.4. Let l < m  = EZ^ and 0 < var = a < °°.
Then
sup
X
P f (m2 - m) 2 a Xu 1 X 2 L nV - X <_ x | X > 0 j - $(x)
iv 11 1 it ^ n  ^ J XI s
<.01 —  n
sup
X
a 1 vt;1 X 2 r a n n
X - mrX n+r n < x I X > 0 =  1 n - $(x) <. B.
where {an}., {3n} are certain sequences of positive constants satisfying
00 ooy a < oo and Y B < 00 . Here a , u , v are as defined in the n L . n r n n Jn=l n=l
statement of Theorem 4.1.
Explicit forms for a a n d  B^ can be found by applying the
lemma.
THEOREM 4.5. Suppose that 1 < m = EZ^ and 0 < var Z^ = o < «>, 
Then; with probability one3
X - mrxn+r nlim sup
rL+C0 |2o^X logn 1 r n °
1, lim inf
X - m X n+r n
n~>-oo r 22c X logn r n &
"I,
-  X n \  - X
lim sup n -+ oo |2q (m - mj X^ log n
-T—  = 1, lim inf
l 1 n -4-n +• oo f 2 ( 2 \ -12c (m -mj Xn log n 7 = _1*
where r is any fixed positive integer.
Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 extend the scope of results given in Theorems
3
2 and 3 f 21] under the additional condition that EZ^ <°°. Theorem 4.5 
preserves exactly the form of Theorem 3 of f 21] under the more general 
conditions.
10 U
The proofs of Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 follow the same lines as those 
of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, again using the lemma and (6). We make use of 
the following representations from [ 21]
+ I (n) aoSimnV - Xn = (W(1> - l) + ... + w (Xr) - 1
W 4
where the ( w ^  - l) are iid as W-l, are independent of 1 ^  and all
are independent of Xn , and
X - mrX n+r n
where (z£^- mr) are iid as (Zr - m r), independently of Y ^  and all are
independent of X . The only real point of difference in the proofs 
involves showing that we can choose a sequence {e^} with £^->-0 as n 00
7 (i)_ r Z - m r + . . .  + (Xn) _ + Yr,n
n=l n=l
such that y £ <o° and ] £L n L n X^w"1 |X > 0 n Xr, 1 n < co where w is either n
We know that un t 1, vn f 1 so that wn t 1 as n+°°. Thus,
n=l
> 0, uXn i  W1 and hence
1 -1 
W*n
OO
! Xn >0 -1 r *< w i ) e un=l
\
X 2 I X > 0nV. 1 n
x: > 0n
Now, using Lemma 2.3 of l 21] we take £^ = 0n 
hence
00I
n=l
X > 0 n
-n n 0 y
n=l
with
00
0 < Y < 0 < 1,
Thus, with this choice of e ,* n *
00
ln=l
e < °° and n
00
l
n=l
“1 p£ E n X 2 w SL n ^ X > n 0 < o°, as required.
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CHAPTER 5
SOME LIMIT THEOREMS 
FOR MARKOV BRANCHING PROCESSES
5.1. INTRODUCTION: Chapter 4 dealt with discrete time branching
processes, or in other words, branching processes in which the generation 
times are fixed. Whilst some phenomena fit this situation, the most 
natural reproductive processes occur continuously in time. For this 
reason, a continuous time version of branching processes is of some 
considerable interest.
The Galton-Watson process of the previous chapter is, in fact, a 
Markov chain in which the transition probabilities are stationary and the 
number of off-spring of an individual is independent of the other objects 
present. In this chapter we consider the continuous time extension of 
the Galton-Watson process: the time homogeneous Markov branching
process. This process which we will denote by (X(t) , t^O}, can be 
regarded as the total number of individuals at time t in a system inhere 
we start with X(0) =1, individuals at t=0. Each individual lives an 
exponentially distributed length of time with mean a  ^ (say), 0<a<°°, 
and on death, splits into a random number of new individuals whose 
generating function we shall denote by h(z). All individuals behave 
independently of each other and identically. The probability that an
individual of age t , dies in the age interval (t , x+dx) is independent 
of the age x.
From Chapter 1 we know that if h" (1) < °° and h f (1) > 1, 
lim X(t)e = W a.s.
t-x» v '
where W is a non-degenerate random variable with EW = 1,
_ 2  .. h"(l) - h f(l) + 1
E W ----- h'Ti)“ !--- •
and
X = a(h'(l) - l)
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This result provides us with a setting similar to that of the previous 
chapter, for analogues of the classical limit theorems. Part of the aim 
of this chapter is to obtain these limit results for
X(t + r) - eArX(t), r>0
and
X(t) - eAtW
these being the continuous counterparts of the results obtained for the 
Galton-Watson process.
We now introduce the process (N(t), t>_0} defined to be the number
of discontinuities of X(s) for s^t. In the remainder of this section
we will examine some possible limit laws for this process and for
combinations of it with X(t). To do this, we need a little more notation:
let Tn be the time of the occurrence of the nth split (change of state)
of X(t) for n^l. We define £n to be X(xn + 0) - X(in - 0) and since all
individuals behave independently of each other and identically, the £n are
iid rv's. Putting p^ =Pr{£n = i - 1}, i=0, 1,2,..., without loss of
generality (see the remarks at the end of the chapter) we set p-^ = 0 so as
to exclude the case of an individual replicating itself at a split.
N(t) now becomes the number of splits of X(s), s^t. For convenience
we take the state space of X(t) to be the positive integers instead of
the non-negative integers so as to exclude the possibility of extinction
( pQ is then forced to be zero). Finally, if u(z) is the infinitesimal
. tgenerating function associated with X(t),
OC , 00
then u(z) = a(h(z) - z) and h (z) = £ p • z , £ p.=l. Setting
i=2 1 i=2 1
y = h1 (1) -1 and A = u’ (1) (>0) , we have y = Aa”l.
In the Galton-Watson context, N(n) becomes the number of 
discontinuities in Zj , j ^ n and so N(n) <^ n. If, as is the case 
here, po =p^=0, then N(n) =n, since Zn is a strictly increasing 
sequence.
tThe infinitesimal generating fn. Z°° U-; z1 is the gen.fn. for the coeffts. 
of At in P(x(t+At) - X (t ) = i-l) , i = 0 , l , i . e .  u-j = ap^ for i f 1 
and u1 = -a since P(x(t+4t) - X(t) = o) = 1 - aAt + aAtp^ = 1 - aAt.
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In the present context, we have from Theorem 4 of Athreya and 
Karlin [1] that if h"(l) <°°, then
lim yN(t)e U  = W a.s. (2)
£->-00 V  '
where W = lim X(t)e Xt and since po =0, W > 0  a.s.
t^-°° u
N(t) is thus exponential in nature, in contrast to the Galton- 
Watson case. In the latter, all individuals must reproduce at fixed 
times whereas in this continuous extension, reproduction is spread out 
and indeed the probability of 2 or more individuals reproducing 
in (t, t + 6t) is o(6t).
The limit result (2) provides for N(t) a setting for the classical 
limit analogues in the same way as (1) did for the process X(t). A 
further aim of this chapter is to obtain classical limit analogues for
N(t + r) - eXr N(t), r > 0,
and
yN(t) - eXtW.
Finally, Athreya and Karlin established classical limit analogues 
for X(t) - yN(t). We shall extend these results by obtaining limit 
results for
X(t + r) - eXryN(t), r >0.
The key to establishing these results is the presence of an 
imbedded Galton-Watson process. This process has already been mentioned 
in Chapter 1, briefly though, for any fixed A > 0  and fixed t^O,
Zn = X(t + nA) forms a Galton-Watson process with ZQ = X(t) and if 
h"(l) < oot U m  Znm-n = W a.s. where m = eX\  For each of the fiven-x»
random variables under consideration we obtain representations, similar 
to those of the previous chapter, as sums of iid rv’s with the possible 
addition of a further independent but not identically distributed random 
variable. The presence of the imbedded Galton-Watson process provides 
the necessary bridge between the continuous case and the discrete case
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and using the representations mentioned, the proofs reduce to essentially 
those of the previous chapter.
5.2. RESULTS. The following two theorems give us analogues of the 
central limit theorem and of the iterated logarithm law. Similar results 
were obtained by Heyde^-5 ,l6]and in the previous chapter, for the case in 
which X(n) is a super-critical Galton-Watson process. There is, of course, 
no real analogue of the split-time process in that context. Also, for 
the sake of completeness, two results obtained by Athreya and Karlin [1] 
have been included here.
Theorem 5.1. If EX(1)2 < °°, then each of the following processes
(i) (x(t+ r) - e*rX(t))(a|x(t)) 2, (r i 0),
(ii) (X(t) - e^cw) (a2X(t) 2) ,
(iii) (yN(t + r) - e*ryN(t)) (d1 2N(t)) 2, (r i 0) ,
(iv) (yN(t) - eXtw) (d2N(t)) 2,
(v) (x(t+ r) - e*ryN(t))(d^N(t)} 2
converges in distribution to N(0,1) as t -*■ ». Here
a2 = var(0, o\ = (o2/y) + y, a^=o*eAr(eXr - 1), 
dj = ya* + a2, d^ = ya^ . + e2^ra2, d^ .2 = d^ + a2 (2 - 3e^r)
and r is a non-negative integer.
Theorem 5.2. If EX^(l) < °° then each of the following
processes
(i) (X(t + r) -e*rX(t)) (2ar2X(t) logt)""2, (r * 0) ,
(ii) (x(t) - e*tw) (2a*X(t) log t) 2,
(iii) (yN(t + r) - eXryN (t)) (2d’ ^ N(t) log t) 2, (r £ 0) ,
(iv) (yN(t) - eXtw) (2d2N(t) log t) 2,
(v) [x(t + r) - eXryN(t)] (2d^N(t) log t) 2
has a limsup of +1 and a lim inf of -1^ both with probability one as t 00 _, 
r being a non-negative integer.
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Remark a) Since lim yN(t)e ^  = W a.s., it is easily seent»oo
that lim (loglogN(t)) (log t)  ^= 1 a.s.
t->oo
Remark b) The limit results for process (v) of Theorem 5.1 
and for process (v) of Theorem 5.2 both with r=0 are quoted directly 
from Athreya and Karlin, t 1] Theorem 4.
5.3. PROOF OF THEOREMS.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. The proofs of the five results in this 
theorem are almost identical, hence we shall establish the result for 
process (v) in detail, the remaining proofs being identical in form. 
Firstly, however, we require the following lemma. We take r>0 throughout 
the remainder of this chapter.
LEMMA 5.3.
(a) (X(t + r) - eXrX(t)} = U r>1 + U r>2 + V  + Ur,X (t) a -s
(b) X(t) - e A tvj = U-^  + U2 + • •. + u X(t) a.s.,
(c) (yN(t + r) - e^ryN(t)) = V r ^  + V r 2 + ... + V r > N ( t ) + Y r
(d) yN(t) - eAtW = v x + v 2 + ••• + \(t) + Y a 'S ->
(e) (x(t + r) - exryN(t)) = Z + Z +r , r L , z. • "  + Zr,N(t) + Yr
a.s.
a.s.,
where for (a) and (b)j the terms on the right-hand side are iid^  independent
of X(t)_, and U . and have distributions the same as (x(r) - eAr) r , l
and 1-W respectively; and for (c) , (d) and (e), the first N(t) terms
are iid_, independent of N(t) and of the last term; V . has distributionr 1
the same as (yN^ (r) + y N ^  (r) + ... + yN ^(r)) - y(eAr -1), the £
/ • \
(see introduction) being independent of the N' '(r) all of which are iid
as N(r)j similarly Z^fhas distribution the same as ( x ^  (r) + X ^ ; (r)(2)
+ ... + X ^  (r) - yeA1); finallys the last terms (Y , Y and Y’)Ar are
independent of N(t), Yr is distributed as yN(r), Y as -W and Y^ as X(r).
Remark c) Since = h"(l) - h'(l) + 1 - y^ and y = h ’(l) ~ 1 by
2
a result of p.103 of [12] , var[x(r)] = or and exploiting Representation (D)
i" Vi IvA-i the jit— W^-t- -- • -f-
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below, we find var(yN(r)) = (a2 + y(e^r - 1) (e^r - l)2.
2 2 2 Remark d) var(U^ = Gr, var(lL) = aA, var(V^) = d^,
var(Z .) = d2 and var(V .) = d’^ . r,i r r,i r
Proof of Lemma. These results appear as simple combinations of 
the following representations.
(A) We know that for t and A fixed and t 0 and A > 0, X(t +Z3n) with
n = 0, 1, 2, ... forms a Galton-Watson process. Thus
X(t + r) = X(1)(r) + X (2)(r) + ... + X (X(t))(r) a.s. (3)
/ • \
where X ' (r), i = 1,2,..., X(t), are iid as X(r) and independently 
of X(t) .
• # •  0(B) Taking limits as r-*°° while multiplying both sides of (3) by e 
we obtain
extw = W (1) + W (2) + ... + a.s.
(C) In view of the Markov property we know that given N(t) and X(t) 
the distribution of N(t + r), the number of splits up to time t + r, 
depends on the number of objects present at time t (i.e., X(t)), on the 
number of splits up to time t (i.e., N(t)), on r and on the fact that 
the splitting process of any of the X(t) objects from time t to t + r is 
independent of any of the other splitting processes. Hence we can 
write
N(t + r) = N (1)(r) + N (2) (r) + ... + N (X(t))(r) + N(t) a.s.
/ • \
where the IP ' (r), i = 1, 2, ...,X(t), are iid as N(r) and independently 
of X(t) and N(t).
(D) From C 1] we have
X(t) = 1 + + ?2 + ••• + ^N(t) a*S*
where the , i = 1,2,...,N(t), are iid as £ and independently of N(t). 
The results of the lemma can now easily be obtained.
Continuing with the proof of Theorem 5.1, we establish the 
desired limiting distribution of process (v). From the lemma we have
Ill
E exp iv X(t + r) - e^ryN(t)
(dpj(t))
rZ . + Z + Z + Yl.
E exp i v U * ± ---r'2 •••* r >N(t)---- -
(d^N(t)}
and as
(d2N(t))
~Ar ,e Y e _rlit In (t)
At ^  i
(A1 -2Ar. £ (dre )
also e ^rY^ _ and e^SlCt)  ^both converge a.s. (  ^^  , Theorem 4),
thus Y^(d2N(t)) * + 0
in probability as t Hence
Ar• _ . fX(t + r) - e yN(t)lim E exp iv[ --- VI "
(d2N(t) )
lim
t-x» E exp iv
Z -i + Z 9 + ••• + 2 vr / *. \r,l r,2 r,N(t)
(d2N(t))5
Noticing that Ü-m (drn) 2(Z* , + Z „ + ... +Z ) converges in distribution ö n-*x> L r,l r,2 r,n 0
to N(0,1) for Z^ _  ^ iid and having the same distribution as Z^  ^ so we
have for e > 0
’ / ,2 -lE(exp iv Zr(drn) 2)
-U ,2
- e < £
for all n > N, N sufficiently large; here Zr has distribution the same
Ias Z . and hence Z .. Thus r,i r, l
E exp iv([x(t + r) - e^ryN(t)) (d^N(t)} 2
lim f f(EexP (ivZ;(d2j r i))j - e-Jv2lP N^(t) =
j=ol
+ l i s  I I (E e x P (i v Z r (d ri) ’2)] - e
j =N+1
-Jv2^ P (n (t) = j) + e-iv2 .
But the first two terms on the right-hand side are bounded by 
2 P (h'(t) j< n) + £, and as N(t) -»■ « a.s. the desired result follows.
Proof of Theorem 5.2. The proofs of the limit results for 
processes (i), (iii) and (v) of Theorem 5.2 are almost identical so we
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shall establish the results for (v) in detail and indicate the minor 
alterations required for the remaining two proofs. Finally, we shall 
show that the limit results for processes (i) and (iii) are sufficient 
to establish those for the processes (ii) and (iv) respectively. These 
proofs follow very closely those of similar results in. Chapter 1».
lO begin, 'e establish that the lim sup for process (v) is at 
least 1 a.s. for the case r = 1. We do this by proving that
r
p(x(n+l) - e\iN(n) > (l - S j ^ N f n )  log n) 1 i.c. for any d > 0j = 1 (b)
We use the extended Borel-Cantelli lemma already introduced in Secti0n h.3 
and we shall preserve the notation given in that section.
Putting
X(n+1) - eXyN(n) > (l - 5)(2d^N(n) log n)'
and
Gn = F X(n+1), v(n+1), X(n), N(n),..., X(l), H(l)
also we have from the lemma
X(n+1) - e'uN(n) = Z + Z. + ... + z . . + Y ’1 »1 1,2 l,N(n) 11
and hence (h) is equivalent to
a.s.
I? Zl,l + Zl,2 + ••• + Zi,N(n) + q
X(n),H(n) 00 a.s.
lZl,l + Zl,2 + ••• + Zi,K(n) + Yi]> (3n defin“d ^  (6))
> (1 - 6)(2dpi(n) log n)
Taking 0n = (dfßN(n))
S£P lp Cen i x I X(n),N(n)) - $(x)| <
(5 )
< sxup|P (en < X, H(n) > 0 I X(n),N(n)) - t(x).p(ll(n) > 0)1 +
+ SXUP |P(6n < x,N(n) = 0 I X(n),:,(n}) - f(x)-p(N(n) = 0> |
= sup|p(6 <_ x I X(n),B(n),N(n) > o) - t(x)|.p(n(n) > o) +
+ s’i(P lp(9n < x|x(n),N(n) = 0 ) - *(x)|-p(N(n) = o)
Ä S^ P 1 p(®n < x I X(n),H(n),N(n) > o) - 4>(x)| + 2e'ar‘
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s i n c e  P(N(n) = o) = P(x (n )  = l) -an
From e x p r e s s i o n  (2) o f  Lemma 4 . 3 ,  we f i n d
l
s u p | p ( e n< x | x ( n ) , H ( n ) >H(n)>0) -  * ( x ) |  <s A l f ä (n)  + B!J5 (n) t>N(n) +
+ N(n)c 7 . + dn 1 e v ' N(n) 1 n
-1
f.E|e“ Y1 U i r 5(n )e  B(n) + i V ( 6 )
where en , A, B, dn , b n , cn as d e f in e d  i n  Lemma 4 .3  and 3n i s  t a k e n  t o  
he t h e  dn o f  t h e  same lemma.
As i n  Chapter  4, we show t h a t
£ sup jp(Gn< n |x (n )  , N ( n ) , Il(n)>o) -  $ ( x ) |  < 00 a . s .  
hy e s t a b l i s h i n g  t h e  convergence  o f
l  E (K '4 n) a N(n) |u(n)>0 ) , ^ ( ^ ( n )  b „ ( n ) |H(n) >o)
and £e (n ( i i) cH(n )l K(n ) > °)  •
To do t h i s ,  we use  e s s e n t i a l l y  t h e  methods o f  t h e  p r e v io u s  c h a p t e r ,  
however,  t h e  p r o o f  i s  not  obvious  and t h e r e f o r e  wc w i l l  e s t a b l i s h  t h e  
convergence  o f  £e (n 2 ( n) ajj^n ^|N(n) > o) i n  some d e t a i l ;  t h e  convergence  
o f  t h e  rem a in ing  s e r i e s  f o l l o w in g  e a s i l y .
From C hap te r  4 we have
- 3 / 2
ln
n=l
a R = K <
oo N(k+l)
Thus,  K = I  I
k=0 n=N(k)+l
- 3 / 2  n av ( th e  second summation
b e in g  zero  i f  N(k+l)  = N(k))  which i s
> I  N“ 3 / 2 (k + l ) (N (k + l )  -  N(k ) ) a 
" k=l
N(k)
g iv i n g
° °  /
E I  N_3/ 2 (k + l ) (N (k + l )  - N (k ) )a N(k) 4  
k= l
t h a t  i s
CO f  CO . *\
K iL I E I N“ 3 / 2 (k-M) (N(k+1) -  N( k ) ) a N(k ) | N ( r ) > 0 , N ( r - l ) = 0  ‘
/
•P(n( r )> 0 , N(r - 1 )=o)
r = l  Mc=l
11 k
00 CO
y e ( l N'3/2(k+l)(N(k+l) - N(k))aN^^ |N(r)>0,N(r-l)=o)p(N(r)>0,N(r-l)=o)
r~1 k=r
co k
I l e (h i/2(k+l) (;;(k+l) - H(k))aF(kJN(r)>0,N(r-l)=o)- 
k=l r=l
■p(N(r)>0,N(r-l)=0)
00
l E(n"3/2(k+l)(N(k+l) - N(k))aH(k>|N(k) > o)
k=l
It remains to show that e (n 3/^ 2(k+l) (w(k+l)-N(k)]N2 (k) |N(k)) >p^> 0 
for then K ^  cn £ e (n 2 (k)a„,^ |N(k)>0) as required.
'k=l
Take N(k) = j, then "by Schwartz inequality,
fE f  • >1 0
12' 2
^ TP N(kH-l)'
12* TP ,i Y f  .  \1 J
lE " ' N(k+l)j
< £ j j . • lb N(k+l)J [ H(k+l)J
(7)
and
Efiikiiih]2 < E
( J J J *“
of Lemma 5*3).
N(k+l) y (v )= 1 + E— t—  EN(l) (hy representation (C) J
From representation (D), EX(k) = E(l + £+...+£.) = 1 + jyJ
which gives 
E N(k+1)]2 U . r .l^ i X'[— 3— J * l1 + k + d e j < for all j (8)
Also N 1(k+l)jN(k) = j = E E N ±(k+l)|k(k) = j,X(k)- 1 ,
whilst E(K“1(k+l)|N(k)' = j,X(k))
= I m 1p(j + N(l)(l) +...+ N^X(k))(l) = m|N(k) = j,X(k))
m=j
00 r;iin(m-j ,X(K)) 
r=0
l
m=j
m 1P j + N ^1 ^ (1) +...+ N ^ k^(l)
|N(k) = j,X(k) ,
(*)and exactly r of the Nv’ y(l) are > 0 exactly r of the
N ^ ' d )  are > o|x(k),N(k) = j
X(k)
y J- [}l(k)]prqXVk/ r-m“aP j + N^1 ^ (1) + . . . + N ^ ( l )  = m|X(k) ,N(k)-j
r=0 m=j+r I r >°)
■jt.r i - i ,r  J
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(because N':"^ (.l) are iid as N(l) and are independent of X(K)) wEere 
p = 1 - q = p(K(l) > o) = P(X(1) > 1) = .1 - e~*
X(k)V
Lr=0
"x(k)l r X(k)~r 
r jP 1 *E (j + N ^ ( l )+...+ W^r (^l)) 1|N(k)=j 
X(k),N^(l) > 0 for i = l~r]J
and by the harmonic mean, arithmetic mean inequality
(j + N(l)(l)+...+ H(r)(l)) 1|?!(k) = > 0 for ö = i5rj
(r+l)2 j 1 + rE (n' 1 (1) j N (1) > 0) 
> X(k)
-1
Thus E N“1(k+1)IN(k) = j,X(k) 4 I
J j<=o
X(k'P r X(kUr 1 r 1 , ^p i + rnJ
Y = e (n x (i )|n (i ) > o).
Using the fact that
l ( > r«n~rT^I)2 i  ?(n+D -  (n+2)~± p 
r=0
-1 -1 -2
and that
I 0 p rin r (r+l)2 <_ (n+1) 1 p“1
r=0
ve have
E(N_1(k+l)|N(k) = j,X(k)) <=2X_2(k)(l - e'a)2 j"1
+ X_1(k) (1 - e_a)yj (9)
f , '
__ i _
2  ^1 TP
f \
j
N(k+l),  ^JL — -Hj[H(k+1)J > 1 — C ^ > 0 for all j.
Thus from (7) and (8)
c • ^
J
15 f . N1 J
| N ( k + l ) J N(k+1),
i-C3
>J7—  = C for all j —  Ü2 1
as desired.
As in Chapter U, the convergence of Y e  E{N 2(n)3.T/ jN(n) > 0} and Y e ^ n JNvnj1  ^n
_ l
depends on the existence of a y ,0<y<1 such that E{N 2(n)|N(n)>0}= 0(y ).
Such a y is easily found using the above techniques; briefly, from 
representation (A) and the harmonic mean inequality,
EX-1 (n+1) 4 EX"1(l)EX"1(n) 4 (EX_1(l))n = y n, 0 < Y;l < 1 (10)
and
E(n_1(n+1)IN(n+1) > o) = p(N(n) > o)•E(N~1(n+l)|N(n) > o) +
+ I j ^(»(n+l) = j,N(n) = O) .
j=l
(11)
From representation (C)>
p(N(n+l) = j, N(n) = o) = p(N(n) + N(l)(l) +...+ NX(n)(l) = j|N(n) = o)
•P(N(n) = O)
= P (N(l) = j)*P(x(l) = l) as {N(n) = 0} E (X(n) = !}•
Hence
00
l r M ^ n + l )  = j, N(n) = 0) = e~an • E (n-1 (1) | N (1) > o) •
j=l
From (9),
E(N_1(n+l)|N(n) > o)< 2(1 - e~a)2E(x~2(n) N~1(n)}|N(n) > o) +
+ (l - e“ajEX“1(n)E(N“1(l)|n (1)>o)
Hence, from (10) and (ll)
E(n_1(n+1)IN(n+1)>o) < c(EX_1(n) + e"an) = 0(Yn)for some 0 < y < 1.
Continuing with the proof of the theorem we must now have 
00
£ sup|p(0 > x|x(n),N(n)) (l -r $(x)}| < « # 
n=l
1
Taking x = (1 - 6)(2 log n)2 and noting that
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1
£ (1 - $((l - 6)(2 log n)2)} = 00 
n=2
we find, since 1 as n -*
TJ^(x(t+l) - e\iN(t)) (2dPN(t) log t)~* > 1  a.s. (12)
To deal with the case r > 1, we use the fact that the process X*(t)=X(rt)
is again a temporally homogeneous Markov "branching process with mean
life length for an individual of (ar) \  Hence, the associated
infinitesimal generating function is uq (z ) = ar(h(z) - z] . Putting
X = u (l) (= rX) we obtain from (12)o o
j-r^-(x(tr + r) - e^r N(rt)) (2d^N(rt) log rt) 2 >_ 1 a.s.
But
Xr
lim X(t + r) - e yN(t)p I
(2d N(t) log t ) 2
lim X(tr + r) - e^ryN(rt)Q 1
(2d"Ti(tr) log rt)2
> 1 a.s.
Thus, the first part of the proof is finished.
To complete the proof it remains to show 
yr^(x(t + r) - eXruN(t)) (2dS;(t) log t)~2 4  1 a.s.
This will he true if P(Cn i.o.) = 0 where
= {X(t+r) - e^ryN(t) > (1+6)(2d^N(t) log t)2 for at least one te(n,n+l]}
We have
P(Cn ) 4 P{n<t<E+l x(t + r) - eXrpN(t) > (1 + 6) (2 log n dPN(t))2 }
P{(d^N(t(n))}:'5 X(t(n)+r) - eAruN(t(n)) >(1+6)(2 log n)2},
where t(n) represents the time of occurrence of the sup for n<t(n)<n+l.
From the lemma
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X(t + r) - eAryN(t) Z + Z 0 + r s 1 r, 2 + Z N + Y r,N(t) r a. s .
so, using the usual Borel-Cantelli lemmas, we need only establish the 
convergence of
J=1 ph y ( t ( n ) ) p [ z r;1 + Zr;2 + ...+ zr>N(t(n)) > (1 + 6) (21ogn) 2 }
Once more, referring to Expression (2) of the Lemma 4.3 and noting that 
N(n + 1) >_N(t(n)) > N(n), we find^
sup IP{ (d^N(t(n))) Z i+Z _ + ...+ Z / , + Yr,l r,2 r,N(t(n)) r > x} - (l - $(x)) I (13)
<. AE IN 2 (n) a.N(n+1) + BE
' i
N 2 (n + l)bN(n+1) + E (N(n + l)cN(n+1)
+ d;h;lEiw;(0)iE(N'J(n)ßN(n)) - u n.
In view of the first part of the proof, it is clear that the sum over n 
of all but the first term on the right-hand side of(l3) converges. But
E(N'5(n)aN(n+1)) = Elf5 (n + l)aN(n+1) k X pN (n + 1) e
— A (n+1) \
and
Thus as
we have
lim J
I yN(n)e“ An
pN (n) e 
1 a. s .
-An
^ EN_l(n)aN(n) < CO
(x(t + r) - eArN(t)) (2dZN(t) log t) 2 1 a.s.lim
Combining (12) and (13), the desired result is obtained. A similar proof 
establishes the lim inf result.
+For convenience we have ignored the ’conditional on N(n) > 0 ’ require­
ment; however, using exactly the same technique as was used in (5)> we 
can deal with the possibility of N(n) = 0.
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We establish the limit results for (i) and (iii) in exactly the 
same way using the representations appearing in the Lemma 5.3 and in the 
case of (i) using Expression (1) of the Lemma 4.3 in place of Expression 
( 2 ) .
Next we show that the limit results for process (i) are sufficient 
to establish those for (ii).
We have
lim X(t) - eXtW . yr-X(t)-e ArX(t + r)-~-------r4lliri — ?------n—(2o^ X(t) logt)2 (2ö*X(t) logt)2 + lim
e XrX(t + r) - eXtW 
(2ö^X(t) log t) 2
/1 -Xr. \ —(1 - e ) 2 + e lim X (t + r)-eX(t+r)Wr\
(2g X(t + r)log(t + r))
a. s .
since eXrx(t) (x(t + r)) 1 -> 1 a.s., and the (l-eAr)2 follows from (i) .-1 Xr,
Thus
lim(x(t) - eXtw) (2a*X(t) logt) 2 4 (1 - e Xl)2(l-e zXr) 1
= (l + 2(e2^r - l)-1)^ a.s.
for all r. So we have
lim[x(t) - eXtw) (2o*X(t) logt) 2 4  1 a.s.
Similarly
lim(eAtW - X(t)) (2a* X(t) logt) 2 < 1 a.s. (1U)
Conversely,
1 = lim(x(t)eXr - X(t + r)) (2o*eXr(eXr-l)X(t) log t) 2 a.s.
(1 - e-Xr) J 7-7—  Xr < lim e eX(t+r)W - X(t + r) 
(2<j*X(t + r) log(t + r)) 2
+ lim X(t) - eAtW 
(2a*X(t) logt) 2
a.s
From (l^)we have
lim(x(t) - eXtw) (2a*X(t) logt) 2 4 (1 - e Xl)2 - e 2Är a.s.
for all r and the desired result follows.
. -2Ar ,, 2 ~2 —5 Xr.— 1 _ 1 1Upon noting that 1 <_e d^_ d* (1 - e ) 4  1 + 2(e 1)
for all r and using an argument identical to that of the previous proof
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we obtain immediately the desired limit results for (iv) from the limit 
results for process (iii). The proofs are now complete.
Remark e) It is perhaps worth noting that
_ifcZb(t)} 2 (yN(t + r) - e^rX(t)} converges in distribution to N(0,1) and a
corresponding lav; of the iterated logarithm holds where
,Z l, 2Ar Ar ox d - ö (e + e  _ 2). r
Remark f) The constraint p^ = 0 is applied without loss of 
generality in so far as every Markov branching process {X(t),t >_0} having
-1p^ t 0 and mean life length of a s can be associated with a Markov
branching process {Xq (t) ,t >_0} having p ’^ = 0 and mean life length 
[a(l-p^)]  ^ and such that XQ(t) and NQ (t) have the same probabilistic 
behaviour as X(t) and N(t) respectively. Thus many results concerning 
XQ (t) and N (t) hold also for X(t) and N(t). Indeed, we need only form
k k ka new process X (t) = X(t) , t^O, having split-times
where Tj = time of that split (of X(t)) in which X(t + 0) X(t) for the
k kith time. The rv’s t . , - t - can easily be shown to be iid asJ + l J
exponential variables of parameter a(l - p^).
Remark g) We can extract from inequality (6) the following 
convergence rate result
A ^  /- 2supX (X(n+1) - e uN(n))(2d^ Pj,(n )N(n) log n)_5<x|x(n) ,H(n) ,H(n)>0
- t(x) < a
where \ an < 00 a.s. 
n=l
Furthermore, similar convergence rates hold for the four other rv’s
considered.
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